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ABSTRACT
As a background for the study of the relationship between ground 
and satellite observations of magnetic disturbances, studies of the 
quiet day geomagnetic variations are reviewed. A model for the polar 
quiet day variation, SP, which is thought to be related to the for-H
mation of the magnetospheric tail, is then presented. The model consists 
of Chapman-Ferraro boundary charges mapped onto the dayside auroral 
oval and the Hall currents expected of this distribution of charge.
The model is consistent with the observed SP below the auroral oval, 
but not consistent in the polar cap.
The auroral oval is the region in which intense electric currents 
flow, causing polar magnetic substorms. Polar magnetic substorms can 
occur throughout a magnetic storm, but of particular interest are those 
which occur nearly simultaneously to storm sudden commencements (ssc's). 
One hundred seventy-seven ssc’s which occurred during the I GY (1957-58) 
and IQSY (1964-1965) are examined for the occurrence of simultaneous 
events. Of 105 I GY ssc’s investigated, 49% were associated with simul­
taneous polar substorms. For 72 IQSY ssc’s, this figure is less than 3%. 
For the IGY data, it was also found that the occurrence of these events 
depends on the amplitude of the ssc, but not on the existence of a 
previously disturbed magnetosphere.
Typically, magnetic storms at low latitudes are accompanied by 
numerous polar magnetic substorms. In this dissertation, several mag­
netic storms are investigated to determine the relationship between 
the low latitude longitudinal Iy-asymmetric development of a magnetic
' ill
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s+orm and the occurrence of polar magnetic substorms. It is found 
that low latitude changes often do not correlate well with high lat­
itude changes, and thus, it is inferred that the non-symmetric compon­
ent of a magnetic storm at low latitudes cannot be chiefly due to return 
currents of the polar electrojets. In addition, from the similarity 
of the synchronous satellite, ATS-I, and Honolulu magnetic storm records, 
it is concluded that a large part of the low latitude storm-time field 
must arise from the magnetotaiI current. However, correlations between 
the asymmetric component of the low-latitude storm-time field and the 
polar electrojets also exist. Thus, these require an explanation for 
the low latitude component in terms of ionospheric return currents 
and/or the direct effects of the distant auroral electrojets.
It has been observed by the ATS-I that the recovery phase of a 
geomagnetic storm proceeds much more rapidly at synchronous altitudes 
than at the ground. On the basis of a simple model consistent with 
particle data, it is shown that the 'early recovery’ may be due to •
the combined effects of the magnetotaiI and ring currents. That is, 
during the recovery phase the ATS-I satellite may be located in the re­
gion between the ring current and the magnetotaiI current.
The magnetic field equations for two, three-dimensional models 
of the known currents are listed and the results of some calculations 
are presented. A relatively simple model of ring, auroral electro­
jet and field-aligned currents is shown to be consistent with the 
major part of observed disturbance field. The second of the models 
consists of a distributed ring current, boundary currents and magnetotaiI
lv
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current. This can reproduce the 'early recovery' of a magnetic storm 
, observed by the ATS-I satellite.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
I.I A BRIEF HISTORY OF GROUND-BASED STUDIES OF GEOMAGNETIC DISTURBANCES
Historical documents and artifacts indicate that the Chinese first
discovered the directive properties of the earth's magnetic field on 
lodestone (Needham, 1962). Although the earliest use of the magnetic 
compass by the Chinese was in the metaphysical art of geomancy, the 
more practical applications of the instrument to marine-navigation and 
to surveying probably antedate Western European and Arabic counterpart 
by at least a few centuries. The declination of the earth’s magnetic 
field and polarity of a magnet were also discovered by the Chinese 
sometime we I I before the IOth Century, A.D.
There is no documented evidence that the Chinese invention of the 
' navigational magnetic compass was ever transmitted to Western Europe;
the European-Arabic compass may merely have been a parallel development. 
However, it is known that some contact existed between China and 
pre-Rennaissance Europe, but any precise date of the supposed 
transmission of the knowledge of the magnetic compass has been lost to 
antiquity.
The navigational magnetic compass and the study of magnetism 
developed sporadically in Europe in the Middle Ages. It was during 
this period that secular variation was found, and magnetic declination 
and inclination began to be studied in great detail. In conjunction 
with the need for accurate navigational data, land-based observations 
became commonplace. Thus, just as chemistry evolved from alchemy, so 
too, evolved the study of geomagnetism from the Chinese geomancer's art.
I
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2The existence of transient variations (disturbances) of the 
earth's magnetic field were first noted in 1722 by Graham, a London 
clock-maker. By comparing observations through lengthy correspondences, 
Graham and Celsius of Sweden in 1741, discovered that magnetic 
disturbances often occurred simultaneously at the two locations. Thus, 
although crude, this was the first instance of a synoptic study of 
geomagnetic storms. Celsius was also the first to note the association 
of magnetic disturbances with aurora.
By the latter part of the 19th Century, a network of geomagnetic 
observatories sufficiently dense to reveal the major features of geo­
magnetic storms had evolved. It was determined that geomagnetic 
storms were world-wide phenomena, which began nearly simultaneously 
all over the earth. Its development was found to be similar at 
stations widely separated in longitude, and ids magnitude much more 
• intense in the auroral region.
An Indian scientist, Moos (1910), from the Bombay records of 
many magnetic storms, conducted the first study of the average features 
of a magnetic storm at low latitudes. Chapman (1918) further 
elucidated the average features of magnetic storms at different 
latitude^ from a study of many storms. Thus, by the end of the first 
half of the 20th Century a considerable amount of observational data 
on magnetic storms had been gathered.
On the theoretical side, Birkeland (1901) attempted to explain 
what we now call polar magnetic substorms in terms of intense overhead 
currents, i.e. polar electrojets. Birkeland (1908, 1911) further 
suggested that the ultimate source of the horizontal currents and auroras
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3was solar corpuscular radiation flowing along field lines, i.e., field­
' aligned currents, and attempted experimental verification of the
hypothesis. StOrmer (1911) also suggested solar corpuscular radiation 
was the source of auroras. Schmidt (1917) ascribed the decrease of 
the earth’s magnetic field during a geomagnetic storm to a westward 
electric current which encircles the earth, i.e., a ring current.
Later, Chapman and Ferraro (1930, 1931, 1932) examined the effect of 
a neutral ionized stream of solar particles advancing on the earth’s 
magnetic field. Thus, they determined on theoretical grounds that 
the solar wind carves out a hollow which shields the earth from the 
direct effects of solar particles. This cavity is now termed the 
magnetosphere.
By the late 1950's much was known about the morphological features 
of the disturbance field of a magnetic storm. Relatively rudimentary 
theories had been advanced to account for the major features of 
geomagnetic storms. Among these were a ring current for the main 
phase decrease of a storm, field-aligned currents and auroral electrojets 
for auroral zone magnetic disturbances, and boundary currents arising 
from the interaction of the solar wind and the earth's magnetic field 
to account for the sudden commencement phase of a storm. Direct 
verification of the existence of these currents had to await the 
post-Sputnik era.
.1.2 A REVIEW OF SATELLITE STUDIES OF GEOMAGNETIC DISTURBANCES
1 .2 .1 . Introduction
Magnetic measurements above the earth's ionosphere began with 
Sputnik 3 (1958) and Vanguard 3 (1959), which were relatively low
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
orbiting satellites. The primary purpose of these satellites was 
to map precisely and comprehensively the main field of the earth.
It was determined from the measurements that the field in the near 
earth region (M3.1 to M3.5 earth radii) very closely approximates 
the reference field obtained upon extending the field measured on 
earth by means of spherical harmonic expansion (see the review article 
by Cah ill, 1964).
Low-altitude measurements by Vanguard 3 also showed that part 
of the ground level activity during magnetic storms could be 
attributed to distant currents beyond the satellite orbit.
In this section, satellite and space probe observations of 
the geomagnetic field during magnetic storms will be briefly reviewed. 
The magnetic observations have been divided arbitrarily into those 
made in four regions: the Van Allen belt region containing the low 
energy protons and electrons which presumably form the ring current 
belt; the transition region between the ring current belt and the 
tail region; the tail region; and the magnetospheric boundary region.
1.2.2. The Van Allen region
Vanguard 3 magnetometer data (Cain et a I., 1962) indicated 
that the postulated ring current must be located at least above 
500 km and probably beyond 2400 km in altitude. On courses to the 
moon, both Lunik I and Lunik 2 detected depressions of the field 
below the reference field near 2 Rg (earth radii) during moderate 
magnetic storms (Doiginov et a I., I960). The interpretation of 
the depression as due to a ring current was disputed, however, since
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the field did not rise above the reference field beyond 2 Rg 
as would be expected of a ring current. On the other hand, Explorer 
6 did not detect any evidence of a ring current in the same region 
traversed by the Lunik probes (Sonett et a I., I960).
During the early 1960’s, several satellites carrying magneto­
meters were launched which traversed the region in which a ring 
current was thought to flow. None of the results were conclusive 
enough to clearly indicate the location of the ring current, and 
hence, whether a ring current did indeed exist. Thus, the 
measurements chiefly indicated where the ring current was not 
to be found.
The first conclusive observations on the existence of a ring 
current during a magnetic storm and its location were supplied by 
the Explorer 26 satellite (Cahill, 1966). Explorer 26 traversed 
the inner magnetosphere between the geocentric equatorial radii 
rg = 2 Rg and rg = 6 Rg many times during the great magnetic storm, 
which commenced at 1312 UT on April 17, 1965. It was observed 
that both the declination and inclination were distorted from the 
reference field directions in the late afternoon and evening 
quadrants during the main phase decrease of the storm. Measurements 
in other quadrants did not show such large distortions. This 
asymmetrical inflation of the geomagnetic field was interpreted 
to be due to the rapid growth of charged particle energy in the 
evening-afternoon quadrant, deep in the magnetosphere.
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6During the recovery phase of the storm, the geomagnetic field
inflation became more symmetrical, that is, the inclination deviation
\from the reference field remained large, but the declination deviation 
became relatively small. Cahill (1966) suggested this observation 
was consistent with the existence of an axially symmetric ring of 
current with a peak particle energy density near rg = 3.5 R .
Further evidence for the existence of the ring current and its 
initially asymmetric development was presented by Cahill (1970), 
who studied four other storms observed by Explorer 36 in 1965.
0G0 3 measurements of the differential energy spectrums of 
low energy protons and electrons in the ring current region presented 
by Frank (1967) were the first complete and coherent observations of 
the actual particles which constitute the ring current belt. Frank 
found that the energy density of protons in the energy range ^3 to 
50 Kev was sufficient to account for the major part of magnetic 
disturbances observed at the ground during a period in June and July, 
1966. Electrons in the range 200 ev to 50 Kev were found to provide 
25$ of the storm-time ring current. Observations of the asymmetric 
increases of ring current proton energy densities are presented by 
Frank (1970).
1.2.3. Inner tail region
Long-term magnetic observations of the inner tail region of 
the magnetosphere have been provided by the synchronous orbit 
satellite ATS-I, which was launched on December 6 , 1966. The 
satellite is located at a geocentric range of 6 . 6 R , latitude 0°
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and longitude 150.3°W. The magnetic measurement of Cahill (1966,
1970) and the particle measurements of Frank (1967, 1970) indicate 
that ring current particles are rapidly introduced deep within the 
magnetosphere during the main phase decrease of a storm, and that 
there is a subsequent recession of the peak of the ring current 
during the recovery phase. The location of the peak of the ring 
current particles during quiet periods is in the vicinity of the 
synchronous orbit. Thus, a synchronous orbit satellite is often 
located between the region of the ring current and the tail of the 
magnetosphere during the course of a geomagnetic storm.
Cummings and Coleman (1968a), Coleman and Cummings (1968), 
Cummings et a!., (1968), Coleman (1970), and Coleman and Cummings 
(1971) have reported the results of the ATS-I magnetic measurements. 
The major observations directly relevant to magnetic storms in the 
inner tail region are as follows:
(a) The magnitude of the main phase of a storm tends to be 
smaller at synchronous altitudes than at ground stations.
(b) There are instances when an almost one-to-one correspondence 
• exists between the H-component field changes in the midnight
sector at ATS-I and at the ground station, Honolulu.
(c) During the main phase decrease, substantial V-component 
changes (radially outward changes, corresponding to the 
negative Z-component of the usual H, D, Z system used at ground 
stations) occur which is indicative of a tail-like configuration 
at these times.
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(d) Substantial D-component changes also occur during main 
phase decreases. Coleman (1970) suggests that these changes 
are possibly due to field-aligned currents.
Transverse magnetic changes detected above the auroral zone 
ionosphere by a polar orbiting satellite and a rocket probe have 
been interpreted as due to field-aligned currents (Armstrong and 
Zmuda, 1970; Cloutier et al., 1970).
1.2.4. Outer taiI region
The first comprehensive mapping of the topology of the magnetic 
field in the tail region of the magnetosphere was made by the IMP-I 
(Explorer 18) satellite (Ness, 1965; Speiser and Ness, 1967). The 
measurements showed that the tail of the magnetosphere was elongated 
to at least 32 R in the anti-solar direction. A few earth radii, 
above the ecliptic plane, .the field was found to point generally 
toward the sun, while below the plane, the field pointed in an 
anti-solar direction. The transition region between the two field 
directions is now called the 'neutral sheet'. Its thickness is in 
the order 'v, I to M.O R . Significant particle flux exists in a 
limited region below and above the neutral sheet (Game et al.,
1966); this has been termed the 'plasma sheet'.
From numerous observations, the topoiogy of the tai I that has 
emerged is one of roughly cylindrical cross-section in the plane 
perpendicular to the solar wind direction with fields anti-parallel 
and parallel to the sun-earth line, respectively, above and below 
the ecliptic plane. The tail is quite elongated; observations of
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the magnetic field and particles by Pioneer 7 in the geomagnetic 
wake of the earth suggest that fhe tail may extend to 1000 Rg 
(Wolfe et al., 1967; Mess et al,, 1967), but that it is highly 
disordered at that distance. Ness (1965) found that the magnitude 
of the tail field was from 10 to 20 gammas at 30 Rg where the dipole 
field is expected to be only I gamma. IMP-1 data (Speiser and 
Ness, 1967) and Explorer 14 data (Laird, 1969) indicated that there 
was a small field (of a few gammas or less) vertical to the neutral 
sheet.
The magnetotaiI field during magnetic storms has also been 
studied (Behannon and Ness, 1966). Positive correlations of the 
tail field disturbances with low latitude ground changes were 
interpreted as due to large-scale compressionaI effects of'the solar 
wind such as that which occurs during an ssc. Anti-correlations 
between low latitude ground records and magnitude of the tail 
field disturbances were also observed. Thus, during the decreasi nq 
phase of a storm, the magnitude of the tail field increases. IMP 4 
data supplied more detailed observations of the sequence of magnetic 
changes in the tail during magnetic substorms (Fairfield and Mess, 
1970). It was found that during quiet and post-substorm periods 
the field tends to be relaxed into a more dipolar state with some 
northward directed field lines passing through the neutral sheet. 
Prior to and during the early stages of a substorm, the tail field 
increases while the northward field perpendicular to the neutral 
sheet decreases. Simultaneously, the plasma sheet thins. Thus, 
the tail field, its associated part.icles and geometry undergo rather
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dynamic changes during the course of a substorm.
1.2,5. Boundary region
The existence of a boundary region between solar corpuscular 
radiation and the earth's geomagnetic field was first suggested by 
Chapman and Ferraro (1930, 1931, 1932). Such a boundary was thought 
to be transient in nature, occurring only at the time of solar 
flares; however, Biermann (1951), from comet tail observations, 
concluded that corpuscular radiation must be continuously emitted 
from the sun. Thus, the boundary should be a permanent feature.
The first clear identification of the magnetospheric boundary 
(or magnetopause)• was.made by Cahill and Amazeen (1963) with a 
magnetometer on the Explorer 12 satellite. Magnetic measurements 
during radial passes of the satellite near the subsolar point showed 
that an abrupt change in field occurred near 8 R . The field was 
about what one would expect of a dipole in the solar wind up to the 
crossing, but beyond that the field became highly irregular in 
magnitude and direction.
Numerous observations of the magnetopause have since been made. 
Notable observations of the effect of an enhanced solar wind were 
provided by the ATS-I satellite during the storm of January 14, 1967 
(Cummings and Coleman, 1968b). The satellite encountered and passed 
through the boundary several times between 1400 to 1500 LT (0000 to 
0001 UT, January 14). Since the satellite had already passed its 
local noon, the boundary was actually moving in and out, past the 
satellite, in response to the dynamical pressure of the solar wind.
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The field measured just inside the boundary was nearly 50$ higher 
than expected at that location during quiet times. Thus, these 
measurements indicate that some solar wind parameters are highly 
vari able.
1.3 AN OUTLINE OF SUBJECTS COVERED
It is certain that magnetic disturbances on the earth and in 
the magnetosphere occur in response to variations of the parameters 
of the interpIanetary medium. However, although a considerable 
number of observations have been made of the solar wind and 
interplanetary magnetic field by space probes and astronomical means, 
as yet, no one-to-one corresDondence between specific parameters 
and the occurrence of magnetic disturbances on the earth has been 
definitely established.
Magnetic disturbances observed on the earth and in space are 
structurally more complex than the aye rage morphology implies. For 
example, observed at the ground, magnetic storms are often not 
preceded by an identifiable storm sudden commencement (ssc) and also 
can have a lengthy initial phase or a very brief one. Such variable 
responses and response rates to changes of the parameters of the 
inter planetary medium must also be related to conditions within 
the magnetosphere.
This dissertation is primarily a correlative study of available 
satellite and ground magnetic field observations. Relevant particle 
observations are also included in the study.
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Chapter II deals with ionospheric and non-ionospheric sources 
of quiet day variations of the geomagnetic field. Such variations 
form the basis for the study of disturbed conditions presented in 
subsequent chapters.
Chapter III contains a study of the low latitude asymmetric 
component of the storm-time disturbance field observed at the ground. 
As the name implies, the asymmetric component is that component of 
the storm-time field which remains after subtraction of the part 
symmetrical with respect to the dipole axis. Thus, it is essentially 
the DS part of the storm-time field; in Chapter III, this component 
is studied in terms of the asymmetry (or ASY) inde>$ which retains 
the higher harmonics of the DS component.
Geomagnetic storm fields observed at synchronous orbits are 
discussed in Chapter IV. In particular, this chapter deals with the 
rapid recovery of storm-time fields as observed by the synchronous 
sate I Iite ATS-I.
Some statistical results concerning the occurrence of polar 
magnetic substorrns coincident with the onset of storm sudden 
commencements is presented in Chapter V.' A few available satellite 
observations of discontinuities in the solar wind are also studied 
with relation to sudden commencements and polar magnetic substorms.
. Chapter VI discusses two, three-dimensional current models of 
the magnetospheric configuration during quiet and disturbed times. 
Equations for the various currents and fields involved are given.
Discussions and conclusions concerning the studies presented 
in this dissertation may be found in Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER I I
THE QUIET MAGNETOSPHERE - BACKGROUND FOR THE STUDY OF 
GEOMAGNET IC DISTURBANCES
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The earth is not an isolated body in space, but is subjected to 
gravitational forces and to extensive electromagnetic and particle 
radiations both from the sun and galactic sources. The balance of 
magnetic and particle pressures between the steady solar wind (plasma 
particles from the sun) and the earth’s magnetic field determines the 
primary configuration of the magnetosphere. Electro-magnetic radia­
tions, principally of solar origin, continually ionize the neutral ' 
constituents of the upper atmosphere, thereby producing an 
extensive conducting region above the earth's atmosphere, called the 
ionosphere. In a frame of reference rotating with the earth, these 
sources, which are quasi-stalionary with respect to the sun, give 
rise to near-cyclic variations of the geomagnetic field. These 'auiet 
day variations' of the geomagnetic field, which form a background for — 
the investigation of the disturbed magnetosphere presented in the 
ensuing chapters, will be reviewed in this chapter.
It is generally well agreed that the interaction of tide-induced 
horizontal winds in the ionospheric region and the vertical (Z) com­
ponent of the geomagnetic field produces currents, which in turn 
produce variations of the geomagnetic field. These ionospheric 
contributions to the quiet day geomagnetic variations can be further 
sub-divided into solar and lunar contributions. The lunar auiet day 
geomagnetic variations are simpler, than the solar variations, since
13
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the former is related only to the lunar gravitational tides, while the 
latter depends both on the solar gravitational tides and on the thermally- 
induced tides. The lunar variations are reviewed in Section 2.2, and the 
solar variations in Section 2.3.
On the other hand, there are non-ionospheric currents such as the 
magnetospheric boundary current, whose field distributions are non- . 
symmetric with respect to the rotational axis, which can give rise to 
significant contributions to the quiet day variations. These are 
reviewed in Section 2.4.
A recently discovered high latitude quiet day variation, S^, is
g
also reviewed and studied. This geomagnetic variation is not explain­
able in terms of the conventional ionospheric and non-ionospheric 
mechanisms; a model of a possible mechanism which can give rise to a 
part of S[J is described and presented in Section 2.5.
2.2 THE LUNAR OUIET DAY GEOMAGNETIC VARIATIONS
Ground-based vertical incidence ionosondes have shown there are 
several distinct layers'of electron densities in the ionosphere. The 
main layers are the F2, FI, E,and the sporadic E layer, E , which is 
only occasionally observed. From continuous ioncsonde measurements, 
the tidal effects of both the sun and the moon have been observed in 
the various ionospheric layers. It is the horizontal component of
these tides interacting with the main geomagnetic field of the earth
which produces steady currents observed on the surface of the earth 
as the solar and lunar geomagnetic variations.
The dynamo theory of quiet day geomagnetic variations has been 
fairly well established. Both solar and lunar variations can be
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reasonably explained by this theory. With the tides producing the 
necessary horizontal velocities of the ionized component of the iono­
sphere, the primary dynamo field (v x B ) sets up a charge distribution 
with potential (S) which, together with the initial dynamo fieldf 
produces a steady distribution of current. The morphology and strengths 
of the resulting currents also depend on the distribution of the 
conductivity of the ionosphere.
The relevant equations which describe the dynamo theory are as
follows. The beginning point is Maxwell’s equations;
3B
cur! I  = - ■§+ '
3D
curl H = j_ + u
and the generalized Ohm’s law .
j_ = ' (E_ + v_ x Bq) ,
where Call is the conductivity tensor, B is the earth’s field and the' —o
other quantities have their usual meaning. With the assumption of 
the steady state conditions, 3B/3t = 3E/3t = 0, it follows that 
- - grad S and div j_ = 0, 
where S is an electrostatic potential .
The preceding equations along with Ohm’s law lead to the dvnamo
equations:
div j_ = 0 = - div (CoJ * grad S) + div ([cj ‘ {v_ x 0^}) 
and curl (CcD * * j) = curl (v x B }
Once ttie conductivity tensor Cc], the vector velocity field v_ for the
ionized particles of the ionosphere and B are known, the current j_■"O "
can be determined. ’
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The lunar influence on geomagnetic variations was discovered over a 
century ago. Later, Chapman and Bartels (1940) obtained external 
equivalent current systems of the lunar or L-current component of the 
quiet day variation. Recently, Matsushita and Maeda (1965b), Matsushita 
(1966) and Matsushita (1969) from extensive data have obtained more 
accurate representations of the externa! L-current system. The basic 
method used is spherical harmonic analysis applied to the lunar quiet 
day variation after the solar quiet day variation has been removed.
The actual strength of the L-geomagnetic variation is quite small; 
the maximum range of the L-field occurs in the H-component during the 
northern winter months and is about 8 gammas at the equator and about 
2 gammas at 60° dipole latitude. The larger value of the L-field at 
the equator is a reflection of the enhanced lunar tidal effect on the 
equatorial electrojet. Unlike the solar variations discussed in the 
following section, the semi-diurnal component of the lunar variation 
is much larger than the other components, which is to be expected 
since the phenomenon should be due solely to lunar tidal forces.
Matsushita (1965) finds that the semi-diurnal component of the 
L-varia1ion field can be represented by an average external equivalent 
current system consisting of four pairs of current vortices in the 
northern and southern hemispheres,whose foci are located on about the 
02, 08, I4,and 20 hour local Iunar time meridians and at approximately 
the + 20° dipole latitudes. The current flows eastward at the equator 
at the 08 and 20 hour local lunar time meridians and westward at the 
02 and 14 hour meridians.
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2.3 THE SOLAR QUIET DAY GEOMAGNETIC VARIATIONS
The solar quiet day geomagnetic variation has been extensively 
studied (cf. Schuster, 1889; Chapman, 1919; Maeda, 1953, and more 
recently, by Matsushita and Maeda, 1965a and Matsushita, 1967), since 
it was first discovered in 1722 by Graham.
The dynamo equations which govern the morphology of both the solar and 
lunar variations have been outlined in Section 2.2. It has been relatively 
well established that lunar variations can be explained by the dynamo 
theory, since the tidal effects of the moon are well known. However, 
although it is believed by most investigators that the dynamo equations 
are also valid for the solar quiet day variations, there remains a 
major difficulty. This is that no adequate theory has been presented 
to account for a large diurnal component of the wind system and/or 
conductivity distribution, which is required to produce the extremely 
large diurnal geomagnetic variation observed. The semi-diurnal and 
third harmonic components of the variations obtained from Fourier 
analyzing the record of a station along a particular latitude can be 
adequately explained by atmospheric tides excited by the gravitational 
attraction of the sun and by thermal insolation by ozone, water vapor, 
carbon dioxide and other atmospheric constituents (Siebert, 1961;
Butler and Small, 1963).
Regardless of the difficulties with the dynamo theory of Sq, an 
equivalent current system can be obtained independently of the 
distribution of conductivities from the distribution of the variation 
field by spherical harmonic analysis. Our present state of knowledge 
of the ionosphere and the dynamo theory suggests that this current _
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system is primari ly located in the ionosphere.
The solar quiet day variation Sq is very large in a narrow band 
containing the dip equator, where it can reach a range of 180 gammas 
in the H-component; at typical low latitude stations (about 20° dp lat) 
the range may be as large as 50 gammas. (These values include the part 
of Sq internal to the earth, and therefore should be reduced by a factor 
of approximately 0.6 to account for the induced currents. Induction 
currents in the earth have been discussed by Chapman and Bartels (1940), 
Ashour and Price (1965) and Ashour (1971).) There is a seasonal and 
solar cycle variation of the intensity of the Sq'variations which is 
a reflection of the solar control of the conductivity of the ionosphere.
The diurnal component of Sq obtained from Fourier analysis is about 
twice the magnitude of the semi-diurnal component at all latitudes, 
which suggests a large thermal tide consisting of a single high pressure 
node exists.
Since the diurnal term is dominant, the equivalent overhead current 
system of Sq consists of a pair of intense current vortices, one in 
each hemisphere, centered at about the II to 12 hour local time meridian 
and a much less intense pair near the local midnight meridian; the 
current vortices are located at about the +_ 30° dipole latitude. At 
the II hour local time meridian the currents adjacent to the equator 
flow eastward. However, it should be noted that the current pattern 
can vary greatly from day to day as well as from season to season.
2.4 NON-IONOSPHERIC QUIET DAY GEOMAGNETIC VARIATIONS
In the previous section, the solar quiet day variations have 
been ascribed to the ionospheric dynamo. It should be noted that there
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also exist other current systems which can produce very similar varia­
tions. One can separate the lunar effects from the other variations 
since the variations progress around the earth with lunar age. However, 
no such separation can be made of the non-ionospheric sources of quiet 
day variations, namely the magnetospheric boundary current, the 
quiet-time ring current and the tail or neutral sheet current, since 
their contributions have the same phase and diurnal character as the 
variations from the solar ionospheric dynamo.
Mead (1964) and Olson (1970) studied the effects of the various 
non-ionospheric contributions to Sq. These contributions arise because 
the earth rotates within inhomogeneous field lines approximately fixed 
with respect to the sun-earth line.
Mead (1964) and Olson (1970) find that a daily range of 2 to 4 
gammas is to be expected of the quiet-time magnetopause boundary 
current contribution to the Sq variation. The direction of the solar 
wind is slightly inclined from the sun-earth direction (about 8° to 
the x-axis and from the negative y-direction of the geocentric-solar- 
ecliptic coordinates), and thus, this part of Sq and those of the tail 
and ring, as well, should peak at about 1130 hours local tine.
The quiet-time magnetotaiI current, which flows from dawn to dusk 
in the neutral sheet of the tail and which is thought to be completed 
by currents flowing on the surface of the tail, produces a range of 
about 2 gammas in the model of Olson (1970).
A uniform ring current belt concentric with the earth can produce 
only a change in level of the main field of the earth; however, if 
the quiet-time ring current is not concentric v/ith the earth or has an
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asymmetric distribution of current, a daily variation should result. On 
the basis of a simple ring of current whose center is displaced toward 
the sun, as suggested by the work of Siscoe (1966), Olson (1970) has 
obtained a range of I to 2 gammas for the variation at the surface of 
the earth. The estimate of the strength of the ring current was based 
on an extrapolation from ground records of storm-time periods and on 
the ATS-I magnetometer measurements during quiet periods.
Plausible models of the three non-ionospheric current.systems give 
a value of about 10 gammas for the total contributions to the Sq varia­
tion. If induction currents in the earth are included, a maximum 
range of about 15 gammas is to be expected. This value is approximately 
one-tenth of the observed range of Sq, so that non-ionospheric sources 
are probably not significant. However, as was noted by Olson (1970), 
it is possible that these currents can account for the day-to-day 
variability of Sq, since even the quiet solar wind parameters can 
change considerably.
2.5 THE POLAR QUIET DAY GEOMAGNETIC VARIATIONS
2.5.1 Introduction
Geomagnetic quiet day variations in the polar regions have not 
been explicitly discussed in the preceding sections. Since the tidal 
forces have nodes in the polar regions and the daily variations of 
inhomogeneities of the fields due to the recognized non-ionospheric 
currents there are believed to be small, the only significant contribu­
tion to the quiet day variations near the poles must arise from the 
thermally-induced solar tide. However, extrapolation of the lower 
latitude quiet day geomagnetic variation field to the higher latitudes
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shows that there is an anomalously high, quiet day variation in polar 
regions. '
Hasegawa (1939) was the first to make an extensive study of quiet 
day geomagnetic variations at high latitudes, but failed to take note 
of the anomalous daily variation in this region. Nagata and Kokubun 
(I3G2), from more extensive and accuraie IGY data, extrapolated the 
low latitude Sq field into the polar regions and showed that an 
additional variation existed there. The Sq expected at high latitudes 
(? 60° dip lat) was denoted S° and the additional quiet daily variation 
was denoted S^: thus, Sa = S° + S°. Unfortunately, these investigators
q • q q .
used the five International Quiet Days of each month for a few months
around the solstices during the IGY, which are only relatively more
'quiet’ than the other days of a month. It is inevitable that the
records of such days are 'contaminated' by the polar electrojet. For
this reason, Feldstein and.Zaytsev (1967) and Kawasaki and Akasofu (1967)
have recently re-examined the pattern of S^ on very quiet days during
the IGY and the lOSY. The latter investigators obtained the high
latitude Sq field by using two of the quietest days during the IQSY
(December 10, 1963: Kp = 0 0 0,0 0 0 0 0  and May 8 , 1964: Kq =• r 0 0  + 0 0 0 0 0  ’ ■
0 0 0 x0 0 0.0.0.). . o o  + o o + + +
However, the methods of analysis differed. For example, the 
analysis by Kawasaki and Akasofu (1967) was based on the conventional 
Sq analysis; that is, Fourier analysis and expansion in spherical 
harmonics. Fiaure-2.la and 2.1b show Sq = S° + S^ for May 8, 1964 and
“ q q
December 10,1963, respectively. The extended Sq variation from lower
latitudes is most clearly seen in the 6 - 1 2  hour local time sector below
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Fig. 2.1a Polar plot of the four term Fourier expansion of the 
horizontal geomagnetic component (Sq = S° + SP) at high lat­
itudes on the extremely quiet day May 8, 1964? (Kawasaki and Akasofu 1967),
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Fig. 2.1b Polar plot of the four term Fourier expansion of the horizontal 
geomagnetic component (Sq = S° + S^) at high latitudes on the extremely 
quiet day December 10, 1963, (Kawasaki and Akasofu, 1967).
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dipole latitude 65°. On the other hand, Feldstein and Zaytsev (1967) 
obtained Sq = S° t + DP from a few very quiet days during the IGY; 
here, DP denotes the field of the polar electrojet which was thought 
to exist even during quiet days of the IGY. Figure 2.2 shows the 
diagram for + DP; a certain pattern of S° was assumed and subtracted 
from Sq.
In spite of the differences in the methods and also the data employed, 
the agreement between the two studies is reasonable. The main results, 
together with some comments, may be summarized as follows:
1) There exists a particular solar daily variation (S^ 3), other
q
than S°, even during extremely quiet days (Nagata and Kokubun 
(1962)).
2) The major part of the variation is confined to the day sector 
of the polar cap.
3) In the latitude belt 70° - 80°, the vectors have an equatorward 
component in the 06-12 hour sector, and a poleward component
in the 12-18 hour sector. Feldstein and Zaytsev (1967) imply 
that a part of the component in the 06-12 hour sector is caused 
by the polar electrojet. However, it was persistently seen on 
all quiet days during the IQSY when the absence of the jet could 
hardly be doubted.
4) Above 80°, the vectors have a sunward component.
5) There is a large seasonal dependence of the distribution and 
strength of the quiet day variations in the polar regions.
Compare Figures 2.1a and 2.1b.
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Fig. 2.2. SP plus residual DP, (sP + DP) for five quiet days during 
the summer of IGY, (Feldstein and Zaytsev 1967).
6 ) In addition to these findings, both Feldstein and Zaytsev (1967) 
and Kawasaki and Akasofu (1967) conclude that the pattern 
differs significantly from that of the polar electrojet. This 
indicates that the polar elsctrojet cannot be due to a simple 
enhancement of the S^ current intensity, without requiring 
drastic changes of the pattern. The polar electrojet must thus 
be associated either with changes of the charge distribution, 
additional electric fields, changes of ionospheric conductivity 
or a combination of these.
2.5.2 The neutral line and quiet-time convection in the magnetosphere 
The relatively large polar quiet day variation suggests the 
existence of mechanisms other than those described in Sections 2.2 
through 2.4. Here, a background for the model presented in the next 
subsections is presented.
Chapman and Ferraro (1931 a, b) and Ferraro (1952) discussed the 
space charge distribution on the surface of the magnetospheric cavity 
carved out by the solar wind. A positive space charge appears on the 
inner edge of the dayside boundary because the massive positive ions 
penetrate more deeply than the electrons (Ferraro, 1952; p. 44). Space 
charges also develop in the morning and evening sides of the boundary 
because of the e\/ x _3 force which is experienced by the solar wind 
particles when they flow in the transition region of the boundary. The 
space charge is negative on the evening-side boundary and positive on 
the morning s ide.
Piddington (I960, 1962), Axford and Hines (1961) and Axford (1964) 
discussed a convective motion of the magnetospheric plasma associated
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wi+h these space charges and drew convective patterns (stream lines) at 
the ionospheric level (cf. Axford,1964; his Fig. 2). However, such a 
convective pattern depends greatly on the geometry of geomagnetic 
field lines inside the boundary. The Chapman-Ferraro model (or any 
subsequently developed ones, such as that of Mead, 1964) predicts two 
singular neutral points, one in each hemisphere, on the noon-time 
meridian plane where two 'adjacent' field lines diverge from each 
other, one toward the sun and the other to the nightside of the earth. 
All the field lines which lie near the magnetospheric boundary converge 
to the neutral points (cf. Axford,1962; his Fig. 2), so that the area 
from which they originate wiIi be a small circular area, with radius 
of order 200 km, centered at the 'foot' of the field line from the 
neutral point (cf. Akasofu,1966 ;p. 119), In this case, the major 
part of the convective pattern will be limited to a small area 
surrounding the circular area, and thus,the large-scale convective 
pattern drawn by Axford (1964) would not occur.
During recent years, there have been suggestions that instead of a 
point, the singularity or neutral region should be a 1 i ne or part of 
an arc (Piddington, 1965 and Frank, 1970). The projection of a neutral 
line onto The polar ionosphere along the geomagnetic field lines will 
also be a line. Imagine two geomagnetic field lines which originate 
just poleward and eauatorward of the projected neutral line, respec­
tively. They lie closely together in space between the solid earth 
and the neutral line in the polar ionosphere; from there they deviate 
greatly, the polar one toward the tail region and the equatorial one 
toward the front side of the magnetosphere. In this case, the space
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charges near the boundary may be distributed along the projected neutral 
line on the polar cap ionosphere. The precise geometry of the expected 
convective pattern depends also on the distribution of the geomagnetic 
field lines inside the magnetosphere. '
The convection of the magnetospheric plasma should cause an electric 
current at the ionospheric level. The current arises because of the 
interactions between the magnetospheric plasma and the neutral atmosphere 
underneath. At the ionospheric E level, positive ions cannot participate 
in the convective motion because the frequency of their collisions with 
neutral particles becomes comparable with or greater than their gyration 
frequency; on the other hand, the electron gyro-frequency greatly 
exceeds the electron collision frequency, and thus, electrons can 
participate in the motion. These electrons constitute the Hail 
current (which is oppositely directed to the stream line of the 
convective motion). Piddingtor. (i960, 1962) and Axford and Hines 
(196i) originally proposed that it is this electric current that 
causes a polar magnetic substorm. However, the convective pattern of 
a particularly simple situation should be examined before such an 
inference is made.
The magnetospheric cavity formation is a permanent feature as 
long as the solar wind flows, and thus, the convective motion must 
also be a permanent feature. The convective pattern during extremely 
quiet conditions may provide information on fundamental features of 
the magnetosphere; for example, the geometry of the singularity (point 
or line) may be indicated by the pattern. The pattern of the polar 
electrojet is not necessarily a good foundation for inferring the
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basic pattern of convection. This is because the growth of the polar 
electrojet is closely associated with the auroral substorm, so that 
the ionospheric conductivity is extremely variable in both space and 
time. Secondary space charges can also develop in the ionosphere 
during such disturbed conditions, which makes it difficult to infer 
the distribution of the primary ones. Furthermore, the polar electrojet 
probably results from an entirely different space charge system than 
the quiet-time situation being discussed here. '
Although the mechanism of charge transfer is not fully understood, 
it is assumed here that the SP variation below dp lat 80° is caused
q
by the convection of the magnetopause plasma and thus by an ionospheric 
current system associated with the space charges on the boundary, if 
this assumption is correct, it must be concluded that the singularity 
on the cavity boundary cannot be a point. This is because the current 
is well distributed over an extensive area on the dayside of the 
polar cap and is not confined to a smalI area around the expected 
location of the foot of the field line from the hypothetical neutral 
poi nt.
2.5.3 Model calculations
2.5.3.I Sp below dp lat 80°
q
It is assumed that there is a fixed distribution of charges on a 
semi-circular arc in the polar cap ionosphere. The distribution of 
the associated current and the resulting magnetic vectors is examined. 
The arc is suggestive of the dayside of the auroral oval where 
auroras are permanently located, even during an extremely quiet day 
(Akasofu, 1968). The dipole latitude of the dayside part of the oval
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is of the order 80° on very quiet days, so that for simplicity, the 
semi-circle is taken to be the dayside half of the 80° dp lat circle.
Actually, the charges should be distributed along a sector of an 
annul us, rather than along an arc. However, the transition region of 
the magnetospheric boundary is known to be rather thin and its pro­
jection onto the earth makes it thinner by a factor of about 1 00. 
Therefore, if the thickness of the boundary transition region is of 
order 1 ,000 km, the projected annulus will have a width of the order 
of 10 km, which is small compared with the length of the arc.
In the model calculation, two cases, A and B, are considered. In 
model A, the portion of the semi-circle 0 <_ $ <_ 3tt/4 is positively 
charged and the portion 3ir/4 <_ o <_ ir is negatively charged (<f> = 0 
on the 06 hr time meridian). The net charge on the semi-circle is 
zero and it is assumed that the charge density is uniform. In model 
B, the portion of the semi-circle 0 _< $ _<_ rr/4 is positively charged 
and the portion 3tf/4 <_ 6 <_ rr is negatively charged. The latter model 
has a resemblance to Axford's Fig. 2 (Axford,1964), but the distribu­
tion of the charges in the present model is limited to the day sector 
(since it is unlikely that the neutral line extends greatly to the 
night side). To further simplify the calculations, it is assumed 
that the charge distribution and the associated currents all lie in 
a plane; this is not too unrealistic since only the limited area of 
the polar cap is being considered.
The Cartesian components of the electric field due to a line 
charge in the form of an arc of a circle of radius unity are given 
by ■ .
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CR2 + I - 2R cos (4>-ot)H3/2
(R cosa - cosd)) dd>
[R2 + I - 2R cos (<<>-a)33/2
(R sina - si n<j>)
where the upper sign of + is to be taken for the positively charged 
segment and the lower, the negatively charged segment; k+ is the
linear charge density. The observation point (R,a) is located at a
distance R from the center of curvature (coincident with the origin
(the north geomagnetic pole) of the coordinate system) of the arc
segments, and at an angle a, positive eastward from the 06 local
time meridian.
The electric field, the resulting ionospheric current intensity 
and the magnetic vectors have been numerically computed. Only the 
relative magnitude of the vectors and their distribution have been 
obtained, but it will be shown below that the mechanism provides a 
reasonable intensity for the convective electric field. Figures 2.3a 
and 2.3b show the distribution of the magnetic vectors for the two 
models for the height-integrated conductivity ratio 0|_|/ap = 5.0. The 
actual northern polar ionosphere has been simplified to one of plane 
geometry with only a vertically downward magnetic field. The 
conductivities, and Op, are height- integrated Hall and Pedersen
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Fig. 2.3a. Polar plot of distribution of magnetic vectors produced bg 
magnetopause charges on polar ionosphere. The segment of the 80 
dp lat circle 0 <)> <_ 3ir/4 is positively charged and the segment .
3n/4 <_<#><_ ir is negatively charged (<J> = 0 on the 06 hr time meridian). 
The magnitudes of the total positive and negative charges are equal.
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Fig. 2.3b. Polar plot of distribution of magnetic vectors produced 
by magnetopause charges on polar ionosphere. The segment of the 80° 
dp lat circle 0 £ # <_ tt/4 is positively charged and the segment 
3ir/4 <_ <p <_ tt is negatively charged. The magnitudes of the total 
charges are equal.
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conductivities, respectively Ccf. Baker and Martyn, 1953).
It can be seen that both models reproduce fairly we I I the gross 
features of the distribution of the magnetic vectors below dp lat 80°, 
in spite of the simple assumptions made for the charge distribution. 
However, since high latitude stations are equipped with rather insensi­
tive magnetometers, the accuracy of the scalings is insufficient to 
decide which of the two models is the most appropriate.
Several values of the ratio Op/cJp, ranging from 0.5 to 5.0, have 
been examined, but it appears that a larger ratio best reproduces the 
observations. These ratios are in agreement with the estimates made 
by Baker and Martyn (1953) and Fejer (1953, 1964) for the sunlit 
hemisphere. This range is also in agreement with the values recently 
inferred from electron concentration measurements near the auroral 
ionosphere during twilight hours by FGppI, et al. (1968). The ratio 
is expected to be considerably smaller (the Pedersen dominates the 
Hall height-integrated conductivity) during nighttime conditions in 
the absence of ionizing sources. Estimates of each of these con­
ductivities indicate that nighttime values are at least one order of 
magnitude smaller than daytime values (Bostrbm, 1964).
Taking the maanitude of the maanetic variation vector to be 
50y, the current density in the ionosphere is approximately given 
(Chapman and Bartels, 1940, p. 233) by i = I OfAX0/2n = 10 x 0.6 x 
5 x 10 ^ gauss/2ir = 4.8 x 10  ^emu/cm = 4.8 x 10 ^ amps/cm. Taking
_9 .
the height-integrated conductivity = 8 x 10 emu = 8 mho (Fejer, 
1953; Fbppl et al., 1968), the electric field (E)’is of order
■z
6 . 0  x 10 emu = 6 x 10 volts/cm, so that the required speed of the
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convective motion Cv) in the transition region of the magnetospheric 
boundary will be of order v = E/B = 6.0 x 10** emu/ 2 x 1 0 ^  gauss =
3.0 x I07 cm/sec. Here,B in the transition region has been taken to be 
20y. This value for the speed of the convective motion is comparable 
to the speed of the soiar wind, so that it is not an unreasonable one.
2.5.3.2 Sp above dp lat 80°
q
The computed distribution of the magnetic vectors above dp lat 80° 
(Figures 2.3a and 2.3b) differs greatly from the observed Sp pattern 
near the summer solstice (Figure 2.1a). For example, comparing the 
distribution along the dp lat circle 85° with that of Resolute Bay 
(third circle from the pole), there is a difference of order 60° m 100° 
in the direction of the vectors.
■ Before continuing, it is worthwhile to comment on the assumption of 
constant conductivity throughout the polar region used to obtain Figures 
2.3a and 2.3b. Heppner, et al. (1970) have recently inferred the 
electric field in the polar cap ionosphere from the motion of barium 
clouds. According to this study, these measurements suggest that the 
Hall and Pedersen conductivities in the polar cap regions are small 
re 1 ative to those along the auroral oval. This conclusion was based on 
the fact that the observed ground magnetic disturbance vectors were not 
compatible with either the Hall 0£ the Pedersen current directions 
deduced from the direction of the electric field. These experiments 
were conducted during the late winter in twilight conditions and during 
periods of moderate magnetic disturbances which are known to be 
associated with enhancement of the auroral zone ionospheric conducti­
vities. Absolute conductivities which would have proven useful in the
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present work were not estimated in the paper by Heppner, et al. CI970). 
However, the strong seasonal dependence of SP found by Kawasaki and 
Akasofu (1967) and Nagata and Kokubun (1962) strongly suggests a 
solar control of the polar quiet day magnetic variations. The most 
obvious solar effect is in the ionizing radiation, and hence in an 
increase in the conductivities (Hall more than Pedersen). Therefore, 
the assumption that the Hall conductivity dominates, and that its 
value is of order 10 mhos does not seem too unreasonable for the 
'quiet* sunlit polar cap ionosphere.
It should be noted that the field lines originating inside the 
auroral oval are drawn away from the earth, downstream of the solar 
wind. The auroral oval delineates approximately the intersection 
line between the ionosphere and the outer boundary of the trapping 
region. For the quiet conditions which Sp represents, the oval is 
located at about dipole latitude 80° (cf. Akasofu, 1968).
It is instructive to estimate the lower limit of the boundary 
current contribution to SP. Piddington (1964) has suggested that the 
full force of the solar wind is transferred as a Lorentz force 
(ji_£ x B_) on the earth, to which the magnetosphere is firmly anchored. 
For the portion of the geomagnetic field above 80° exposed to the 
solar wind, the earth current (_i_^) flows from dawn to dusk across the 
polar cap. This formulation is equivalent to determining the boundary 
current effects directly.
' Another way of looking at this situation is to consider that the 
polar field lines, which are anchored nearly perpendicularly to the 
solid earth, are drawn away from the earth along the direction of the
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solar wind, so that they tend to incline away from the sun. In the
northern hemisphere, this is equivalent to adding to B, a field AI3,
which is directed toward the sun. Such an additional field can be
produced by an earth current flowing in the solid earth. A large
seasonal variation of the magnitude of A_B may be due to the fact that
the field lines originating in the summer polar cap are more greatly
distorted along the sun-earth line than those originating in the winter
polar cap (Nishida, Kokubun and iwasaki, 1966). '
Suppose that the field lines of the tail which are exposed to the
full force of the solar wind and which originate in the area bounded by
the 80° dp lat circle, lie in the cylindrical shell of inner and outer
radii of 10 and 15 earth radii, respectively (i.e., it is assumed that
the magnetospheric tail has a circular cross-section). The area of the
20 2cross-section of the shell is 1.60 x 10 cm , and the force exerted by 
solar wind particles (speed v = 3 x 10^ cm/sec; number density = 5/cm^)
on the area is 2 x 1.6 x 10 ^  g x 5/cm^ x (3 x 10^ cm/sec)2 x 1.60 x
20 2 1210 cm = 2.30 x 10 dyne.
The northern polar cap region (the area bounded by the 80° dp lat
circle, A = 3.80 x 10*^ cm^) experiences one-half of the above force,
12 12 F = 1.15 x 10 dyne. The pressure there is then 1.15 x 10 dyne
t 3.80 x 1016 cm2 = 3.03 x I0_5 dyne/cm2. If the force is balanced by
the Lorentz force resulting from the earth current lg , then i^ -
r 2 j 0
(3.03 x 10 dyne/cm ) t (6 x 10 gauss x 10) = 5.05 x 10 amp/cm. 
Here, the following relationship has been used: F/A = (l/£) x B, where
I denotes the total current, H may be considered to be the diameter of
the polar cap and B the average geomagnetic field in the polar cap.
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Thus, the resulting magnetic field is of order 2iri^/IO = 3.2 x 10 ^ gauss 
= .32y.
Clearly, the effect at high latitudes of the boundary currents is 
negligible. It, along with the ring and tail contributions, is insuffi­
cient to direct the charge distribution field discussed in 2.5.3.I toward 
the sun.
2.6 SUMMARY
This chapter describes the quiet time state of the magnetosphere 
and is presented as background for the studies of the disturbed condi­
tions presented in the following chapters.
The main features of the lunar and solar (at low and middle lati­
tudes) quiet day magnetic variations are both adequately explained by 
the action of the ionospheric dynamo. However, with regard to the latter 
variation, mechanism(s) have yet to be found which can give the neces­
sary vector velocity field and/or conductivities required in the dynamo 
theory to explain the larger diurnal variation.
Non-ionospheric sources also produce diurnal variations; however, 
theoretical predictions and some satellite observations (cf. Cummings 
et al., 1971) indicate these contributions at low and middle latitudes 
are approximately a magnitude smaller than the observed surface 
variations.
The anomalously large polar quiet day variations below 80° dp lat 
in the daylit polar cap can be explained by space charges distributed 
along the projection of the ’neutral line’ on the polar ionosphere.
This charge distribution is assumed to exist. Evidence for the ■
existence of a neutral line (or neutral ’band’, Frank, 1970) on the
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magnetopause surface suggests that boundary space charges are the 
sources of the ionospheric space charges. These are continuously 
maintained by the solar wind and a convective pattern in the polar
q
ionosphere is the result.
The pattern above 80° dp lat cannot be explained by the 
commonly recognized non-ionospheric sources discussed in Section 2.4, 
since these contributions are about two orders of magnitude too small. 
Moreover, the conventional dynamo theory of quiet day variations does 
not predict the existence of the polar cap S^. The neutral line space 
distribution model presented in Section 2.5.3.I for uniform polar 
region conductivities requires that a substantial sunward directed 
field exists during quiet times in the sunl it hemisphere in order to 
rotate the polar cap component sunward. The seasonal dependence of 
suggests that ionospheric conductivities must play an important 
part in a full explanation of S^ 1. Also, since the polar cap field
. q
lines extend into the tail region, the theory should be related to 
the magnetospheric tail and, indeed, to its very existence during 
quiet times.
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THE LOW LATITUDE ASYMMETRIC COMPONENT OF THE GEOMAGNETIC
STORM FIELD
3.1 INTRODUCTION ’
The purpose of this chapter is to study the relationship between
the low latitude DS component of the geomagnetic storm field and polar
magnetic substorms in terms of an asymmetry index (defined in Section
3.3) and the auroral electrojet index. The field of the DS component
is apparently related to the changes of the field and particles recently
measured by the synchronous ATS-I and ATS-5 satellites.
Geomagnetic disturbances recorded on the surface of the earth
are observed to have a variety of forms. A class of disturbances,
geomagnetic storms, has certain regular and distinguishing features.
At low and middle latitudes, the major characteristic which
distinguishes a geomagnetic storm from other periods of disturbance
is the growth and decay, in a relatively regular fashion, of a period
of depression of the H-component field below that during undisturbed
periods. Usually, the onset of a geomagnetic storm is signalled by a
sudden positive change in the H-component field. Following this onset
(ssc), there is an initial phase, during which the H-component may
remain positive for several hours before the main phase decrease
begins. A main phase decrease may last from a few hours to several
hours before the maximum main phase decrease is reached; the field
then slowly recovers (recovery phase) to its undisturbed value.
Polar magnetic substorms, which are large positive and negative
changes with a duration of about I to 3 hours in the horizontal
40
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component of the geomagnetic field at auroral latitudes, are the 
polar manifestations of the geomagnetic storm. In general, polar 
magnetic substorms are associated with the growth of the main phase 
decrease observed at lower latitudes. Negative bays (polar magnetic 
substorms) are also observed at the time of onset of ssc's and some­
times during the early part of the recovery phase. Geomagnetic storms 
may differ considerably in form from the typical but somewhat idealized 
description given above. In some examples there are no clearly identi­
fiable onsets (ssc's), while in other cases the occurrence of more 
than a single sudden impulse (si) leaves in doubt which is to be 
associated with the subsequent main phase decrease. The duration of 
the initial phase, the main phase decrease and the recovery phase can 
also vary considerably from storm to storm.
In the preceding description, the average or typical variation of 
a geomagnetic storm after onset has been given; however, the beginning, 
duration and amplitude of all the phases except the recovery phase of 
a geomagnetic storm are strongly local time dependent.
The longitudinal dependence and latitudinal dependence of the 
geomagnetic storm and the concomitant polar magnetic substorms provide 
a basis, along with satellite measurements, for determining the structure 
of the magnetosphere.
The morphological features of the geomagnetic storm observed at 
the surface of the earth at any epoch can be represented in terms of 
a spherical harmonic expansion provided no radial currents pass through 
the surface of the earth. The spherical harmonic expansion coefficients 
can be obtained by first Fourier analyzing the disturbance magnetic
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field (denoted by D) along a particular dipole (dp) latitude circle,
0 = 6 |, and at a particular time, t, of a storm.
The disturbance field D can be separated into a part constant in 
longitude, Dst, and harmonic terms, DS. Thus, at a particular time 
and latitude,
DS = I DS = EC (t, 0 = 0.)sin(nX + e ). n n ’ I n
where en is a phase angle which depends on t and 0.
It is technical Iy possible to obtain all the spherical harmonic 
coefficients of expansion from the Fourier coefficients and phase 
angles en of at least two of the three geomagnetic components (H, D and 
Z or X, Y and Z). However, practically all previous studies of geo­
magnetic storms have been based on only the first Fourier term DSj , 
because of limited data and accuracy of measurements.
Once the distribution'of the field is known over the entire 
surface of the earth, it is possible to obtain a current system which 
can synthesize the observed distribution ©f field. However, such current 
systems are not unique and to distinguish them from the actual current 
system which must exist, they have been termed 'equivalent' current 
systems.
Chapman (1918, 1935) obtained equivalent current systems for the 
Dst, DSj, and (Dst + DSj) components from the analyses of geomagnetic 
storms at different latitude circles. For many years after Chapman's 
pioneering works, it was thought that the Dst component resulted from 
a ring or zonal current symmetric with respect to the dipole axis and 
that the DS component was produced by an ionospheric current system.
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In constructing the DS current system, only the first harmonic 
- component 0)S| = C|Sin(A + )] has general ly been considered. However,
in order to construct an accurate equivalent current system at high 
latitudes by this method, great care is necessary; at the very minimum 
the data of several stations are needed between dp lat 60° and 75° where 
the geomagnetic storm field fluctuates rapidly and where, therefore, 
higher harmonic terms must be taken into account. Indeed, this method 
failed to reveal some essential features of the westward auroral electro­
jet which has on occasion been observed to flow all along the auroral 
oval. For example, it has been shown by other methods that magnetic 
disturbance activity peaks twice a day at stations between dp lat 65° 
to 75° (Nikolsky, 1947). Furthermore, when only the first harmonic 
term is used in the analysis, one is certain to obtain a pair of 
electrojets along the auroral zone (0 = 65°), the so-called "eastward 
electrojet" and the "westward electrojet". This is because the first 
harmonic component of DS(H), DS|(H), is positive in the noon-evening 
sector and negative in the midnight-morning sector in the auroral zone.
The DS component in middle and low latitudes is, however, relative­
ly simple and the first harmonic term is a good first approximation.
As has been mentioned, it had long been thought that DSj was due 
to the return currents from the eastward and westward auroral electrojets. 
Specifically, it was thought that the H component of DS|, OSj(H) > 0 
. was due to the return current from the westward electrojet and that
DS|(H) < 0 was due to the return current of the eastward electrojet. 
Clearly, this suggests that the amplitude of the DSj(H) component, C|(t),
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U T  HOURS
Fig. 3.1. Comparison of ATS-1 and Honolulu H-component records for 
four days in early 1967.
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In middle and low latitudes should be proportional to that along the 
auroral zone. However, Akasofu and Chapman (1964) showed that this was 
not always the case and proposed, as a first approximation, that the 
low and middle latitude DS^  component is due to the asymmetry of the 
ring current.
Although the asymmetry of the ring current field was later directly 
observed by satellite-borne magnetometers (Cahill, 1966), the inter­
pretation of the low and middle latitude magnetic disturbance fields in 
terms of the asymmetry of the ring current is not straightforward. 
Moreover, electric currents in the tail, field-aligned currents and 
currents flowing on the magnetospheric boundary can also contribute 
to the asymmetry and to the morphological distribution of the disturbance 
field in general.
3.2 A COMPARISON OF MAGNETIC RECORDS AT SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDES AND
GROUND STATIONS '
An important and opportune moment in the investigation of geo­
magnetic storm fields arrived when the synchronous orbit ATS-! was 
placed nearly directly above Honolulu in late 1966. It was found by 
Cummings and Coleman (1968) and Cummings, Barfield and Coleman (1968) 
that the ATS-I and Honolulu magnetic records of short-lived magnetic 
substorm phenomena were qualitatively similar. However, a comparison 
of the records shows that there is also a qualitativee similarity of 
the daily variation of the storm fields at the two locations. Figure 3.1 
shows four such examples. Daily variation, here, means the 
variation of the storm field observed at a station during the course of 
a day. There were also many other days when the ATS-I and Honolulu 
records were remarkably similar.
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The similarity of magnetic records at the two locations leads 
- to the conclusion that the fields observed must primarily arise from 
a current distant from either location (since no other single source 
of current external to the earth can give the proper amplitude and 
phase similarity that is observed). As a first approximation, then, 
one can conclude that the primary current which produces the observed 
Honolulu and ATS-I disturbance field is largely outside the orbit of 
ATS-I.
In the following sections, the low latitude storm fields will be 
examined to determine whether the morphology of such changes is com­
patible with this conclusion.
3.3 THE AURORAL ELECTROJET AND THE ASYMMETRY INDICES
In studying the time dependence of the occurrence of polar magnetic 
substorms, Davis and Sugiura (1966) introduced a new index, AE (for 
auroral electrojet). Their method of producing the AE index is essential- ’ 
ly equivalent to superposing the H-component records of several auroral 
zone stations and obtaining the range between the upper and lower 
envelopes as a function of Universal Time. By reducing the H-component 
traces to the same sensitivity and time scale and choosing a quiet-time 
baseline for each of the traces, it is possible to obtain the AE index 
as a function of UT on a continuous basis. Such a continuous index is 
needed in studying rapidly varying phenomena as magnetospheric substorms.
. The lower and the upper envelopes of the superposed auroral zone 
records, measured from the quiet-time baseline, were denoted by Davis 
and Sugiura (1966) as Al and AU, respectively. The AL index is a
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measure of the westward auroral electrojet while the AU index gives a 
measure of eastward flowing currents in.the auroral zone. In the present 
work, the continuous lower envelope which gives the AL index will be used 
instead of the AE index unless otherwise specified, since it has more 
definite meaning in that it provides a measure of the intensity of the 
auroral electrojet in the midnight-early-morning sector as a function 
of UT.
One can similarly obtain a measure of the longitudinally asymmetric 
development of a geomagnetic storm by superposing the records of several 
low or middle latitude stations after extraction of the quiet day 
variations. The range of the envelope of the superposed records is 
here denoted the ASY index. This is the same quantity defined by Davis 
and Sugiura (1966) as the range of DS, R(DS). The average value of 
the storm field at any instant over a set of low latitude stations 
widely spaced in longitude is denoted the Dst index and provides a 
measure of the intensity of the storm. It is clear that if the values 
of the fields at any pair of stations at any particular instant differs 
considerably above and below the Dst value,.a substantial value is 
obtained for the ASY index. .
' 1 The two indices ASY and AE (or AL) form the basis for studying
the geomagnetic storm in a way other than has been conventional, 
namely harmonic expansions and iso-intensity contours of the geomagnet­
ic disturbance field components (cf. Akasofu and Chapman (1964)). The 
growth and decay of the asymmetry index, ASY, and the westward auroral 
electrojet, AL, together with satellite data will have direct bearing
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on the question of whether the observed polar substorms and low latitude
DS type changes are related.
3.4 A STUDY OF SEVERAL GREAT GEOMAGNETIC STORMS
3.4.1 The geomagnetic storm of September 13, 1957
This storm has been extensively studied since it was one of the 
largest to occur during the IGY period. Akasofu and Chapman (1964) made 
a detai led analysis of the event and proposed from this work that the 
ring current is asymmetric. Their study was primarily based on maps of 
the iso-intensity contours of the H-component at various epochs of 
the storm.
Figure 3,2a shows the superposition of the H-component records of 
five auroral zone stations (College, Cape Chelyuskin, Kiruna, Leirvogur 
and Byrd Station in Antarctica). Figure 3.2b is a superposition of the 
H-component records of five low latitude stations (Honolulu, Memambetsu, 
Quetta, Tamanrasset and San Juan) after removal of the quiet day 
variation at each of the stations. The mean dipole latitude of the 
latter set of stations is about 25°.
In Figure 3.2c, the lower envelope from the superposed auroral
zone records in Figure 3.2a (designated as the intensity),the range
between the upper and lower envelopes in Figure 3.2b (designated as 
the asymmetry) and values of the corresponding hourly Dst index are 
plotted as a function of Universal Time. It is immediately clear 
that although the jet intensity and the asymmetry show some degree 
of correlation, their UT dependence differs considerably from that 
of the Dst index. On the other hand, it may be noted, in this
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Fig. 3.2.a Superposition of H-component records of several high latitude 
stations during the September 13, 1957, storm. The AE index is 
defined as the range of the upper and lower envelopes. The AL and AU 
indices are defined as the ranges from the baseline of the lower and 
upper envelopes, -respectively.
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Fig. 3.2.b Superposition of H-component records of several low-latitude 
stations during, the September 13, 1957, storm. The ASY index is defined 
as the range of the upper and lower envelopes. The Dst index is the 
mean value of these records.
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Fig. 3.2.c Westward electrojet intensity (AL), asymmetry (ASY) and 
Dst indices for September 13, 1957, storm.
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particular example, that the correlation between the ASY and AL indices 
' is far from what one might expect if the DS changes at low latitudes were 
of ionospheric origin, that is, due to return currents of the auroral 
electrojet in the ionosphere. Three major points which argue against 
such an interpretation are:
(i) The presence of a large asymmetry when the intensity 
of the jet was low, particularly at about 0800 UT.
(ii) The peak value of the jet intensity occurred 30 minutes
prior to that of the asymmetry.
(iii) Between 0800 and 0900 UT the jet intensity varied by an
order of magnitude whereas the magnitude of the asymmetry 
varied by a factor of two.
3.4.2 The geomagnetic storm of September 21-23, 1963
• The combined records for the September 21-23, 1963, storm of 
several high latitude stations are shown in Figure 3.3a. Figure 3.3b 
shows the corresponding combined low latitude records. The ASY, AL, 
and Dst indices for this storm are presented in Figure 3.3c.
This period of activity appears to contain two distinct main phase 
decreases. There certainly occurred an ssc at approximately 1400 UT 
on September 21, with a corresponding moderate maximum main phase 
decrease occurring at about 0545 UT, September 23. However, thereafter, 
the field became nearly symmetric; a second, very deep main phase 
decrease began about 1900 UT, September 22. Both main phase decreases 
were accompanied by large, rapid positive and negative fluctuations. 
Although the storm was extremely complex, there was a remarkable 
correlation between the ASY and AL indices for the occurrence times of 
the major peaks. However, the magnitudes of the changes in the ASY
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Fig. 3.3.c AL, ASY and Dst indices for September 21-23, 1963, storm.
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index are not as well correlated with the AL index as one might expect if 
the source of the ASY type changes were due chiefly to return currents.
3.4.3 The geomagnetic storm of April 17/18, 1965
This storm was studied earlier by Meng and Akasofu (1967) and 
Akasofu and Meng (1969). Figures 3.4a and 3.4b are superpositions 
of the high and low latitude records of the H-component, respectively, 
for this period. The AL index (denoted as the jet intensity), the ASY 
index (denoted as the asymmetry) and the Dst index for this storm are 
shown in Figure 3.4c, in which it has been assumed that no disturbance 
field D(H) existed at 1200 UT on April 18, 1965.
It can be seen in Figures 3.4b and 3.4c that there is a remarkable 
decrease at 0610 to 0650 UT, April 18, 1965, in the asymmetry index 
during the time when the most intense polar substorm was in progress.
Just before the onset of this particular substorm, that is, at about 
0600 UT, the largest main phase decrease was observed in the evening 
sector at such stations as Honolulu and Apia; the lower envelope 
between 0400 and 0600 UT in Figure 3.4b. is the Honolulu trace. How­
ever, during the substorm, there occurred a very intense positive change
at low latitude stations located in the evening sector; it is this 
change which was the cause of the temporary reduction in the ASY index.
This is the same type of positive change discussed by Cummings, Barfield
and Coleman (1968) and Coleman (1970) who noted it in satellite data.
This phenomenon can also be recognized in the September 13, 1957, 
storm at about 0800 UT. In Figure 3.2b the lower envelope between 
0600 and 0800 happens to be the Honolulu record. Because of the large 
positive change which began soon after 0800 UT, the magnitude of the
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Fig. 3.4.c AL, ASY and Dst indices for April 17-18, 1965, storm.
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ASY index became small relative to the previous period. However, by the 
end of the substorm (^0950 UT).the asymmetry had grown considerably.
Another feature of interest of the April- 18, 1965,storm (see 
Figures 3.4b and 3.4c) is the rapid decrease of the asymmetry index after 
1000 UT. In particular, it is the rapid convergence of the lower envelope 
to the more slowly recovering upper envelope between 1000 and 1300 UT 
which produced the rapid decay of the ASY index. This was also the 
case for the September 13, 1957, storm.
3.4.4 The geomagnetic storm of January 13/14, 1967
Figures 3.5a and 3.5b show the superposition of the high and low 
latitude magnetic records, respectively, for the January 13/14, 1967, 
storm and Figure 3.5c the jet intensity, magnitude of asymmetry and the 
Dst index. Although there occurred a small positive change at about 
0015 UT on January 14, it was not large enough to substantially reduce 
the asymmetry index. At about the same time the AL index decreased.
Except for the period between 0100 and 0300 UT, it may be noted that 
the AL and ASY indices were well correlated. Around 1100 UT on 
January 14, the traces began to converge and, thereafter, both the 
asymmetry and electrojet indices became quite small.
3.4.5 The geomagnetic storm of May 25/26, 1967
This storm was one of the most intense to occur during the last 
decade; the Dst index reached -400 gammas (Akasofu, Perreault and 
Yoshida, 1969). An intense main phase began to develop after 1930 UT 
on May 25 (see Figures 3.6b and 3.6c). Intense substorm activity between 
2000 UT and 2300 UT (see Figure 3.6a) was associated with an increase 
in the asymmetry index, the correlation between the two indices AL
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Fig. 3.5.c AL, ASY and Dst indices for the January 13-14, 1967, storm.
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Fig. 3.6.a Superposition of H-component records of several high latitude 
stations during the May 25-26, 1967, storm.
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Fig. 3.6.b Superposition of H-component records of several low latitude 
stations during the May 25-26, 1967, storm.
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Fig. 3.6.C AL, ASY and Dst indices for the May 25-26, 1967, storm.
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and ASY was fairly good up to 2200 UT on May 25. However, near the end 
' of the substorm (^2300.UT) the electrojet Intensity decreased to near the 
zero level while the asymmetry index remained relatively high.
At 2345 UT, when a new substorm began and the AL index increased, 
the degree of asymmetry was low and remained so for about half an hour 
before rising; at about 0010 UT on May 26, the asymmetry reached a 
minimum while the electrojet intensity had approached its peak value.
The decrease of asymmetry was associated with a large positive increase 
at Quetta (which is the bottom trace of Figure 3.6b at 2300 UT, May 25. 
This positive change was also responsible for a small, temporary recovery 
in the Dst index.
Significant anti-correlations are also seen during polar substorm 
activities which began at 0500 UT and 0845 UT. In particular, during 
the substorm which began at about 0500 UT, most of the low latitude 
stations except M'Bour (upper trace in Figure 3.6b at 0400 UT, May 26) 
recorded a positive change. This effect .is again reflected in the Dst 
index which began to recover at about the same time. Similar but lesser 
anti-correlations can be seen at other times such as 0200 UT, 0700 UT 
and 1000 UT.
3.4.6 Other geomagnetic storms
The geomagnetic storms of January 7-8, 1967, February 7-9, 1967, 
February 15-18, 1967, May 1-4, 1967, June 25-27, 1967, and October 31­
- November I, 1968, have also been analyzed in the manner outlined above. 
The results are presented in Figures 3.7 through 3.12. Line plots of 
these storms and several others are compiled in Appendix A.
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Fig. 3.8. AL, ASY and Dst indices for the February 7-9, 1967, storm.
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Fig. 3.9.a AL, ASY and Dst indices for the February 15-18, 1967, storm.
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Fig. 3.10.b AL, ASY and Dst indices for the May 1-4, 1967, storm.
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It is seen in these Figures, that there is a high correlation between 
the ASY and AL indices during many periods of activity; however, 
significant ahti-correlat ions also exist. The latter appear to be 
chiefly a result of the positive-type changes in the evening-midnight 
sector discussed in Sections 3.4.1 through 3.4.5 above.
It is clear that the Dst index does not correlate very well in 
these and the previous examples with either the ASY or AL indices.
The Dst index merely delineates the period during which it is likely 
that polar substorms occur.
3.5 I SO-INTENSITY CONTOURS OF THE GEOMAGNETIC STORM OF 
SEPTEMBER 21-23, 1963
. For a more complete treatment of the low latitude asymmetric 
component of the geomagnetic storm field of the September 21-23, 1963, 
storm (see Section 3.4.2), iso-intensity contours of the D(H) component 
have been constructed for several selected times; these are presented 
in Figures 3.13a through 3.I3t. The contour traces are computer cal­
culated and reveal some interesting details of asymmetry not fully noted 
in earlier studies of this type.
. The iso-intensity contours begin at 1400 UT, September 22, which 
is a relatively inactive period just prior to the second main phase 
decrease. This major decrease begins after 2000 UT, September 22, (see 
the Dst index, Figure 3.3c).
At 2106 UT (Figure 3.13d) a fairly large, positive disturbance 
was recorded in the Asian sector, which was then in the early morning 
hours. At the same time, a large negative decrease was recorded at •
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Fig. 3.13.a
Fig. 3.13.a through t Iso-intensity contours of H-component records 
of low and mid-latitude, stations at several selected times during 
the September 21-23, 1963, storm.
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South American stations where the field decreased to nearly -400 gammas. 
Between 2130 UT and 2300 UT (compare Figures 3.3 and 3.l3e)there occurred 
a strong positive directed pulse in the records of American stations 
which were in the evening hours; the field became less asymmetric.
However, by 2309 UT the field had once again deepened, reaching a 
minimum of over -300 gammas in the mid-Pacific region at about 0300 UT, 
September 23, (Figure 3,l3o, The large positive change above the 
baseline level between about 0230 and 0430 UT which occurred at European 
and North African stations in the early morning hours should be noted.
It is seen in Figure 3.I3t that by 1200 UT, September 23, the field had 
nearly become symmetric (iso-intensity contours began to parallel the 
lat i tudes).
There are two points of interest to be noted in this storm.
Firstly, the iso-intensity contours show that there is a gradual shift­
ing to the west of both the regions of maximum decrease and minimum 
decrease. The region of minimum decrease (in fact, in some cases having 
above baseline values) is in the early morning hours, while the region 
of maximum decrease is in the evening hours for this storm. This con­
firms the earlier work of Akasofu and Chapman (1964). In between large 
increases in asymmetry for this storm, brief periods occur in which the 
field tends to become symmetric (c.f. Figures 3.l3e and 3.I3n). Secondly, 
although this storm occurred during an equinoctial period, the regions 
of minimum and maximum decrease are a substantial number of degrees 
north of the geomagnetic equator. The possible causes of the north-south 
asymmetry will be discussed in the next section.
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3.6 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the growth and decay of several geomagnetic storms 
have been analyzed in detail by comparing the westward auroral electrojet 
index, AL, with what has been termed, herein, the asymmetry or ASY 
index.
The latter quantity is related to the DS component of the harmon­
ically synthesized disturbance field, but has the advantage of retain­
ing the more rapidly varying components. The term 'asymmetry index' 
has been chosen to imply that the quantity is primarily due to some 
longitudinally asymmetric distribution of currents, unlike the symmetric 
part which is thought to chiefly arise from a ring current encircling 
the earth.
The major results of the correlative study in the present chapter 
of the asymmetry,.electrojet and Dst indices for several geomagnetic 
storms are as follows:
(a) There are definite periods when an almost exact one-to-one 
correspondence exists between the two indices, although the 
ratios of maxima-to-maxima and minima-to-minima are not 
necessari!y equal.
(b) Definite periods, when the correlations are rather poor, 
also exist. '
(c) Cases of good correspondence are more numerous than cases 
of poor correspondence.
(d) The Dst index is poorly correlated with polar substorm 
activity.
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In addition,the following points should be noted:
(e) Positive changes, which tend to make the field more symmetri 
occur at late evening stations where the main phase decrease 
prior to the positive change had the greatest main phase 
decrease; this confirms earlier studies (Akasofu and Chapman 
1964; Meng and Akasofu, 1967 and Akasofu and Meng, 1969).
(f) Negative changes generally in the noon-morning sector of the
earth sometimes accompany the positive changes (thereby
increasing the asymmetry index greatly at that time).
(g) Simultaneously occuring positive and negative bay-like 
disturbances observed at low latitude stations on opposite 
sides of the earth during a geomagnetic storm are always 
accompanied by polar substorms at high latitudes, even 
though such low latitude changes may not be significantly 
reflected in the asymmetry index.
(h) A point not previously mentioned is that there is often
times a disappearance of positive type bays in the auroral
zone records (see Figures 3.2a, 3.3a, 3.4a, 3.5a, and 3.6a) 
during a part of the main phase decrease observed at low 
latitudes.
(i) The iso-intensity contour study of the equinoctial Iy 
. occurring storm of September 21-23, 1963, suggests a
substantial north-south asymmetry exists for both the 
regions of maximum and minimum main phase decrease which 
would not be expected for the case of a magnetic 
dipole coincident with the rotational axis of the earth.
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. The data presented in this chapter along with satellite data can 
be interpreted in.the following manner:
(1) The relatively good correlation of the disturbance storm 
fields observed simultaneously at ATS-I and Honolulu 
suggests that a significant part of the low latitude storm
. fields arises from distant currents, rather than ones in 
the ionosphere. Hence, the asymmetry of the low latitude 
storm fields is likely to be due to an asymmetric distribution 
of distant currents.
(2) The occurrence of anti-correlation between the asymmetry
and the electrojet indices also suggests that the DS component 
cannot be mainly due to ionospheric return currents. Crooker 
and Siscoe (1970) have also reached this conclusion.
(3) As mentioned previously^distant currents in the tail region 
of the magnetosphere, the ring current and magnetospheric 
boundary currents can contribute to the magnetic storm and 
to the DS component in general. Some evidence has been 
given that the enhanced boundary currents do continue to flow 
from the time of ssc to at least the maximum main phase 
decrease (Coleman and Cummings, 1971). However, since the 
magnitude of these currents is often small and since it is 
not probable that the field of these currents could have
such large gradients across the surface of the earth as is observed 
for the DS component, the asymmetry must primarily be due to 
the combined effects of the magnetotaiI current and an 
asymmetric ring current.
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(4) There is no way-to determine the relative contribution of 
an asymmetric ring current and the magnetotai! current to 
the DS component. From detectors aboard ATS-5, it has 
recently been demonstrated by DeForest and Mcllwain (1970) 
that variations in the total energy of the particles at 
synchronous orbits do not correlate in any simple way with 
the magnetic field variations observed there. They suggested 
that both local and distant currents are the sources of the 
magnetic field variations at synchronous orbits.
(5) It is possible for a positive change to-occur at synchronous 
orbits in the night sector if there is depletion of ring 
current particles, i.e., a decrease of diagmagnetism there. 
This is consistent with the observation of positive changes 
both at the surface of the earth and at the satellite. 
However, this is not consistent with the increase of the 
energy density of plasma particles (hence, diamagnetism) 
actually observed by ATS-5 during positive changes in the 
dark sector (DeForest and Mcllwain, 1970). The only 
single current which is consistent with the observed 
positive changes at both the satellite position and on the 
nightside of the earth and the observed increase of the 
energy density of the plasma particles at the satellite is 
one which is located beyond the orbit of the satellite.
(6) In this chapter, it has been shown that a large decrease of 
the DS component (or ASY index) sometimes occurs during the
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decreasing phase of a geomagnetic storm when large 
positive changes occur at nightside stations. The 
positive pulse type changes are most probably due 
to a sudden decrease of the strength of the magneto­
tai I current and a subsequent increase.
(7) The electrojet intensity often increases when the DS 
component decreases. It may be speculated that the 
decrease of the magnetotaiI current suggested in
. (6) may be caused by a diversion of part of this
current to the auroral oval along appropriate field
lines. Since the magnetotaiI current density during
disturbed periods is of the order of 35 mA/m (c.f.
Beard et al., 1970), an electrojet intensity of I06
amperes could be- generated, if the magnetotail current
between R = 10 R and 15 R is completely diverted 0 0
into the auroral oval.
(8) Fairfield and Ness (1970) have recently shown that 
the magnetotail field becomes more dipole-like during 
substorms than during quiet periods; this is not in­
consistent with the diversion hypothesis.
(9) The only available observation which might be related 
to the diversion of the magnetotail current to the
auroral oval is the remarkable decrease of the plasma energy 
density over the entire thickness of the plasma sheet 
observed during the early epoch of substorms (Hones,
Asbridge and Bame, 1970).
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(10) Although a substantial number of low latitude, DS-like events 
are explainable in terms of distant magnetotail currents, 
there are some which are not. Simultaneously occurring 
positive and negative low latitude bays suggest that either
a) substantial near-earth or ionospheric return currents 
do occasionally flow or b) the magnetic effects of the 
auroral electrojets confined to the northern and southern 
auroral ovals are directly observed unattenuated except 
by distant at low latitude stations.
(11) The north-south asymmetry of the region of maximum and 
minimum main phase decrease as seen in the iso-intensity 
contours of the September 21-23, 1963, geomagnetic storm 
indicates that there is a north-south asymmetry in the 
currents causing the changes. Since the storm occurred 
during a period'near the autumnal equinox, this asymmetry 
may be related to non-coincidence of the dipole axis to 
the rotational axis of the earth. It is suggested that 
the observed northern location of the region of maximum 
main phase decrease may be due in part to the ’tipping’ 
of the geomagnetic equatorial plane toward the ecliptic 
plane. An alternative possibility is that the return 
currents of the boreal and austral auroral electrojets 
are influenced by an asymmetric distribution of 
conductivities. That is, return currents may be stronger 
in the northern hemisphere.
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GEOMAGNETIC STORM FIELDS NEAR A SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE- .
THE RECOVERY PHASE OF A GEOMAGNETIC STORM
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter,the characteristics of geomagnetic storms 
observed at the surface of the earth have been described in some detail. 
To interpret the storm time disturbances at the surface of the earth, it 
is necessary that simultaneous satellite data be used. The data studied 
suggests that the non-symmetric part of the geomagnetic storm field 
during its decreasing phase can be mainly attributed to currents in 
the magnetotai I, although at times additional near-the-earth sources 
of current may be required to adequately explain the phenomenon 
fully. In the present chapter, we will turn our attention to the 
behavior of the presumably simpler, recovery phase of a geomagnetic 
storm observed at synchronous altitudes and on the surface of the 
earth.
It is clear that the outer geomagnetic field must be considerably 
distorted during geomagnetic storms. For example, an auroral arc with 
a width of 10 km and a length of 1000 km in the auroral zone maps onto 
a region of about 300 km by 6000 km in the equatorial plane assuming 
a dipole configuration. Hence, such disturbances must be associated 
with wide scale distortions of the outer magnetosphere.
There are at least three current systems inside the magnetosphere 
•which are responsible for the distortion. These are the ring current, 
the magnetotai I current flowing in the plasma sheet from dawn to dusk 
and the auroral electrojet. The existence of the.taiI current in the
105 \
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plasma sheet has been postulated from field and particle measurements 
(Ness, 1965; Wi11iams.and Mead, 1965) to account for the observed 
antisolar and solar directions of the magnetic field above and below 
the neutral sheet, respectively. The circuit is thought to be closed 
by cylindrical currents flowing on the surface of the magnetospheric 
tail. It is probable that the three currents are not dependent but 
connected by field aligned currents during disturbed periods. Hence, 
the division of the magnetospheric current system into the three 
separate current systems is somewhat arbitrary.
The existence of the ring current has long been postulated to 
account for the significant decrease of the horizontal (H) component 
of the geomagnetic field in low and middle latitudes during magnetic 
storms; this has only recently been confirmed by direct satellite 
observations by Cahill (I966)and Frank (1967). Behannon and Ness 
(1966) have shown that the magnetotail field increases during periods 
of geomagnetic storms, which suggests there is an enhancement of the 
magnetotail current during such disturbed periods. However, only 
recently have the storm-time variations of the ring current belt 
(i.e., the low energy proton belt) and of the plasma sheet been 
studied to any extent. A qualitative estimate of the storm-time 
variations of the outer geomagnetic field can now be made.
This chapter is mainly concerned with the storm field observations 
made by the synchronous satellite ATS-I. Coleman (1970) and Coleman 
and Cummings (1971) have recently reported that at the distance of 
the synchronous satellite (r = 6.6 R^),the main phase of geomagnetic
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storms is much shorter than that observed at ground stations. The 
specific purpose of this chapter is to examine this relatively 'earlier 
recovery' of the main phase at synchronous orbit altitudes in terms 
of the storm-time variations of the ring current belt and the plasma 
sheet.
4.2 EXAMPLES OF AN 'EARLIER RECOVERY' OF THE MAIN PHASE AT THE
ATS-I SATELLITE
Figures 4.1 through 4.5 illustrate examples of an 'earlier recovery' 
of the main phase at the ATS-I satellite as compared with ground stations. 
Each figure consists of an ATS-I storm day record and a typical quiet 
day record of the satellite H-component and the corresponding magnetic 
records from five to six low latitude stations; the solar quiet day 
variation, Sq, has been subtracted from each of the low latitude 
traces. The times of local midnight at ATS-I are marked by solid 
circles. These storms have been studied in the previous chapter and 
their asymmetry index (ASY), westward electrojet index (AL) and Dst 
i ndi ces gi ven there.
It should be noted that at the synchronous orbit, the dayside 
changes during storm-time periods tend to have a higher value than 
the 'quiet' day levels. It is quite likely that the magnetosphere is 
'compressed' by an intensified solar wind during at least the period 
from the ssc to the beginning of the recovery phase (Coleman and 
Cummings, 1971). On the other hand, nightside changes during storm 
time periods tend to have below-quiet-day-leve! values, suggesting 
an enhancement of the ring and/or magnetotail currents.
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Fig* 4.1. Comparison of ATS—1 and low latitude H-component
records during the geomagnetic storm of February 15-18, 1967. 
Local midnight at ATS—1 is marked by a closed circle.
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.4*2. Comparison of ATS-1 and low latitude H-component records during the 
geomagnetic storm of May 25-26, 1967. Local midnight at ATS-1 is marked by a 
closed circle.
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Fig. 4.3. Comparison of ATS-1 and low latitude H-component records during the 
geomagnetic storm of February 7-9, 1967. Local midnight at ATS-1 is marked 
by a closed circle.
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Fig. 4.4. Comparison of ATS-1 and low latitude H-component records during the 
geomagnetic storm of January 7-8, 1967.
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Fig. 4.5. Comparison of ATS-1 and low latitude H-component records during the 
geomagnetic storm of January 13-14, 1967.
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1) In spite of this enhanced daily variation at the synchronous ATS-I 
orbit, it is clear that the field at the ATS-I returns to its 'quiet' 
day level much more quickly than does the comparable record of a ground 
observatory during the latter stages of a geomagnetic storm. That is, 
the main phase 'recovery' occurs earlier at the ATS-I than on the ground. 
For example, during the recovery phase of the February 15-18, 1967, 
storm (see Figure 4.1) the fieldat the ATS-I returned roughly to the 
quiet day level after 16 UT on February 16; on the other hand, the
main phase depression on the ground was still appreciable even at .
10 UT on February 18, 1967. In this case, it may well be that the 
return to the quiet level at 16 UT on February 16 was partly caused 
by the opposing effects of the compression by the enhanced solar 
wind and of the ring current. However, it is quite obvious that 
even during midnight hours (10 UT on February 17) the disturbance 
field at the ATS-I was much weaker than that on the ground.
2) The early recovery is better illustrated in Figure 4.2 for the 
great storm of May 25/26, 1967. At the ATS-I, the field became 
almost normal at as early as 02 UT on May 26, in spite of the fact 
that a large main phase decrease was still developing on the ground.
3) Figure 4.3 shows another example of an 'early' recovery during 
the February 7-9, 1967, storm. Although, this example is not as 
clear as the previous one, it is seen that at 10 UT on February 9, 
the field at the ground was still quite depressed while at ATS-I,
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the H-component had returned to its ’quiet1 level. Another interesting 
feature of this storm are the compressions of the magnetosphere which 
occurred between 18 and 20 UT on February 8. It is clear that the 
magnetic variations at these hours are due to compressive effects 
since they were observed at all the ground stations and produced 
magnetic variations which were above the quiet day level in the dayside 
sector of the ATS-I orbit. A modulation of almost identical form was 
also seen in the 150 KeV electrons by particle detectors aboard the 
ATS-I.
Two more examples are presented in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Unfortunately, 
the scalings of the low latitude records have not been extended suffici­
ently beyond the beginnings of the recovery phases of the two storms 
to clearly demonstrate the phenomenon; however, the data available 
for the latter periods of the storms also show the field at ground 
stations remains much depressed relative to that seen by ATS-I in the 
midnight sector during the recovery phases (see Figures 2 and 3,
Coleman and Cummings, 1971).
4.3 COM31 MED EFFECTS OF THE FIELDS OF THE RING CURRENT AND THE
MAGNETOTAIL CURRENT
In this section the combined effects of the ring and tail current 
fields in the vicinity of a synchronous orbit will be briefly described.
In Chapter 6, a simplified model of the magnetosphere will be given; 
the model can be used to qualitatively verify the description given in 
this section.
Along an equatorial radius, a proton belt (ring current) produces 
a negative (southward directed) field in the vicinity of the earth and
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a positive (northward directed) field outside the distribution; for 
- details of the ring current field distribution, see Akasofu and Chapman 
(196.1), Sozou and Windie (1969), and Hoffman and Cahill (1968). On the 
other hand, the magnetotail current produces a negative field in the 
region earthward from the inner edge of the plasma sheet. Hence, 
there should be a limited region between the ring current belt and 
the inner edge of the plasma sheet in which their fields tend to 
cance I. ■
Coleman and Cummings (1971) suggested that as the recovery 
phase begins, the compression and the tail current return to their 
respective quiet day states and that an inward motion of the ring 
current produces a separation of the neutral sheet from the ring 
current. In this section, variations of the distribution of the 
magnetospheric current and their consequences are semi-quantitatively 
examined. More specifically, it is suggested that during the recovery 
phase of a geomagnetic storm, the inner edge of the plasma sheet 
recedes rapidly away from the earth while the ring current decreases, 
and that the synchronous satellite is often located in this region 
where the cancellation tends to occur.
Here,the results of a simple model calculation are presented 
which show somewhat qualitatively how such a situation can occur.
The model consists of a distributed ring current (based on the work 
. of Akasofu, 1966) and a tail sheet current which flows in the plasma 
sheet from dawn to dusk. The tail circuit is completed by 
cylindrical sheet currents from the dusk portion of the magnetotail
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to the dawn part. More detailed and expanded calculations are presented 
in Chapter 6.
The ring current model of Akasofu (1966) consists of mono-energetic 
particles having a Gaussian distribution of number density and a special 
pitch angle distribution; the model is symmetric about the dipole axis.
The cross-section of the magnetotail is taken to be circular (radius
= 16 R^) in the plane perpendicular to both the equatorial and midnight
meridian planes; the tail sheet current in the equatorial plane bisects
the cyclinder. To simplify the computations, the magnetotail current
• -a
was assumed to have constant density over the entire length of the tail
(taken to be ^ 10 to 30 R^). A closed solution for the magnetic
field was obtained for the plane sheet of current, while the contributions
from the cylindrical parts were computed numerically.
This model should provide a reasonable qualitative approximation 
of the actual field. Ness (1965) and Behannon and Ness (1966) from 
IMP I data and Behannon (1968) from Explorer 33 data found that the field 
is relatively uniform over an approximately cylindrical cross-section 
of the tail, solar in direction above the solar-ecliptic plane and anti­
solar below. These measurements also show the field slowly decreases 
with increasing distance down the tail and also that the cross-section 
becomes less cylindrical. In the model used here, the inner and outer 
edges of tail sheet and cylinder surfaces are singularities; however, 
for regions sufficiently far from these currents, the approximation 
is fairly good. Much like a long solenoid, the interior field is nearly 
uniform in each half of the bisected cylinder. Earthward in the 
equatorial plane, the magnitude of the field drops off rapidly, and
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wi+hin a fraction of an earth radius,the field is primarily due to the 
integrated effects of the more distant parts of the tail currents.
The combined field of the ring and magnetotail currents are shown 
in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. (For definitions of the various parameters 
listed, see Chapter 6). Figure 4.6 represents the situation along the 
midnight meridian, equatorial radius which may exist during the latter 
part of the recovery phase. For a comparison, the magnitudes of the 
ring current and tail current fields are piotted inidividually. In 
Figure 4.6, the current intensities and locations are chosen such that the 
combined field is negative in the region of the synchronous orbit. In 
Figure 4.7, the equatorward edge of the plasma sheet begins at 9 
and with the ring current and tail current intensities each reduced 
by one-fourth of the values of Figure 4.6, it is seen that at the orbit 
of a synchronous satellite the combined field is nearly null. However, 
the combined fields in the vicinity of the earth are seen to add 
vectorially such that the magnitude there is still appreciable.
4.4 SUPPORTING EVIDENCE .
By means of a.simple model calcuI at ion,it has been shown in the 
in the preceding section that the combined fields of the ring and magnetotail 
currents can interact in such a way as to duplicate the observed early 
recovery of a geomagnetic storm at synchronous orbit altitudes in the night 
sector. Whether this model fits at least qualitatively the available particle 
and field observations in the region of the ring current and the magnetotail 
will now be discussed.
It has been shown by Frank (1970) that the plasmapause, the ring 
current belt and the inner edge of the plasma sheet tend to advance _
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Fig. 4.6. Tail current, ring current and combined fields along the equatorial 
radius in the midnight meridian plane f6r the model simulating a moderate main 
phase decrease. For details of the calculations, see Chapter VI.
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Fig. 4.7. Tail current, ring current and combined fields along the equatorial 
radius in the midnight meridian plane for the model simulating the recovery 
phase. For details of the calculations, see Chapter VI. .
toward the earth during disturbed periods and recede away from the earth 
during quiet periods. A critical test of the interpretation of the ATS-I 
data proposed in this chapter is to determine whether the observed storm­
time variations of the relative locations of the ring current belt and the 
plasma sheet fit the interpretation. One difficulty which arises in 
attempting to examine the data in this way is that both the ring current belt 
and the plasma sheet do not have simple geometries, so that the locations 
of the ring current belt and the edge of the plasma sheet are poorly defined 
(Frank, 1970).
Although the energy density of the low energy protons and electrons
along the midnight equatorial radius can vary greatly throughout a
magnetic storm, certain features of the distribution persist. With
increasing radial distance, both the proton and electron energy density
distributions rise exponentially, reach a peak and decrease drastically
outside the trapping region (of higher energy electrons) during disturbed
periods and more slowly during quiet periods. For the series of
observations by the 0G0-3 satellite studied by Frank (1970), the peak
intensity of the ring current occurred nearer the earth than the peak of
the electron energy densities. Within about 4 to 9 R^, the energy
—7 —8 3densities densities of electrons range between 10 to 10 ergs/cm ;
the proton energy densities are about one order of magnitude larger
througnout the interval.
Frank (1970) has given the following definitions for the earthward
edge of the plasma sheet proeer and the outer edge of the extraterrestrial
ring current. The region in which the proton energy density greater 
—8 3• than 10 erg/cm begins to increase l~o the peak value with decreasing
120
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radial distance is defined as the outer edge of the ring current.
The inner edge of the 'plasma sheet proper' is defined as the region 
in which the electron energy densities begins to exponentially decrease 
from the peak value with decreasing radial distance. The term 'proper' 
is used by Frank to distinguish the electrons beyond the peak intensity 
from those earthward.
Figure 4.8 shows the locations of the ring current and the plasma 
sheet for the storm of June 25, 1966 (Frank, 1970). The location of 
the 'peak intensity' of the ring current belt is also shown. Figure 
4.9 shows the corresponding low latitude magnetic records of Honolulu, 
Kakioka, Tashkent, M'Bour and San Juan. During a quiet period (June 23) 
prior to the storm, the peak of the ring current was located at about 
the synchronous (gec-stationary) orbit distance, and the edge of the 
plasma sheet proper was located about 0.4 outside this distance. 
During the main phase (June 25), both the peak of the ring current and 
the edge of the plasma sheet proper were located inside the orbit of the 
synchronous satellite.
During the recovery phase (June 27), however, there occurred a 
large separation between the peak intensity of the ring current and 
the edge of the plasma sheet proper. The peak of the ring current 
belt moved away from the earth, but remained well inside the orbit of 
the synchronous satellite. The plasma sheet also moved away from the 
earth and was located even beyond the pre-storm location on June 23.
It may well be that the residual ring current has a role in determining 
the location of.the edge of the plasma sheet, since the effect of the
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Fig. 4.8. Locations of the plasma sheet and ring current protons for six days 
during the period June 23-July 3, 1966. The location of the peak intensity 
of the ring current protons is also shown. (After Frank, 1970).
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ring current outside the trapping region is equivalent to increasing the 
magnetic moment of the earth. A sequence of events similar to the one 
above occurred during a relatively weak disturbance on June 29 - July 3, 
1966. Therefore, these situations are qualitatively similar to the 
idealized model which was examined in Section 4.3. A more quantitative 
estimate of the combined field of the ring current and the magnetotail 
current on the basis of the observed particle distributions is, 
unfortunately, difficult to make. This is particularly the case with 
the latter current, because the actual current distribution (or, 
conversely, the field distribution) is not known and because a self- 
consistent estimate is required which takes into account the approximate 
equality of the plasma and magnetic pressures. ,
4.5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION ' '
In this chapter, several examples of ATS-I and ground H-component 
data have been presented which indicate that the recovery phase of a geo­
magnetic storm proceeds more 'rapidly' at synchronous altitudes than at 
ground stations. Particle measurements in the tail region show that 
the earthward edge of the plasma sheet and the peak intensity of the 
ring current distribution recede away from the earth during the 
recovery phase of geomagnetic storms, while the current strengths also 
diminish. This tends to result in a cancellation of the magnetic fields 
of the ring current and magnetotail current at points between the peak 
of the ring current belt and the inner edge of the plasma sheet.
The orbit of the synchronous satellite is located in the region, so 
that the main phase tends to 'recover' there even when the main phase 
as observed on the ground is still in .progress.
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Some preliminary results of a simple model calculation of the 
effects of the ring and magnetotai I .currents at the synchronous 
satellite altitudes and on the surface of the earth have been presented, 
which Indicate that the fields can interact in such a way as to produce 
the observed ’early1 recovery. Since the ring current contributes a 
significant northward directed field where the edge of the plasma 
sheet Is located, the situation described by the model is a reasonable 
one.
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CHAPTER V
A STUDY OF THE OCCURRENCE OF SIMULTANEOUS STORM SUDDEN 
COMMENCEMENTS AND POLAR MAGNETIC SUBSTORMS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of space probes, considerable efforts have been 
expended to determine which of the parameters of the solar-terrestrial 
environment are directly or indirectly related to the occurrence of 
magnetospheric substorm phenomena (Snyder, Neugebauer and Rao, 1963;
Fairfield and Cahill, 1966; Fairfield, 1967; Rostoker and FSlthammar,
1967; Rostoker, 1968; Ball if and Jones, 1967; Schatten and Wilcox, 1967;
Wilcox, Schatten and Ness, 1967). Most of the studies have indicated 
that, as suggested by Dungey (1961, 1963), the existence of a southward-directed 
interplanetary field is a necessary or favorable but insufficient condition 
for the generation of magnetospheric substorms (cf. Rostoker, 1968, p. 4383).
There have also been va'rious correlative studies made on the 
discontinuities of the solar wind and the occurrence of sudden 
compressions of the magnetosphere (see the review article by Burlaga,
1970). Sudden compressions observed in the world-wide H-component of 
the geomagnetic field as a sudden change have been classified into 
two categories: storm sudden commencements (ssc’s) and sudden impulses
(si’s). An si is not followed by an appreci able increase in activity 
while the opposite is the case for an ssc. There are both positive 
and negative ssc’s and si's. (For more exact definitions, see the 
Provisional Atlas of Rapid Variations (1957)). ’
Tangential and fast shock discontinuities have been identified 
in the solar wind. It has been found that fast shock and tangential
. 126 •
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discontinuities tend to cause ssc's and si's (Burlaga, 1970). Shock 
discontinuities are, in general, associated with the more intense 
activity of a geomagnetic storm.
It is generally acknowledged that a polar magnetic substorm (bays) 
are a result of some kind of instability in the magnetosphere. Sudden 
compressions may produce large-scale changes in the‘configurat ion of 
the magnetosphere, and, therefore, may provide the necessary conditions 
for the immediate onset of a polar substorm. This chapter is a study of 
such 'simultaneously occurring ssc's and polar magnetic substorms'.
5.2 EXAMPLES OF SIMULTANEOUS STORM SUDDEN COMMENCEMENTS AND
POLAR MAGNETIC SUBSTORMS '
Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show the reproduction of parts of magnetic 
records from Honolulu, a typical low latitude station, and from College, 
a typical auroral zone station, for periods which registered storm 
sudden commencements (ssc). In the first example in Figure 5.1, the ssc 
of the storm of September 22/23, 1957, occurred at 1344 UT on September 
22. It is clearly seen in the Honolulu record as a step-function-1 ike 
positive change at that time.
The corresponding College magnetic record is shown below the 
Honolulu record. An extremely intense negative bay of order 1000 gammas 
began at the time when the ssc was registered at Honolulu; note that two 
kinds of College records, insensitive and normal, are used in Figures
5.1, 5,2 and 5.3; when substorms were too intense to be shown clearly 
in normal records, insensitive records have been used. Auroral activity 
during this particular substorm was studied by Akasofu (1962), who showed 
that it was typical of an auroral substorm.
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Fig. 5.3. Two examples of simultaneous ssc and polar m a g n e t i c  substorms 
observed in the Honolulu and College magnetic records, and a third 
example showing a non-simultaneous event.
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In the second example, an ssc occurred at 1212 UT on March 14,
" 1958. The correspond!ng College record indicates an impulsive positive
change at 1213 UT which was immediately followed by a negative bay 
of order 400y;in such rapid changes, the simultaneous rapid-run magnetic 
record was also used to obtain exact onset times of various phenomena. 
The third example of Figure 5.1 is similar to the second one; the 
College record is an insensitive one. .
In Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, the other illustrated ssc's occurred 
at 1540 UT, March 25, 1958; 1626 UT, July II, 1959; 1409 UT, August 
16, I960; 1452 UT, October 24, I960; 1451 UT, April 13, 1961; 1503 UT, 
March 27, 1961; 1413 UT, September 21, 1963 and 1316 UT, August 29,
1966. Except for the last example in Figure 5.3, all the ssc’s were 
accompanied by negative bays at Col lege, although in some cases College 
was not located at the most suitable location to register the substorms. 
In some of the examples presented, the ssc-associated substorm can be 
clearly identified, in spite of the fact that substorms were already in 
progress.
For the examples shown, the polar substorms occurred within about 
two minutes after the onset of the ssc. All of the simultaneous events 
studied in the following Section C5.3) occurred within about three 
minutes of each other.
Magnetic field variations associated with ssc's at auroral zone 
•stations were studied in detail by Wilson and Sugiura (196.1). They 
showed that ssc variations often have oscillatory features at auroral 
zone stations and that such variations could be interpreted in terms
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of the arrival of hydromagne+ic waves with certain polarization patterns.
It is 1i keIy that the.initial impulsive positive changein the horizontal 
. component is an indication of the.arrival of hydromagnetic waves. However,
the waves were masked by a powerful negative bay disturbance which followed 
soon after the arrival of the waves.C
The examination of magnetic records from a single auroral zone 
station clearly indicates that the occurrence of negative bays at the 
time of ssc is a local midnight-morning phenomenon. Thus, negative bays 
' which are simultaneous to ssc's have th^same evening-midnight-morning
asymmetry of occurrence frequency as do non-associated negative bays.
. Oscillatory changes are most often observed during ssc's which occur
• in afternoon hours; for such examples, see Wilson and Sugiura (1961). 
Therefore, the examination of the occurrence of a negative bay at the 
time of a particular ssc requires a study of magnetic records from 
stations which are distributed along the auroral zone.
In the next section, the results of a statistical study are described.
5.3 SOME STATISTICAL RESULTS ON THE OCCURRENCE OF SIMULTANEOUS
EVENTS
For the statistical study, magnetic records from College, Meanook,
Ft. Churchill, Leirvogur, Kiruna, Cape Chelyuskin, Dixon,, and Cape 
Wellen were used. All the ssc's, which are listed in the IAGA Bulletin 
for the years of the IGY (July 1957-Decercber 1958) and of the IQSY(1964 
and 1965),108 and 72 cases, respectively,were examined for the simultaneous 
occurrence of negative bays at the above listed auroral zone stations.
The instrumentation at most high latitude stations is insensitive
to magnetic field changes of the order of 50 to 100 gammas. Accordingly,
. events were considered simultaneous only when the value of the bay was at
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least -50 gammas or so. For Isolated events, even for this level of 
change, it is often clear whether a bay is associated with an ssc. .
'However, if an ssc occurs during a time of considerable activity, 
the identification of an ssc-associated, bay event becomes difficult 
to make.
In this study the ssc's have been classified into four categories: 
simultaneous or yes events (Y), non-si multaneous or no events (N), doubt­
ful yes events (Y?) (events which occurred during substorms and/or with 
only very small negative bays), and events with incomplete data (?).
The results are summarized in Table 5.1.
During the IGY, 49$ of all the ssc's were accompanied by polar 
substorms, but the percentage decreased drastically to less than 3$ 
during the years of minimum solar activity, 1964-1965. The last example 
in Figure 5.3 is an illustration of an ssc which was not accompanied
by a negative bay, although College was suitably located to observe a
%
negative bay.
In order to examine whether or not the occurrence of substorms are 
related to the degree of disturbances before ssc's, the Kp index prior 
to the 3-hour interval which registered ssc's was examined for all the
ssc’s of this study. For this data, no relation between prior activity
and the occurrence of substorms simultaneous to ssc was observed.
Similarly, the sums of two, four and eight Kp indices prior to 
the 3-hour interval which registered ssc's were examined, with the 
same result. This can be seen in Figure 5.4, which gives the ratio 
of the number of yes or simultaneous events, including doubtful ones, 
to the total number of events studied during the 1957-1958 period
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TABLE 5.1 »
TOTAL
SSC
YES EVENTS 
(Y)
NO EVENTS 
(N)
DOUBTFUL 
YES EVENTS 
(Y)
1NCQMPLETE 
DATA
IGY
(1957-1958) 108 • 51(48.6*) 35(33.3*) 19(18.1*) 3(no+ included)
IQSY
(1964-1965) 72 2(2.8*) 51(70.8*) 19(26.4*) 0
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Fig. 5.4. Normalized distribution of the sum of Kp of the four 3-hourly 
Kp indices prior to the 3-hourly interval containing the ssc versus 
Kp intervals for yes events (Y) during July, 1957 to January, 1959.
For comparison the normalized distribution of the sum of kp divided _ 
by two for all days during this neriod versus Kp intervals is also given.
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plotted against the sum of the prior four Kp indices. Figure 5.4 also 
gives the ratio of the number of cases of the daily sum of Kp divided 
'by two for all days during the 1957-1958 period to twice the total 
number of days during the period plotted against intervals of Kp; for 
example, a daily sum of Kp of 28 yields two cases with sum 14. Although 
the number of cases in each plot is not large statistically, it is seen 
that there is no strong tendency for the yes event distribution to be 
different from the distribution of all days during the period.
Therefore, this study shows there is no definite tendency for a 
highly disturbed magnetosphere to respond more readily by generating 
substorms simultaneous to an ssc-associated interplanetary disturbance 
than a quiet magnetosphere.
It is thus suggested that the drastic difference of the occurrence 
of substorms associated with ssc's between the IGY (1957-58) and IQSY 
years (1964-65) could partly be due to differences of the types and/or 
intensities of interplanetary disturbances (or interplanetary discontinuities).
Figure 5.5a is a histogram of the total number of events versus the 
average amplitude of the ssc of three low latitude stations, Tashkent,
San Juan and Honolulu during the 1957-1958 period. It is clear that 
smaller amplitudes dominate the distribution even though smaller 
amplitude changes are often not easily recognizable as world-wide events.
Figure 5.5b are histograms of yes (including doubtful events) and no_ 
events plotted against the average amplitudes at the three stations.
Above 30 gammas there is only one no_event; clearly, there is a tendency 
for larger amplitudes to be associated with yes events.
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Amplitude, g a m m a s
5a
5b
Fig. 5.5. a) Distribution of events versus amplitude intervals in gammas.
b) Distribution of simultaneous (Y) and ncm-simultaneous (N) 
event versus amplitude intervals in gammas.
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After the work of this section was completed, a paper by Schieldge 
and Siscoe (1970) came to the attention of this writer. They reported 
that the probability for simultaneous sudden compressions of the magneto­
sphere and negative bays to occur is larger for larger compression 
amplitudes. This result is in substantial agreement with the result 
presented here. They also state that the probability of a yes event to 
occur is independent of Kp. Although it is not specifically stated, it 
appears that they have compared the distribution of yes events and total 
events against the Kp of the three-hourly periods which contain the 
events. Thus, the result presented here, that the state of the magneto­
sphere prior to the onset of an ssc, as implied by the Kp indices, does 
not make the occurrence of simultaneous events more probable, is a new 
one.
5.4 INTERPLANETARY DISCONTINUITIES AND THE OCCURRENCE OF SIMULTANEOUS
EVENTS
The almost simultaneous occurrence of magnetospheric substorms at 
the time of some ssc’s strongly suggests that some interplanetary 
discontinuities possess necessary and sufficient parameters for generat­
ing magnetospheric substorms. An accurate determination of the types of 
discontinuities and of the variables associated with them is essential 
for studying the relatonship between the solar wind changes and their 
subsequent effects on the magnetosphere. Through relatively complete 
magnetic measurements in the solar wind, eyidence has been obtained for 
the existence of several different types of the magnetohydrodynamic 
discontinuities. Unfortunately, there is no comparable set of data of 
the density, temperature and velocity of the solar wind for the time 
scale and accuracy required to definitely identify all the types of
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discontinuities thought to exist (Burlaga, 1970). In this section, 
a study of some satellite observations of discontinuities and their 
relationship to magnetospheric substorms is presented. The results can 
be re-examined when more accurate measurements of the solar wind plasma 
parameters adjacent to discontinuities become available.
On the basis of IMP 3 data, Taylor (1969) has examined 36 inter­
planetary discontinuities which produced ssc’s; he has identified 26 
of these as interplanetary shocks. For these ssc’s, the simultaneous 
occurrences of substorms along auroral zone stations have been examined. 
Ten were clearly accompanied by negative bays; six of the ten were shocks 
associated with polar substorms, as well as ssc's. Figures 5.6, 5.7 
and 5.8 show such examples. The ssc's on July 27, 1966 (Figure 5.6) 
and on September 3, 1966 (Figure 5.7) were caused by interplanetary 
shock waves, but the ssc on July 7, 1965 (Figure 5.8) was caused by 
a different type of discontinuity,
Since the solar wind parameters were not available, only the 
direction of interplanetary electric currents have been examined in the 
present work. Some interplanetary discontinuities may be considered 
to be produced by electric current sheets, if curl B_ f- 0 across the 
discontinuities (Siscoe et al., 1968; Burlaga and Ness, 1968).
The current vector in the current sheet is related to changes of EJ 
across the sheet by
(B2 - Bj) x n =
where Bj and B2 a>"e total vector fields measured in the region in front
A
of and in back of the discontinuity, respectively, n is a unit normal to
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data (top three traces) indicates the discontinuity was a shock.
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data indicates the discontinuity was a shock.
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the discontinuity pointing into region I,'and is the vector sheet 
current density (amp/meter) in.the discontinuity*
Table 5.2 lists the three components of the current vectors in 
the discontinuities, calculated on the basis of Taylor's Table I.
The current vectors are given in the geocentric solar eliptic coordinate 
system (the x coordinate points toward the sun, z toward the north 
ecliptic pole, and y toward the dusk meridian). Table 5.2 also shows 
whether the event was simultaneous (Y) or not (N).
It should be noted that a positive y component of the current is 
responsible for a AB = (B^ - — j  ^ anc* ^ a t  rcsgnetotail current 
in the plasma sheet also flows in the positive y direction. It can be 
seen in Table 5.2 that only two cases out of ten substorm-associated 
discontinuities were associated with a positive y component of inter­
planetary current.
The occurrences'of substorms have also been examined for nine 
interplanetary shock waves which were identified on the basis of 
Vela satellite data (A. J. Hundhausen, private communication, 1971).
Only three of these shocks were associated with substorms, so that 
a sudden compression of the magnetosphere is apparently not the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the occurrence of substorms. 
Further,none of six tangential discontinuities examined in detail by 
Burlaga and Ness (1969) were associated with substorms.
. However, it is obviously not possible to make a conclusive 
study of the relationships between interplanetary discontinuities 
and substorms from such a limited amount of interplanetary data. It
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TABLE 5 .2
Number* Date
KxlO ^ amp/m)
'x 'y 'z
Simultaneous Event 
(Y or N)
2 6/17/65 2.80 -1.98 1.45 Y
3 7/6/65 -8.95 -6.09 -0.49 Y
4 7/7/65 -5.23 -2.46 -2.10 Y
12 10/7/65 2.91 4.33 -1.39 N
20** ' 7/8/66 -1.56 -0.33 -5.28 Y
22 7/27/66 1.53 2.72 -1.46 _ Y
24 8/29/66 2.65 -1.27 -4.89 N
25 8/30/66 -1.10 -0.69 -0.76 Y
26 9/3/66 5.70 1 1.15 7.00 Y
28 9/19/66 -5.46 -3.18 -1.35 Y
29 9/23/66 -1.72 -1 .61 3.26 N
31 10/15/66 -3.63 1 .35 -1.62 N
35** 1/7/67 -3.94 -1 .55 2.10 Y =
36 1/13/67 -4.91 -2.26 -4.56 Y
*Events are listed according to Taylor's original numbering 
scheme (Taylor, 1969).
**The correct value for B£ Is -16.9; ***The correct value 
for B2x is -6.2 (Taylor, private communication, 1971).
Besides the ten substorm-associated discontinuities, four 
additional discontinuities not associated with substorms 
are listed for the purpose of comparison.
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is urged, in this.connection, that an extensive list of interplanetary 
discontinuities be compi led and made available in the future for further 
study along this line.
5.5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION »
During the 18 months of the IGY (see Table 5.1) there occurred 
108 storm sudden commencements which are listed in the IAGA Bulletin. 
Approximately 49$ of these were associated with simultaneous polar 
magnetic substorms of magnitude 50 gammas or greater. Comparable data 
for the IQSY period were 72 ssc’s,of which less than 3$ were simultaneous 
with polar substorms.
Schieldge and Siscoe (1970), in a similar analysis of IGY data, 
obtained a value of only 18.7$ for the percentage of simultaneous events. 
This is in part due to the higher threshold (200 gammas) which they 
used as a lower limit for the identification of a negative bay, and .
also in part due to the inclusion of si’s in their analysis.
In agreement with Schieldge and Siscoe (1970), it has been found 
that larger amplitude, sudden compressions of the magnetosphere 
have a. greater tendency to produce simultaneously occurring polar magnetic 
substorms.
Within the large statistical uncertainty of the limited number of 
events available for study, it has been shown in Section 5.3 that the 
pre-existing state of the magnetosphere does net affect the probability 
of the occurrence of simultaneous ssc and polar magnetic substorms.
This suggests that the mechanism which produces a simultaneous event is 
either contained within the discontinuity (or in a limited region behind 
it) or related to some parameter of the magnetosphere which has little
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or no effect on the Kp Indices.
The.limited number of discontinuities and polar magnetic substorms 
studied in Section 5.4 excludes any statistically valid conclusions 
based on this work. It is interesting to note, however, that only two 
of the simultaneous events were associated with discontinuity current 
flowing in the positive y-direction, that is, associated with dis­
continuities which produce a decreased northward or an increased south­
ward-directed component of the field behind the discontinuity. This 
does not agree with the statistically derived result that the inter­
planetary field, changing to a southward orientation, tends to produce 
geomagnetic activity. The explanation for this discrepancy must await 
more exact and numerous interplanetary observations of the plasma and 
magnetic parameters of the discontinuities in the solar wind.
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MODEL CALCULATIONS OF THE QUIET AND DISTURBED MAGNETOSPHERE
6.1 INTRODUCTI ON
The quiet-time state of the magnetic field at the surface of the 
earth with regard to non-ionospheric sources has been discussed in 
■ Chapter II. Aspects of the disturbed state of the magnetosphere have
been covered in Chapters III, IV and V. In this chapter, two, 
three-dimensional, magnetospheric current system models are presented 
which can reproduce the observed changes occurring at a particular 
instant during a geomagnetic storm.
The first model consists of a ring current, field-aligned currents 
and auroral electrojet currents. The second model includes the bound­
ary currents and the tail current, but not field-aligned and auroral 
electrojet currents. The parameters in this model can be varied so as 
to represent the 'quiet' state of the magnetosphere, and also the dis­
turbed magnetosphere during quasi-steady periods when polar magnetic 
substorms are absent such as during the recovery phase. Observations 
of the current and particle parameters in the tail and ring current 
regions have been briefly discussed in Chapters III and IV.
6.2 THE COMPUTED DISTRIBUTION OF GEOMAGNETIC DISTURBANCE VECTORS OF A 
SIMPLE, THREE-DIMENSIONAL CURRENT SYSTEM MODEL
6.2.1. Introduct ion
The model presented here consists of an asymmetric ring current 
belt, current along the field lines from the pre-dawn quadrant of the 
ring current to the northern and southern auroral ionsopheres, iono- 
• spheric current along the auroral ovals (the auroral electrojets), and
147
CHAPTER VI
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current along the field lines from the pre-midnight quadrant of the 
auroral electrojets back to the ring current. This model is based on 
the work of Kirkpatrick (1952). The basic current distribution was 
schematically shown by Akasofu (1969) and Meng and Akasofu (1969).
Computations of the surface disturbance field for particular 
functions of the various currents of this model have been presented by 
Akasofu (1970) and for a similar model by Bonnevier, BostrOm and 
Rostoker (1970). The present study is based on the work of Akasofu 
(1970), but here Kirchoff’s laws are applied for the complete circuit 
(that is, div j_ = 0). Some preliminary results have already been pre­
sented (Kawasaki and Akasofu, 1971).
The model is intended to represent the main features of the dis­
turbance field both at the ground and in space. It is an equivalent 
current system, but one which conforms more realistically to recent 
observations of the ring-arid field-aligned currents.
6.2.2. The model
The dependence of the currents of the basic model on local time 
is tablulated below as Model A. Model B contains a constant, eastward 
flowing ring current all around the earth. When this eastward current 
is superposed on the westward flowing ring current (which has the same 
dependence on local time as Model A), the resulting current is westward 
in the day sector and portions of the dusk and dawn sectors, but east­
ward in the midnight sector of the ring current belt. This net east­
ward flowing current in the dark sector is intended to represent the 
removal of the diamagnetic effect of ring current particles, which has 
been observed in that sector during magnetospheric substorms by the
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ATS-I satellite (Cummings, Barfield and Coleman, 1968).
The expressions for the currents as functions of the longitudinal 
angle <{> measured positive eastward from the 06 hour meridian are:
MODEL A
Field-AIigned 
current/radian
Electrojet
Ring Current
Field-aI igned 
curront/rad ian
E i ectrojet
Ring Current
= 0, 
= Io 
= 0,
s i n2<j> t
= - l0sin *, 
= -21o’
2=-21 cos <h, o
MODEL B
= 0,
= |Qsin2(}>, 
= 0,
= -I sin d>, o
= -21 + I ,o o’
= -21 cos2ij> + I , o r o’
0 £  <{> u
i t  £  <J) < _  2 i r
0 < -j> < rr
i t  4> j c  2 i r
0 5. ‘f’ 1. t
tr <_ if <_ 2ir
0 <_ <f> <_ IT
TT <_ (j) <_ 2lT
0 <_ <j> <_ TT
TT <_({»<_ 27T
0 < (J) < TT
TT <  ij) <  2 t r
I is taken to be 10 amperes. The field-aligned current flows along 
the field lines which cross the equatorial plane at a geocentric dis­
tance of r@ = 6.55 earth radii. Thus, the auroral electrojets are 
located at latitudes of 9 = ± 66.81° in the auroral ionosphere taken 
to be at an altitude of 100 km.
The combined effects of the three parts of the current system 
have been numerically calculated. The results are presented in 6.2.3 
and 6.2.4. A complete listing of the program for model B appears in
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6.2.3. Distribution of disturbance vectors on the surface of the earth
Figure 6.1 shows a polar plot of the resultant disturbance 
vectors for model A on the northern hemisphere of the earth. Note 
the differences in scale between the 0-60° and 60-90° dp lat regions. 
The vectors pointing away from the pole represent southward (i.e., a 
decrease in the H-component) directed field. There is only a small 
southward directed component of the disturbance field at'low latitudes 
in the midnight sector. .
The model A surface disturbance vectors should be compared with 
those of model B, Figure 6.2. There, the addition of the eastward 
directed current has reversed the field at low latitudes in the 
midnight sector to the north. The field is still southward (or 
negative) over much of the low latitude regions of the earth, but it 
is somewhat smaller in magnitude. The magnitudes of the 'dayside* 
and 'nightside' disturbance vectors are now approximately equal. At 
high latitudes the effects of the eastward current are negligible 
because of the dominance of the intense and relatively nearby auroral 
electrojet.
As has been mentioned in Section 3.6(f), at low and middle 
latitudes there can exist both positive and negative departures of 
the geomagnetic field of relatively short duration (1-3 hours) from 
the mean or Dst value during a geomagnetic storm. Qualitatively, 
at least, the disturbance vectors of model B simulate such changes. 
However, these changes occur while Dst is usually much below zero, and 
hence, a net southward component of the storm fields is required in
Append ix 2.
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Fig. 6.1. Polar plot of horizontal disturbance vectors of a simple, three-dimensional 
current model: Model A.
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Fig. 6.2. Polar plot of horizontal disturbance vectors of simple, three-dimensional 
current model: Model B. There is a net eastward ring current in the midnight 
sector. U1isj-
the vicinity of the earth. The tail current field and/or a more 
.substantial westward ring current field could produce the necessary 
negative Dst component. It should be noted, in this regard, that the 
disturbance vectors of model A can also qua Iitatively reproduce the 
observed changes if a larger southward directed field is superposed 
on the disturbance vector model. Both models A and B can produce 
re I at i ve changes which are similar to the sometimes observed features 
of the DS component of a geomagnetic storm field, namely, a positive 
pulse in the night sector and a negative one in the day sector.
The H and D components at the surface of the earth for model B 
are plotted separately in Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 as functions of 
local time for several latitudes. These show more clearly the H- 
component disturbance vector field. It can be seen from Figure 6.3 
that the H-component of the disturbance vectors have a very similar 
dependence on longitude (time) at alI latitudes from 0° to 50° dp lat. 
Above 50°, the disturbance vectors are strongly influenced by the 
auroral electrojet.
Both the H and D component vectors at low and middle latitudes 
(Figures 6.3 and 6.4) agree fairly well with those obtained by Silsbee 
and Vestine (1942), Akasofu and Meng (1969) and Meng and Akasofu (1969) 
who analyzed records of geomagnetic ’bay' disturbances. At higher 
latitudes, hov/ever, the agreement is not very good.
Models A and B are intended to represent the disturbance field 
on the earth at a particular instant during a ’bay’ (magnetic substorm) 
Since a magnetic substorm may last from I to 3 hours, it might be
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Fig. 6.3. H and D component disturbance vectors of model B in 0°~55° latitude range 
on surface of earth plotted as a function of local time (longitude). ui-ts*
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Fig. 6.4. H and D component disturbance vectors of model B in 60°-65° latitude 
range on surface of earth plotted as a function of local time (longitude). uiui
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Fig. 6.5. H and D component disturbance vectors of model B in 67.5°-80° latitude 
range on surface of earth plotted as a function of local time (longitude). Note 
scale change between 69° and 70°.
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expected that a station at low latitudes occasionally traverses a 
region of field reversal. Specifically, Figure 6.3 shows that if a 
low latitude station is located at about 03 hours local time when a 
substorm occurs, a positive field is observed; two hours later, if the 
substorm is still in progress, the field is negative with respect to 
the Dst value. Examples of such changes may be best seen in Figure 
3.4b between 06 and 08 UT April 17, 1965, and between 14 and 16 UT 
April 18, 1965.
For a more accurate comparison between the observed and computed 
distribution of disturbance vectors, the effects of induction currents 
must be taken into account (Ashour, 1971). However, for the time-rate 
change of the primary inducing field involved, induction currents 
cannot seriously alter the gross features of the disturbance field 
at low and middle latitudes..
6.2.4. Magnitude of disturbance vectors adjacent to the field-aligned 
sheet current
The magnitudes of the H, D and Z components of the disturbance 
field produced by mode! B at points adjacent to the field-aligned 
current sheets have also been computed. Figure 6.6 shows the 
disturbance vectors for H, D and Z in the northern magnetosphere at 
various local times and longitudes along field lines passing through 
the equatorial plane at rg = 5.55 R^. The field-aligned sheet currents 
flow on the surface generated by the field lines passing through the 
equatorial plane at rg = 6.55 R^. The disturbance vectors have also 
been computed along field lines external' (r = 7.55 R^ .) to the field- 
aligned sheet current; these are shown in Figure 6.7.
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Fig. 6.6. Plot of H, D and Z component disturbance vectors of model B in magnetosphere 
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1+ should be noted that a I I three of the primary currents of the 
model will in general contribute to each component (H, D and Z) since 
the current intensities are taken as functions of local time. However, 
it is seen in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 that the D component in the early 
morning sector is westward on the interior field lines (the rg =
5.55 R._ field lines) and eastward on the exterior lines (the r =E e
7.55 field lines), which indicates that the field-aligned currents 
dominate there over the contributions from the asymmetric ring and 
the auroral electrojet currents. In the evening sector, the D- 
component will be eastward interior and westward exterior to the 
field-aligned currents. .
The change in the H and Z component directions (Figures 6.6 and 
6.7) at the 03 hour local time meridian is due to the change from a 
net eastward flow in the 00 to 05-hours local time meridian of the 
ring current to a net westward flow from 03 to 06 hours.
It is evident from these figures that the field distribution in 
space of even the simple model presented here is not easy to visualize 
since the integrated effects of distant portions of the circuit must 
be taken into account. However, the model may provide a basis for a 
study of the actual field during polar substorms should satellite 
data become available. Field-aligned current will be discussed more 
fully in 6.3.4.
6.3 THE COMBINED FIELDS OF THE GEOMAGNETIC DIPOLE, BOUNDARY CURRENTS,
RING CURRENT, AND MAGNETOTAIL CURRENT
6.3.1. Introduction
In Section 6.2, a simple model which reproduces the major
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features of the disturbance field at low and middle latitudes during
.polar magnetic substorms has been presented. The purpose of this
section is to present a more sophisticated model which takes into
account the effects of the boundary and taiI currents, as weli as the
ring current. Some preliminary results of the model have been given
in Chapter IV. The model can also be used to represent the state of
the quiet magnetosphere. .
The model consists of a symmetric ring current, a tail sheet
current flowing from the dawn to dusk portion of the magnetotail
(completed by cylindrical sheet currents from dusk to dawn), and
boundary currents, whose effects are approximately simulated by a
large dipole interacting with the earth's dipole field.
6.3.2. Equations of the individual fields '
6.3.2.I. Ring current
The distribution of the field of a symmetric ring current has
been calculated using the model of Akasofu (1966). This model
consists of mono-energetic particles with a Gaussian distribution
of number density and a simple pitch angle distribution.
The number density n(rg ) at a distance rg along a radius in the
equatorial plane and the pitch angle distribution H(a,p) of the ring
current model are assumed to have the following forms:
_ 2 2
n(r ) = n e ^ z e o
and H(a,p) = A(p) sin^+ *a
respectively, where z = (r -r )/R , r denotes.the equatorial distance6 60 6 60
at which n attains its maximum value n , R denotes the earth's radius,o ’ e ’
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a is the pitch angle, p is a constant, and A (p) is a normalizing 
factor. The factor g is a measure of the radial extent of the ring 
current belt and we take g = gj for z < 0 (inner part of the belt) 
and g = g2 for z > 0 (outer part of the belt). Thus the number 
density distribution can be independently varied on either side of 
the peak of the distribution by choosing different values of g on 
either side. Parker (1957) has shown that if the pitch angle 
distribution H(a,p) on the equatorial plane is of the form shown 
above, the distribution has this same functional relationship all 
along a field line. The current is also proportional to the pressure 
of the gas formed by the particles and, hence, to the energy e.
In a steady distribution of particles symmetric about a dipole 
field, a current vector may be obtained at each point along a field 
line from the values of the currents in the equatorial plane (see 
Akasofu and Chapman, 1961 and Akasofu, 1966 for details). The 
magnetic field may then be calculated from the current.
Thus, the ring current magnetic field at a particular point Tj 
from the earth and at a latitude 6| has the functional relationship:
AB = AB(r.,0.; r , o., g_, p, n , e)—  —  I' I' eo’ “I' a2' o'
The procedure used in the computation is to first calculate the 
current l(r,0) from the assumed number density n(rg) and pitch-angle 
distribution, and then numerically calculate the field A£ at a point 
Tj and latitude 6, from each element of current in the ring current 
belt.
The equations developed by Akasofu and Chapman (1961) and Akasofu
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(1966) give the values of AB^ and AB^, which are the magnetic field 
components in a magnetic meridian plane perpendicular (positive 
northward) and parallel (positive outward from the earth) to the 
equatorial plane. In a coordinate system centered in the earth with
c
the positive x-coordinate northward parallel to the spin axis, the 
z-axis aligned parallel to the sun-earth line and positive in the 
nightside, and the y-axis positive toward the dusk meridian, the field 
components at a point (x, y, z) can be obtained from:
B = AB , rx x1
AB ,*7 *
r v Z 7 ^  " ~ z/y +z
rz 7 ^ 7  2
6.3.2.2. Boundary currents
The effects of boundary currents can be approximated by an image 
dipole of the earth's dipole (Hones, 1963). The magnetic scalar 
potential V due to the two parallel but unequal dipoles placed a 
distance d apart is given by:
V = nx, 2, 2, 2,3/2 , 2, 2. 2^_ , . .2.3/2(x +y +z ) (x +y +z +2dz+d )
Here M is the dipole moment of the earth and n is the ratio of the 
dipole moment of the large dipole to the earth's dipole. The center 
of the earth is the center of the coordinate system with the x-axis 
coincident to the spin axis of the earth positive northward, z1positive
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toward the nightside along the sun-earth line, and y positive 
toward the dusk meridian. The image dipole moment is taken to be 
parallel to the earth’s dipole moment and anti-parallel to the x- 
axis. The plane containing both dipoles is the z-y plane.
The components of the total magnetic field at an observation 
point (x,y,z) due to the dipoles are:
d _ 3V _ m I y2+z2-2x2 , n(y2-2x2+z2+2dz+d2)
bX ' " 8x ( x V +z2)5/2 ( x V +z2+2dz+d2)5/2
’by " “ „ " 1, 2 2, 2.5/2 , 2 2^ 2.0 . ,.,2,5/21 3y (x +y +z ) (x +y +z +2dz+d )
r, 3V J xz , nx(z+d)B = -----= -3M ' 'bz . ^ \ . 2 2 2,5/2 , 2, 2. 2x 0 . . .2,5/23z (x +y +z ) (x +y +z +2dz+d )
Hones (1963) used an image dipole some 28 (=n) times as intense 
as the earth’s dipole moment and separated by a distance of 28 R0 (=d), 
The resulting model gave a neutral point latitude of about 79-80°.
6.3.2.3. Magnetotail current
A simple geometry and constant current density have been chosen 
for the magnetotail current. The model consists of a rectangular 
sheet of current in the equatorial plane flowing from dawn to dusk 
and cylindrical sheet currents flowing from dusk to dawn. The cross­
section perpendicular to the sun-earth line of the cylindrical parts 
of the tail current is a circle of radius p bisected by a cross­
section of the plane sheet current in the equatorial plane.
Williams and Mead (1965) and Antonova and Shabanskiy (1968)
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have obtained the configuration of the magnetosphere when a plane 
sheet of current is included in the magnetotail. Beard et a I., (1970) 
included both plane sheet and cylindrical surface currents for a 
current varying with distance along the tail, but did not include 
boundary and ring currents in the model.
A solution for the magnetic field of the sheet current with 
constant current density analytic everywhere except at the edges of 
the sheet may be obtained. With the geocentric coordinates, x positive 
northward and parallel to the spin axis, z positive along the nightside 
extension of the sun-earth line and y the remaining coordinate of the 
right-handed system, the magnetic field due to the plane sheet of 
current directed in the positive y direction and located at Cx' =
0, -p ’ <_ y ’ p', Zj < z* ±  '5 9'ven kY:
B = B
- 5  SO
j_ dy* x _r dz’
-P’
where B is a constant which includes the constant linear currentso .
density per length of tail (lQ ), +he primes denote the source coordinates, 
and r denotes the vector from the source point C x ' ,z') to the 
observation point (x,y,z). After integration, the following field 
components are obtained:
B = -B log sx so 3
|V x2 +(y-p’ )2+(z-z?)2-y+pt,
|Vx+(y-p') +(z-z.) -y+p'
V x + ( y + p ' ) 2+(z-Z| ) 2 -  y - p '  
Vx^+(y+p )2+(z-zT”^ - y—p *
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xVx^+Oy+p ’ )'2^ 7 7
(z-z j)(y+p*)
Cz-z2 )(y+p1)
- tan-I
xVx^+(y+p')^+(z-z.
- tan
(z-z2)(y-pT)
\ xv/7 +(y-p' ^ Z-,2)2 /
+ tan
xVx^+(y-p ’ )2+ C z - 7 7
(z-z|)(y-p')
It is not possible to find closed solutions' for the components 
of the magnetic fields of the cylindrical sheet currents, since the 
integrals involved are of elliptic form. Here, the relevant equations 
are reduced to forms suitable for numerical integrations.
Unfortunately, the geometry of the cylindrical parts is such 
that it does not lend itself very well to calculations in a Cartesian 
coordinate system as has been used in the plane sheet part. Instead, 
the integrals v/ill be written in a cylindrical coordinate system; 
after numerical integration, the components may easily be converted 
to Cartesian coordinates. The coordinates of the source and 
observation points are (p^oa’^z') and (p,w,z), respectively. p ! is 
the radius of the cylinder. Again z is aligned along the sun-earth 
I ine, positive to the nightside, p is the radial distance from the 
axis of the cylinder, and to is the angle of the radius vector p measured 
positive from the dusk half of the plane sheet of.current. The 
components due to the northern half of the cylindrical current sheet 
are given by:
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B
ir z 0 
f 2
cz
so
2
0
B
cui
so
2
Z|
IT  Z ,
0 %
p ,Cp'~pcos(a)-g),)|] dh/dz*_____
Cp2+p'2+(z-z')2-2pp'cosCo-u1)lP 2
p’C^z-z1 )si n((o-tiTf)] du'dz*
[p2+p12+ (z-z1) 2-2pp ’ cos (ui-u)’ )]3/2
B
cp
so
2
0
p’E^z-z' )co5(to-td*)H da)fdzf 
Q^+p^-Kz-z’J^pp'costco-V )3‘5 2
Ll
The contributions from the southern half are similar except for
the change in sign of the direction of the current in the range of
integration ir <_ id  <_ 2tt. After integration over both halves of the
cylinder, the result obtained for B is:' ’ cu
B
CO)
so 
p L
/ 2 2 2 y p  +p' +2pp ^ cosixt+iz-z^ )
-~^ /p2+p ,2-2pp 'cosu+Cz-^)2 
+\Zp2+p|2-2pp’cosu+(z-Z| )2
2 2 Ip +p’ +2pp’costo+Cz-z.)'
For the remaining components, B and B , the integration over z' maycz cp
be carried out. Thus we have:
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Bcz
so
2
p '
2aj
Cp ’-pcos(01-03*)j]
Cp +p' -2pp’cos(o)-o)’) J
/ Z - Z  ,
7J ? p^ ^ -2pp ’cos (oj-oj' )+(z-z j)
z-z.
^p^+p,^-2pp'cos(o3-o)’ ) + (z-Z2)^
doj’
so
2o)
0
Cp ’ +pcos (oj—oj ’ ) J  
2 2Cp +p! +2pp’ c o s (oi-o)') ]
z-z.
v^^+p ’^ +2pp ’cosCu-oi' ) + (z-Z2 )"
Z - Z  .
i^ p^ +p '^+2pp' c o s(oj-o)' ) + (z-z.)
do)1
and
so
cp
2 o j
cos(oj-oj' )
0
/p^+p' ^ +2pp1 cos (oj-oj^ Tk z -z^)^
r 2--2----------------------
/p +p' - 2 p p ’ c o s C oj—oj’ ) + ( z - z j ) ‘
r__    r\-
/p +p’ +2pp, cos(o)-u ' ) + ( z -Z 2 )
!
/p^+p~’"^+2pp 'c o s Coj-oj' ) + (z—z j)'
do}’
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Note that the range of integration for to’ is from 0 to 2<o. It can be 
seen from the symmetry of the geometry that the contributions to Bcz 
and B of the currents in the interval ranges 2co <_ to’ <_ ir and 
2w+tt <_ oj 1 <_ 2tt will cancel.
It should be noted that the field possesses singularities on the 
edges of the plane and cylindrical sheet currents, and that the field 
equations given above are not applicable on the current sheefs themseIves. 
However, at distances ’sufficiently far’ from these currents, the 
field should give a fairly reasonable approximation of the actual field 
of the magnetotaiI current.
6.3.2.4. Combined fields in midnight magnetic meridian plane
In the previous three subsections, the equations for the individual 
fields of ring, boundary and tail currents have been given for an 
arbitrary point within the magnetosphere. In the noon-midnight magnetic 
meridian plane, the field will be two-dimensional, consisting of only 
the B and B components. The equations for these combined componentsX 2.
will not be repeated here, but it should be noted that there will be 
some simplification of the equations. In the midnight meridian plane,
so that,
y = 0, m = tt/2 and B = B , 7 ’ cp cx '
B = B + B, + B + B x rx bx sx cp
B = 0y
B = B + B, + B + B z rz bz sz cz
where the subscripts r, b, s and c refer to the ring, boundary, plane 
sheet and cylindrical sheet currents, respectively.
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A listing of the computer program which calculates each of these 
components and their sums is given in Appendix 3.
6.3,3. Some results of the calculations
The program listed in Appendix 3 has been used to obtain the 
results presented in 4.3 on the combined fields of the ring and tail
current along an equatorial radius in the midnight magnetic^eridian
plane. In Section 4.3, the combined field of the ring and tail currents
was computed for two sets of values of the parameters of the model.
In the first calculation, it was found that for values of the parameters 
consistent with the observed strengths and locations of the ring and 
tail currents, the model could represent a moderate main phase decrease 
of a geomagnetic storm both at the ground and synchronous satellite 
positions. In the second calculation, the parameters were adjusted to 
represent the recovery phase of a storm; that is, the current strengths 
were reduced and the earthward edge cf the tail current placed further 
out. The values of the second set of parameters were also compatible 
with satellite observations of the latter phases of a storm. The 
combined field due to this choice of parameters was found to be nearly 
zero in the midnight region where a synchronous satellite is located. 
However, the field was still of appreciable magnitude on the surface 
of the earth. Thus, suitable choices of the parameters can be made 
such that the model reproduces the 'earlier recovery' of a geomagnetic 
storm observed at synchronous orbits relative to ground stations.
The currents depend on several different parameters. For complete­
ness, their definitions are repeated here. The ring current field
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
depends on: n , the peak number density of particles; e, the energy of 
a particle; rgo, the location of the peak of the number density in 
the equatorial plane; gj and g2, which are measures of the width of 
the number density distribution earthward and outward from the peak, 
respectively; and p, which governs the form of the pitch angle distri­
bution. Boundary currents are simulated by an image dipole to the 
earth whose parameters are: d, the distance between the image and 
earth dipoles; M, the dipole moment of the earth; and n, the ratio of
the image dipole moment to the earth's moment. The tail current field
depends on the parameters: p', the radius of the cylinder which 
approximates the shape of the cross-section of the tail of the 
magnetosphere; Z| and z2> which are the earthward and outer edges of 
the tail current, respectively; and B , a constant which includes» r l / so>
the constant current density per unit length of tail.
Thus, the contributions to the total field from each of the 
currents have the following functional relationships to the parameters:
ring current: B = B (x,y,z; r , g., g_, p, n , e)a _ r > eo> s2' o’
boundary current: = B^(x,y,z; M, d, n)
tail current: B = B (x,y,z; B , p', z,, z0)—s -s •’’ ’ so’ ’ I' 2
and B^ = E M x ^ z  or p,u,z; Bsq, p', z |# z2 ).
The parameters can be varied so as to represent a wide variety of
situations. For example, one may start with a step function increase 
in the boundary currents with the ring and tail currents at relatively 
low values. Then, keeping the boundary current value constant, one may 
change the ring and tail current parameters in such a way that the net
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field at the earth is decreased below the quiet level. In this way 
the ssc and initial and decreasing phases of a geomagnetic storm can 
be reproduced.' The value of the parameters must be such that not only 
do the currents simulate ground observations of a geomagnetic storm, 
but they also must be consistent with the available satellite data.
In the absence of polar magnetic substorms, which are presumably 
a consequence of field-aligned currents flowing from the region of the 
ring current and beyond, this model can satisfactorily reproduce the 
quasi-steady conditions of a geomagnetic storm. The effects of field- 
aligned currents will be discussed in 6.3.4.
A field line tracing program to be used in conjunction with the 
fields of the boundary, ring and tail currents calculated at points 
in the midnight equatorial plane is also included in Appendix 3.
Figure 6.8 is a plot of a few field lines in the magnetic midnight 
meridian plane for the following values of the parameters: 
ring current, nQe = 1000 Kev/cm^ 
g, = 1.517 
g2 = 0.759
p = 2.00
r = 3 R eo e
boundary current, M = 0.31 gauss (for x,y,z measured in units
of R )■ e
' d = 28 Re
n = 28
-5and tail current, Bgo = 2 x 10 gauss (or I = 20 amps/km)
z. = 10 R I e
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Fig. 6.8. Field line tracings of model containing ring, tail and boundary currents
in midnight magnetic meridian plane for moderately disturbed magnetosphere. —
OJ
These parameters are representative of a moderately disturbed
magnetosphere. At the earth, the combined field of the ring and tail
currents is in the order of 80 gammas directed southward. In the
tail, the combined field is primarily directed in the solar direction
above the neutral sheet and in the anti-solar direction below the
sheet; the magnitude of the combined field in the tail is in the
order of 20 y at z = 20 R .e
Figure 6.9 shows field lines in the magnetic midnight meridian 
plane for ring and tail current densities larger than those listed
for Figure 6.8, but with the same geometric factors. Here, Bsq =
-5 36 x 10 gauss (or Iq = 60 amps/km) and nQe = 1500 kev/cm . The
combined field of the ring and tail currents for these values at
the surface of the earth is about -130 gammas. The magnitude of
the combined field in the tail is about 35 gammas at 20 R .
Comparing Figure 6.8 with Figure 6.9, it can be seen that the
effect of the stronger tail current is to 'stretch1 the field lines
into a direction more parallel to the sheet current. In Figure 6.9,
in the region between the peak density of the ring current belt (rg0 =
3.0 R ) and the tail current, the field of the ring current begins to
be directed northward, while the tail current field magnitude increases
with distance. The combined fields of these currents plus the earth's
dipole-image dipole fields approaches a null in the region between
9 and 10 R . The field line starting at a latitude of 66.5° on thee 3 • .
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Fig. 6.9. Field line tracings of model containing ring, tail and boundary currents
in midnight magnetic meridian plane for strongly disturbed magnetosphere.. —.
VJl
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earth is 'closed*; the field line beginning at 67° is 'open*. On the 
other hand, the 67° latitude field line is ’closed* in Figure 6.8.
Here, the term 'open* is used in a very loose sense to denote field 
lines which extend into the tail region.
6.3.4. Effect of field-aligned currents
Magnetic field variations transverse to the expected magnetic 
field direction in and above the auroral zone ionosphere have been 
detected (Zmuda et a I., 1966; Zmuda et a I., 1967; Cloutier et a I.,
1970; Zmuda et al., 1970; Armstrong and Zmuda, 1970). These localized 
fluctuations have been interpreted to be due to field-aligned currents 
flowing into and out of the auroral ionosphere in the same longitudes 
but slightly displaced in latitude. In the ionosphere, the circuit 
of the two-sheet model of field-aligned currents is completed by 
meridional Pedersen currents. .
The field-aligned current portion of the model presented in Section
6.2 does not agree with the two-sheet field-aligned current interpreta­
tion of the transverse magnetic variations above the auroral regions. 
However, the two-sheet model is inconsistent with large-scale ground 
observafions of the magnitude of the middle-latitude D component, since 
little contribution to the disturbance field can be expected there from 
the two-sheet model. The D-component disturbance field at low lati­
tudes in the midnight-morning sector has been shown to be qualita­
tively consistent with single-sheet field-aligned currents in the 
magnetosphere by Akasofu and Meng (1969) and Meng and Akasofu (1969).
It may be that small-scale transverse fluctuations detected
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by satellites above the auroral ionosphere are only occasionally due 
, to field-aligned currents of the two-sheet-type in the midnight- 
morning sector. '
No attempt has been made to include field-aligned currents in 
the model presented in this section. If these currents are included, 
the general distribution of the magnetic field vectors throughout 
the magnetosphere will be considerably modified.
It has been suggested in Section 3.6 that field-aligned currents 
arise when a part of the magnetotail current is diverted earthward in 
the midnight-morning sector. Observations of the magnetic field and 
plasma energy density in the tail are not inconsistent with such a 
hypothesis. Presumably, the circuit of the earthward directed current
would be connected to an electrojet current westward along the auroral
oval and a current flow back toward the tail along field lines. The 
circuit is completed by current flowing from dusk to dawn on the surface 
of the taiI.
The geometry of such a model of field-aligned currents is complex 
and difficult to visualize. However, the distribution of disturbance 
vectors due to such field-aligned currents flowing out of and into the 
tail will be very similar to those obtained for the rather simple model
presented in Section 6.2.
6.4 DISCUSSION
The simple three-dimensional current model presented in Section 6.2 
can reproduce the major features of a geomagnetic storm over the surface 
of the earth in the latitudinal belt between the auroral zones. The
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model is not satisfactory in the polar cap region.
In Section 6.3, a more realistic model has been presented. This 
model can reproduce the major features of a magnetic storm, if polar 
substorms (and, hence, field-aligned and auroral electrojet currents), 
which generally occur during the decreasing phase of a geomagnetic 
storm, are absent. The model is more realistic in the sense that 
boundary and tail currents are included and thus, it can be used to 
investigate magnetic field changes throughout the magnetosphere. 
Incorporation of field-aligned and electrojet currents will complete 
the mode I.
The model can also be used to represent the state of the magneto­
sphere during quiet times. Reducing the intensity parameters of the 
boundary, ring and tail current should yield an approximation of the 
quiet magnetosphere which can be compared with satellite observations.
In both of the models, neither induced currents in the earth nor 
ionospheric return currents have been considered. A more complete 
treatment, which incorporates these currents pI us field-aligned and 
auroral electrojet currents in the second model, may explain a I I the 
major features of a geomagnetic storm over the surface of the earth, 
and throughout the magnetosphere.
'CJr
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DISCUSSI ON AND CONCLUSION
7.1 Surrmary of Results
(a) Following a brief.review of ground and satellite-based
observations of the disturbed geomagnetic field in Chapter I, a summary
and study of quiet day magnetic variations were presented in Chapter II.
In particular, recent analyses of the quiet day variations at high
latitudes (s|j) were reviewed for the purpose of finding an explanation
for the phenomenon. The major features which distinguish this
phenomenon from other quiet day variations are its relatively large
amplitude and its sunward-directed component in the region ‘above 80° dp lat.
A model consisting of negatively and positively charged particles
on the 80° dp lat., dayside semi-circle in the ionosphere and the
expected Hall current circuit satisfactorily reproduces the variation
below 80° dp !at., but does not conform to the pattern poleward of thisd
region. The choice of this model was prompted by theoretical consider­
ations and observations which suggest the neutral point of the magneto­
sphere is actually a neutral I i ne; just exactly how such a semi-circular 
charge distribution in the ionosphere can be maintained is unknown.
Recently, Frank and Gurnett (1971) from Injun 5 data have reported the 
existence of such a space charge in the vicinity of the auroral oval.
None of the other acknowledged, ionospheric and non-ionospheric 
sources of quiet day geomagnetic variations appear to have the correct 
magnitudes and/or directions to.account for the anomalous-variation
CHAPTER VI I •
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in the region of the polar cap.•
(b). The subsequent two chapers (IJI and IV) deal with ground and 
satellite observations of the disturbance magnetic field. The magnetic 
records of representative low and high latitude stations were super­
posed to yield the asymmetry'(ASY) and westward auroral electrojet (AL) 
indices, respectively, for several magnetic storms. A comparison of 
these indices indicated that periods of poor correlation existed. It 
was pointed out that in fact correlations should exist if the current ' 
circuit of auroral electrojets were chiefly completed through the lower 
latitude ionosphere. On the other hand, satellite observations in the 
midnight sector of the magnetosphere at synchronous altitudes have shown 
that magnetic field variations there are often very similar to those 
at the ground station Honolulu. Thus, it was concluded that the source 
of some low and middle latitude positive bay-like disturbances during 
magnetic storms must be located outside the orbit of the synchronous 
satellite in the region of the geomagnetic tail. Certain particle 
observations in the vicinity of a synchronous satellite in the midnight 
region of the magnetosphere are consistent with such an interpretation.
Numerous examples of a relatively high degree of correlation 
between ASY and AL were also found, and thus, it was suggested that 
other sources such as return currents of the auroral electrojets in 
the ionosphere may also be important in producing bay-like changes at 
low. latitudes during a magnetic.storm.
The storms studied exhibit.typical morphological features, which 
have been noted in other studies. The maximum rate of decrease and 
maximum main, phase decrease occurred at stations in the afternoon-
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evening sector. The westward shift (with respect to a frame of reference 
' rotating with.the earth) of the.region of maximum H-component field 
decrease at a particular instant of the storm is best illustrated in the 
iso-intensity contours of the storm of September 21-23, 1963. The 
asymmetrical distribution of distant currents, as evidenced by large 
values of the ASY index, is noted to be only generally associated with 
the occurrence of polar magnetic substorms. Finally, it has been shown 
that the Dst variations do not follow the polar substorm time variations 
very closely and in fact tend to lag behind it.
In the vicinity of the synchronous satellite in the midnight sector, 
the maximum value of the main phase decrease of a magnetic storm has 
been noted to be smaller than that observed at ground stations. This 
observation plus the observed similarity of changes at the two locations 
lead to the interpretation that the observed 1 earlier recovery* of a 
storm at synchronous altitudes, over that observed at the ground, is 
due to the combined effect of the ring and tail currents. Several 
examples of ground and ATS-I satellite magnetic records were presented 
which clearly show the 'earlier recovery*.
Preliminary calculations for a simple model for the ring and 
tail current fields were presented which show that the net field in
, t
the midnight region of the synchronous satellite orbit couId be made 
to approach the reference field level (that is, the net ring and tail 
•fields approach zero) by choosing a set of parameters consistent with 
the observed.locations of the particles which constitute the two. 
currents. The location of the satellite is between the taiI and ring 
. currents in the magnetic midnight meridian plane. For the values of
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the parameters chosen, the combined field is substantial in the vicinity 
of the earth even though the fi-eld near the satellite is very small.
Thus, the model can be made to reproduce an instant of the recovery 
phase at both locations.
(c) A statistical study on the occurrence of storm sudden 
commencements (ssc) associated with polar magnetic substorms was made 
in Chapter V. Here, a polar magnetic substorm is regarded as 
'simultaneous* to an ssc, if it occurs within a few minutes (<5 min.) 
and has an amplitude of greater than 50 gammas. Several examples of 
such events are presented to illustrate more precisely what is meant 
by 'simultaneous storm commencements and polar magnetic substorms* or 
'ssc-associated polar magnetic substorms'. The study is prompted by 
the fact that an ssc is associated with a rather large-scale and sudden 
change in the magnetospheric configuration and, thus, it may lead to 
instabilities in the magnetospheric plasma.
The statistical study of 108 ssc's during the IGY shows that the 
state of the magnetosphere prior to the ssc as determined from the Kp indices 
does not significantly affect the occurrence frequency of simultaneous 
events. That is, the occurrence of simultaneous events is not influenced 
by whether or not the magnetosphere is highly disturbed prior to the 
ssc event. However, amplitude dependence is found; larger ssc's tend 
to be associated with polar magnetic substorms. It is found that 
approximately 49% of the (GY ssc's were substorm-associated events, 
while only 3$ of ssc's during the IQSY were so associated.
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A few (36) interplanetary discontinuities, detected by the IMP 3 
satellite and known to subsequently cause ssc's, were also examined for 
the simultaneous occurrence of polar substorms. The current directions 
in the discontinuities were also calculated for a few cases; no definite 
tendency for relating the current directions and the occurrence of sub­
storms could be found. However, this result cannot be taken as 
statistically significant, since so few discontinuities v/ere examined.
(d) Two models incorporating three-dimensional currents in the 
magnetosphere were discussed in Chapter VI. The models are primarily 
intended to simulate the distribution of the disturbance vectors in the 
vicinity of the earth, but the parameters of the second, more realistic 
model can be readily varied to yield an approximation of the fields of 
known non-ionospheric sources of quiet day magnetic variations.
The first model basically consists of a westward ring current 
in the equatorial plane varying in intensity with longitude, field- 
aligned sheet currents from-the pre-dawn quadrant of the ring current 
flowing into the auroral regions, westward auroral electrojets, and field 
aligned' sheet currents from the auroral regions back into the pre­
midnight quadrant of the ring current. (The currents of this model 
obey Kirchoff’s rules). This model gives a distribution of field on 
the earth similar to the observed one except in the region of the polar 
cap. Modification of this model by addition of a constant eastward 
flowing component of ring current gives a net fl-ow eastward in the 
midnight sector; this simulates the removal of the diamagnetic effect 
of the ring current particles observed by the ATS-I satellite. The 
modified model also produces a distribution of disturbance vectors
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very similar +o the observed one, but again the field in.the.polar 
regions is not in agreement with the.actual disturbance field. The 
modified model differs from the original in that the field direction is 
northward rather than southward in low latitudes in the midnight sector, 
which is.due to the dominance of the eastward, current in this region.
• For both models,the relative differences between the low latitude noon
sector vectors and low latitude midnight sector vectors are, however, in 
' the correct sense and magnitude to reproduce the often observed positive
and negative bay-type disturbances at low latitudes during a magnetic storm.
Field calculations for the modified model were also made along a 
field line adjacent and interior to the field-aligned currents at several 
magnetic meridians. A similar calculation was carried out for an 
externally adjacent field line. The chief utility of these calculations 
is that they may be compared with satellite observations of field- 
aligned currents should they become available.
The second model takes into account the boundary and tai I currents 
in addition to the ring current and is more realistic in this sense 
than the simpler model discussed above. The effects of boundary 
current are simulated by an image dipole, while the tail current 
consists of a plane sheet of current from the dusk portion of the 
tail to the dawn part with cylindrical sheet currents back to the 
dawn side completing the circuit. The ring current consists of a , 
distribution of particles symmetric around the axis. The relevant 
equations for the individual fields are developed. The combined 
field of the'ring and tail current parts of.the model have been used 
to obtain the results presented in Chapter IV, which may account for 
the earlier recovery of a storm at synchronous altitudes.
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7.2 Further Discussion of Results and Conclusions
The results and cone I us ions of this.dissertation have already 
been discussed. Here, we wish to present an overair view of the.results 
and conclusions bearing in mind some of the major questions which remain 
unanswered in this dissertation and in the theory of geomagnetic storms 
in general.
(a) During a typical main phase decrease, the estimated energy
22 23stored in the ring current belt is of order 10 to 10 ergs. The 
estimated energy associated with polar magnetic substorms is I to 2 
orders of magnitude less than this. The long-term dependence of the 
occurrence of magnetic storms on solar activity leaves little doubt 
that the sun is the ultimate source of this energy.
The energy rate of electromagnetic radiation primarily in the visible
25range incident upon the earth is in the order of 10 ergs/sec. A part of 
this energy goes into maintaining the ionosphere of the earth, which is 
important in any theory of magnetic storms and in ionospheric sources 
of quiet day variations. Although the rate of energy input is large, 
it is very doubtful that solar electromagnetic radiation participates 
in any direct manner in the production of magnetic storms.
Measurements of the solar wind parameters and the observed delay 
times between the onset of solar flares and the onset of magnetic 
storms (Akasofu and Yoshida, 1967) leave very little room for doubt 
that the particles of the solar wind are intimately related to the 
occurrence of geomagnetic storms. The energy rate across an area
equivalent to the cross-section of the magnetosphere exposed to.the -
■ 20 • • solar wind is in the order of 10 ergs/sec. In 10 hours, which is
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the required time for a typical maximum main phase decrease from onset
time, the time-integrated energy of the solar wind over a cross-section
• 24 25 . .of the magnetosphere is in the order of 10 to 10 ergs. This is more
than enough energy to produce a main phase decrease. However, a rather
efficient and rapid mechanism is required to bring the solar wind energy
across the magnetospheric boundary and deep into the magnetosphere,
22since the total energy residing in the ring current is of order 10 to 
2310 ergs. An adequate theory has yet to be developed to explain this 
transfer of solar wind energy. It is probable that a significant portion 
of the required energy is already stored within the magnetosphere in the 
•plasma and neutral sheets of the magnetotail or sorrs other reservo i r 
of particles.
(b) SatelIite magnetic field measurements at the boundary of the 
magnetosphere (Cahill and Amazeen, 1963) show the Chapman-Ferraro theory 
of boundary formation is essentially correct. It predicts a field, which 
is larger than the dipole field, just inside the boundary. That is, 
currents are set up such that the dipole field is excluded from solar 
wind, while they add to the dipole field Interior to the boundary.
Enhancement of the energy of the ring current belt produces the 
main phase decrease of a magnetic storm (Frank, 1967, 1970). Differential 
energy spectrum measurements of the ring current particles indicate that 
the enhancement is the result of an increase in number density of the 
particles. Just exactly how such large numbers of particles can be 
introduced so deeply into the magnetosphere is the subject of much 
conjecture.
One suggestion is that the ring current particles are originally
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stored in the neutral and plasma sheets of the tail. The taiI Is a permanent
feature of the magnetosphere; it has been ascribed to the 'viscous* or
'frictional' force of the solar windor to the effects of the merging of 
the geomagnetic field lines to the interplanetary field lines. Presumably, 
during storms, some mechanism acts to cause the flow of tail particles earth­
ward. Ultimately, a part of the magnetotail particles ends up as ring 
current particles deep in the trapping region, while a portion flows 
along field lines into the auroral region and produces auroral and 
polar magnetic substorms. This interpretation fits the 'splash catcher' 
model of O'Brien (1962). .
Thus, the existence of the storm-time ring current belt is closely 
related to the existence of the neutral and plasma sheets in the tail.
Recent satellite observations indicate that time variations of the tail 
sheet are also closely related to the occurrence of polar magnetic
substorms (see for example, Hones, et al., 1970).
(c) In this dissertation questions concerning the actual mechanisms 
causing magnetic storms have been avoided. However, it has been endeavored 
to coherently present and discuss models, which are consistent with a 
wide variety of satellite and ground observations. A few difficulties 
encountered in the topics included in this dissertation are important 
enough to warrant further discussion.
(d) The observed polar solar quiet day geomagnetic variation (S^) . 
is not in agreement in the polar cap with the model presented in
Chapter II. The very location of this anomalous variation suggests 
that it must somehow be related to the magnetospheric taiI. Piddington 
(1964) suggested that the full force of the solar wind on the polar
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cap field lines is transferred to polar regions; this force gives, a 
field in the.proper sunward direction, but the field' is one to.two orders 
of magnitude too small to account- for polar cap In any event, this
mechanism is clearly related to.the formation of the magnetospheric 
cavity and hence, to boundary currents which produce only a small 
contribution to quiet day variations.
The barium cloud experiments of Heppner et al. (1970) indicate that 
the polar cap electric field is directed approximately from dawn to 
dusk during low to moderately disturbed periods. It is interesting to 
note that this is precisely the direction predicted by the ionospheric 
charge distribution model for of Chapter II, which gives the proper 
direction for field equatorward of the polar cap region.
Heppner et ai. (1970) show that the magnetic disturbance vector 
directions in the polar cap at the time of the electric field measure­
ments are incompatible with the expected Hall and Pedersen current 
directions. They thus invoke a mechanism for the observed magnetic 
disturbance directions consisting of a net current flowing earthward 
in the late morning sector and an upward net current in the late 
evening sector. Both of these currents are located just equatorward 
of the polar cap delineated by the auroral oval. It should also be 
noted that the agreement between the magnetic field produced by the 
Hall and Pedersen currents expected of the electric field and the 
.observed disturbance directions is made worse by addition of the 
expected field to the disturbance field.
In Chapter.11, it was concludeda priori that the mechanism, 
producing is unrelated to the mechanism producing the polar electrojet
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pattern. This conclusion was based on.the drastic.difference observed 
between the.two patterns (Kawasaki and-Akasofu, 1967; Feldstein and 
Zaytsev, 1967). If, for example, it is assumed that the mechanism of 
Heppner et al. (1970) is correct for polar cap magnetic disturbances and 
is an intensification of the'pattern, it would require a rotation of 
some 90° westward in the northern polar cap for the locations of the 
upward and downward net currents. On the other hand, there does not
appear to be a smooth transition from the S*3 pattern to the pattern
during disturbed periods. Furthermore, unlike negative bays, which are 
the primary mode of magnetic disturbances in the auroral regions, 
has a strong seasonal dependence; the variation is much larger in 
the polar cap summer than in the winter. Thus, it is suggested that the 
mechanism producing in the polar cap is fundamentally different from 
that producing field changes during disturbed periods.
At the present time no explanation is offered for polar cap S^.
e '
Whatever the mechanism invoked, it must explain not only the pattern
of Sq,but also its seasonal dependence as well.
(e) In Chapter III, it has been demonstrated that the character­
istics of some low latitude DS changes are consistent with the 
interpretation that they are primarily due to distant sources. Aside 
from the obvious similarities between the ATS-I and Honolulu records, 
particularly during geomagnetic storms in the midnight sector (Coleman 
and Cummings, 1968), the conclusion was based on the significant anti­
correlations observed between the asymmetry index and the westward 
electrojet index. The occurrence of such anti correlations can be taken 
to mean that there is no direct relationship between the two phenomena,
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and thus, that return currents through the low latitude ionosphere do 
not contribute significantly to low latitude DS changes.
However, the existence of correlations between ASY and AL on some 
occasions does suggest a connection. It has been pointed out that under 
certain cconditions both a mechanism involving return currents and a 
mechanism involving a combination of the fields of auroral electrojets 
and a partially depleted ring current in the midnight sector are con­
sistent with the correlated changes. Based on a simple three-dimensional 
current model, explicit calculations for the latter mechanism were made 
in Chapter VI. More specifically, it was shown that the low latitude
positive pulse in the night sector and negative pulse in the day sector
could be reproduced by the model. The second, more realistic model, 
in Chapter VI can also be made to be consistent with the similarity of 
the H-component ATS-I and Honolulu records, rf we require that the 
positive change is.due to -a decrease in the strength of the tail current 
by a diversion of the current into the early morning' auroral oval. In
this case, the current flows along the oval and back into the dusk
part of the taiI.
We thus submit that positive and negative DS changes from the Dst 
level are primarily due to a combination of a sudden weakening of the 
tail field and the simultaneous strengthening of the auroral electro­
jets, rather than ionospheric return currents. The effect of the electro­
jets is to add to the days!de low. latitude Dst component, while decreasing 
the nightside value. Simultaneously, of course, the Dst value will 
decrease because the tail field decreases, but since the auroral electro­
jets are closer to the observing region, they dominate.the distribution 
of the disturbance field. . .
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Cf) Coleman (1970) has suggested that the observed rapid recovery 
of a geomagnetic storm at synchronous altitudes relative to the.recovery 
phase observed at the surface of the earth and the lack of a substantial 
D-component could be taken as evidence for an inward movement of the 
ring current plasma. There are some observations which conflict with 
such an interpretation. Paramount among these are the observations of 
Frank (1970), who indicates there is actually an outward movement 
of the peak location of ring current particles during latter stages, of 
a storm. The net effect of the ring current should be to increase 
the field above the quiet day level at the satellite all along its 
orbit. The ATS-I observations do not indicate that this is the case.
According to Coleman (1970), the lack of an appreciable D-component 
during the recovery phase of a storm can be attributed to a decrease of 
the tail field back to its quiet day level. However, Coleman also 
suggested an alternative explanation in terms of field-aligned currents 
might be required to explain the D-component changes in the midnight 
sector during the main phase decrease. We favor this latter view, and 
thus, that a lack of an appreciably enhanced D-component does not 
necessarily mean the tail field has returned to its quiet day level. 
Also, there is no a priori reason to believe that the tail field returns 
to its quiet day level" faster than the ring current field does.
Implicit in the interpretation presented in Chapter IV of the 
recovery phase at syncrhonous altitudes is the existence of an 
appreciable tail field during the recovery phase. This enhanced tail 
field can account for the required southward directed field needed to 
cancel the northward component of the ring current field throughout the
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synchronous satellite orbit.. There is a tail field gradient across the 
orbit of the synchronous satellite which produces a difference in field 
strengths between points on the orbit, but for a long tail located well 
outside the orbit this is not appreciable. Also, a slightly asymmetric quiet 
time ring current stronger on the nightside may provide a gradient of 
field which can cancel the oppositely-directed tail gradient.
(g) The occurrence of polar magnetic substorms simultaneous to 
ssc's clearly indicates that the particles causing the polar substorm are 
already deep within the magnetosphere. Otherwise, we are forced to con­
clude that solar wind particles have nearly immediate (within a minute, 
in some, cases) access to the midnight-morning auroral ionosphere, where 
the simultaneous polar magnetic substorms are observed. It is not very 
likely that any mechanism invoking a turbulent diffusion process for 
solar particles through the magnetopause can be found to explain these 
simultaneous events.
Alternatively, direct entry through the neutral point (or 'neutral 
band') of the solar particles or some other mechanism such as the neutral 
hydrogen hypothesis might also account for the simultaneous events.
However, in these cases, one would be hard put to understand why the 
magnetic substorm changes are greatest on the nightside of the earth 
rather than the sunward side.
It is suggested that the ssc renders magnetospheric plasma unstable 
via some unknown mechanism. The amplitude dependence of the occurrence . 
of simultaneous events shown. in Chapter V (see also Schieldge and Siscoe, 
1970), supports this view.
Just precisely where the particles causing the simultaneous substorms
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originate is unknown, but it.should be.pointed out that anti correlation ,
between the prior Kp and the events does not necessarily imply that the
substorm-producing particles do not originate in the'ring or tail current
regions. In fact, a brief examination of a few examples indicates
• • » 
that low latitude stations exhibit changes of the positive and negative
DS-type described in Chapter'I I I and Section 7.2(e). That is, immediately
after an ssc, there is a tendency for stations located in the midnight-
morning sector to record a positive or zero net change from the ssc level,
while those in the noon-afternoon sector record a negative relative value.
(See Chapter V and Appendix I for numerous examples). Thus, it is suggested
that simultaneous polar magnetic substorms appear via field-aligned currents
from the tail or ring current region. The lack of dependence on prior Kp
of these events also suggests that the instability arises regardless of
whether or not the ring and tail current particles are in their respective
quiet time states.
Of the solar wind discontinuity parameters investigated in Chapter 
V, namely pressure by means of the amplitudes of ssc's and solar wind 
discontinuity field and associated current directions, only the pressure 
has a very positive correlation for the occurrence of simultaneous events. 
The actual number of interplanetary discontinuity observations used in 
the study was so small that even the statistically valid result that a 
southward directed interplanetary field tends to produce magnetic storm ,
activity was not found. It is further suggested that a one-to-one 
correspondence might be found in direct measurements of the pressure changes 
associated with interplanetary solar wind discontinuities and the occurrence 
and magnitude of simultaneous polar magnetic substorms.
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(h) Although either and/or a combination of the.models presented 
in Chapter VI are consistent with.the major features of the geomagnetic 
disturbance field at low and middle latitudes and at various points in 
space, there remains a major difficulty. We have suggested that the low 
latitude fields are fairly well reproduced by the simple three-dimensional 
current model presented in Section 6.2. However, in the polar cap, the 
field directions contain a significant contribution from the field-aligned 
currents, which tends to make agreement with the actual polar disturbance 
field rather poor. One way to remedy the model is to assume a narrower 
longitudinal extent for the polar electrojet and hence the field-aligned 
currents. Then the transverse components of these currents will have 
more of a tendency to cancel in the polar regions.
One can forsee less of a problem with the distribution of field for 
the field-aligned currents from the tail which should be incorporated 
into the second, more realistic model. If current is diverted from the 
tai I in the dawn part of the tai I sheet toward the earth and returns 
to the dusk part via field lines and the auroral electrojets, then the 
'stretched' geometry of the field-aligned currents will be such that 
the transverse components of the fields will be more effectively cancelled 
in the polar cap. At lower latitudes, it is evident that this model will 
still retain the essential features of the disturbance field (Meng and 
Akasofu, 1969),.
Alternatively, the models might be modified by including a tw.o sheet 
model for the field-aligned currents.as suggested by Armstrong and Zmuda 
(1970) (see Section 6.3.4) or two single sheets of the.type discussed 
by Heppner et al. (1970) (see Section 7.2d). In either case, the agree­
ment with the actual lower latitude disturbance field would not be good.
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a ■
This dissertation covers a rather wide range of topics. Consequently, 
some aspects have been treated somewhat superficially. As an extension 
of this dissertation, the following recommendations for future work are 
made.
(1) It is suggested that a few other magnetically quiet days be 
explicitly investigated to definitely show that the pattern 
of magnetic disturbances in the polar cap is not merely an 
intensification of the pattern.
q
(2) Field-aligned and auroral electrojet currents should be
incorporated into the model consisting of the tail, boundary
and ring currents.
(3) In any future model calculations of the effects of magneto­
spheric currents, the effects of the currents induced in the 
earth must be taken into account. Ashour (1971) has given 
equations for the field of the induced currents once the
■ effects of the primary field are known. The forms of these 
equations are particularly suitable for incorporation into 
the models presented in Chapter VI.
(4) It is recommended that a more realistic tail current be
incorporated into the second model presented in Chapter
VI.
(5) A series of computations should be made for the models 
presented in Chapter VI or for other models using various 
values for the parameters. A sequence of sets of parameters
may be established, which may reproduce a magnetic storm .
7 .3  Recommendations
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In its entirety both on the ground and throughout the 
magnetosphere. In this way, the values of some of the 
parameters associated with the quiet and disturbed 
magnetosphere may be deduced, and hence, may provide 
a basis for a better understanding of magnetospheric 
phenomena.
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APPENDIX I
Presented here is an extensive compilation of H-component magnetic 
storm records. In general, the records are of low latitude stations 
with mean dp I at ^ 25° and high latitude stations with mean dp I at ^ 
66°. The stations are widely dispersed in longitude. The low-latitude 
H-component disturbance field is an indication of the strengths of the 
ring and magnetotail currents, while that of high latitude stations is 
generally indicative of the auroral electrojet current strength.
A few combined storm-time records of low and high latitude 
stations are also given. These give the asymmetry (ASY) and auroral 
electrojet indices (AE), respectively (see Chapter III, Section 3.3).
H-component records of 44 stations during the great magnetic 
storm of March 3, 1970 are also shown. These are grouped according to 
longitudinal sector and latitudinal range. A few southern hemisphere 
stations are also included.
A complete list of dates follows on page 197 a.
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January 7-8, 1967 198
January 7-8, 1967 - ASY & AE 199
January 13-14, 1967 200
February 7-9, 1967 201
February 15-17, 1967 202
February 15-17, 1967 - ASY & AE 203
February 17-18, 1967 204
February 17-18, 1967 - ASY & AE 205
May 1-2, 1967 206
May 2-4, 1967 207
May 25-26, 1967 208
June 25-26, 1967 209
June 26-27, 1967 210
November 16-21, 1968 211-216
October 29-30, 1968 217
October 3 1-November 2, 1968 218-219
February 2-4, 1969 220
March 23-25, 1969 221-222
April 27-28, 1969 223
May 14-16, 1969 224
June 11-14, 1969 225-226
July 26-27, 1969 227
August 26-27, 1969 228-229
September 27-30, 1969 230-231
November 8-10, 1969 . 232-233
November 24-27, 1959 234-237
December 5-6, 1969 238
January 1-3, 1970 239
March 7-9, 1970 240-246
April 20-22, 1970 247
May 27-29, 1970 248
June 27-28, 1970 249
July 8-10, 1970 250
August 16-19, 1970 . 251
October 16-18, 1970 252
November 7-3, 1970 253
LIST OF DATES
Page
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The computer program for the models in Section 6.2 is listed here. 
The program is the same one as used by Akasofu (1970) except for 
modifications of the current functions as described in Section 6.2.
The main routine is labeled "MAINPGM". The subroutines for 
computing ring current and north and south auroral electrojet current 
fields are labeled ’EQUATR’, and 'AURORN' and 'AURORS’, respectively.
The subroutine for integrating the field aligned current contribution 
is labeled ’FDLINE' and ’FLDINT'. The current- functions are computed 
in the multiple entry function subprogram ’CURR' with entries: ’ARNCUR', 
'ARSCUR', 'FLDCUR', and 'EQTCUR'.
Specifically, the program is for model B of Section 6.2, which 
differs from model A by the addition of the eastward ring current Iq .
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DOS FORTRAN IVI 360N-F0-479 3-1 M4INPCM DATE 04/23/70 TIME 17.27.40 PAGE 0001
c f o r c r . AKASoru b y  b . Ho r t o n , g e c p h y s i c a l  i n s t i t u t e , u. o f a l a s k a
C REFCRfrNCf •• ON CURRENT SYSTEKS HRCPOSEO FOR SO IN THE THEORY OF
C MAGNET IC STORMS BY C. 0. KIRKPATRICK, JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL
C MAGNETIC FIELD GENERATED BY MODEL CURRENTS AROUND THE EARTH,
C RESEARCH, DEC 19i>2* PGS 511-5/6"" c ■ • . ...........
C THE MAGNETIC FIELD AT A POINT IS COMPUTED AS GENERATED BY THE
C FOLLOWING CURRENTS.
C 1. A L INI CURRENT FLOWING IN THE ECUATc'UIAL CIRCLE OF RADIUS K.
C 2. 4 s h e e t c u r r e n t  f l o w i n g  a l o n g  t h e l i n e s  o f f o r c e  f r o m  th e
C AUKORAi CIRCLES INTO THE ECUAIORIAL CIRCLES.
C 3. & I \Mfc CURRENT FLOWING IN THF AURORAL CIRCLES.............................. ....
C
C ARRAYS OF AZIMUTH INTEGRATION LIMITS.
0 0 0 1  REAL A L l l t > ) , A L 2 t 5 )
0022 REAL K * K SO*I 0
GOP T INTFGta PUNCH/2/
0004 COVMCN K,IO»PHII,P: 112,POfZO,PHIOtAfB»£L,KSQ
COQS DEC*.01746329
C
C COPY TITLE ANP SCALE CARDS FOR PLOT OECK 
C (MUD 6 APRIL 19701
C
0006 READ(I, I III - •
0007 WRITE(PUNCH,111)
0006 READ(I, 111 I
0000 WRITEIPUNCH.IUI
0010 111 FORMA T(80H
1 1 
C RFAO AND PRINT LINE PARAMETERS FCR ONE GROUP Or POSITIONS. .........
0 0 1 1 I R E A 0 ( i , 2 » E N 0 - 4 9 ) K , ! 0 » A L l ( l ) , A L 2 ( l ) , C L A T M  I , C L A T N 2 , C L A T S l , C L A T S 2 ,
I NUMfTLR APR 9
0012 2 FORMATIRFP.0,1161 —  APR 6 ‘
0013 A FORMAT(10F8.01
C K ,10 MODEL CURRENT PARAMETERS•
C CLATN1,CLATN? INTEGRATION LIMITS ON NORTH FIELD LINE CURRENT..........
C CLATSl,CLATS2 INTEGRATION LIMITS ON SOUTH FIELD LINE CURRENT.
C ALI ARRAY OF LOWER AZIMUTH LIMITS FOR INTEGRALS.
C AL2 ARRAY OF UPPER AZIMUTH LIMITS FOR INTEGRALS.   - -
0 0 1 4  K S U = K * K
GO 15 T HI: T M  *CL ATM I +DEG
0016 THF TN2*Cl A f\2^0SG    ’ -
0 0 \ 7  l H L T S l s C l A T S l * n E G
OGirt THET52=CLAfS2*ueG
~ C ' “ PRINT PAGE H T A DI NO A NO SET L TNE CHUNTER. ---- ------- -------
0019 WR 1T £ t 3•3 J K , J 0, CL AT M , C L A I N 2 ,CLATS 1.CLAI S2,NUMBER
0020 30F0AMA T I * 1 1 , 3L-X, * MODE I CURRENT PARAMETERS*/* K«’«F5.?,' !0**,P9.0,
  I » COLAr-Nls5*,Ffc.2,* CQl AT-N2**t_ ----------------- -------
2F6.2,* COLA I — S1 - *,F6.2,» CULAT-S2-* ,F6.2»* GROUP*,14 I
0021 LINFS = 2
C REAO PC SIIIUN CARD. TF S f FOR /* CARO AT ENO OF CROUP.
0022 10 R F A i m , l l , F N O * L I C l M O , R O > A Z O
0023 LI FU2 V A r n F 6 . 2 1
00.»4 12 THETAO*CLATO*OEG . - --- ------------------ ---- ------ ----
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DOS FORTRAN IV  3 6 0 N -F O -4 T 9  3 - 1  HAINPGM DATE _  0 4 / 2 3 / 7 0 ______ T IM E _____ __________________PAGE 0002
0 0 2 5  PO«P.C*S IN I  THE T AO I
0 0 2 6  ZO *RC *CO S|TH6TAO I
0027  PHtO=AZO*DEG ......................................... ........................
0 0 2 3  A«PO/K
0 0 2 9  B*ZO/K
0 0 3 0  ELsRC/K. "        —
C TURN PAGE AND REPEAT HEADING I F  NECESSARY.
0 031  I F I L I N E S - ? 7 ) 1 4 » 1 3 » 1 3
0 0 3 ?  13 k R l T E { 3 , 3 1 K , l O ,  C L A T N I , C L A T N 2 , C l A T S I , C L A T S 2»NUMBER --------------  -------------- ------------------
0 0 3 3  L 1Nt S = 2
0 0 3 4  14 L INE S= L INE S *  30
C PR IN  r P O S IT IO N  ANO H EAD ING .  '  '  -------
00 35 WRl \ £  \ 3, lM f . L A T O ,R O ,A 2 0» P O ,Z O
00  36 150F0RMAT I»O PU St  U O N  C O L A T . » * , F 6 . 2 , *  0 I S T . * «  , F 7 . 4 , • A 2 . * « , F 6 . 2 ,
I *  R H O - S F T . A * *  Z = « , F 8 . 4 /  4 1 X , ‘ F I E L D  COMPONENTS* / * CURRENT --------------------------- --------- ----------
2 A2 .  L I M I T S  H-ftMO H -P H I  H-Z
3 H I  E * )
0 0  3 7 K P * 1     '
0 0 3 8  HR|T E ( PU NCH *16 I K , I 0 , C L A T N I , C LAT N 2 , C L A T S 1 ,C L A T S2 ,N U M B ER .K P  APR 6
0 0 3 9  16 FORMAT( F b . 3 * F 8 . 0 , 4 F 8 . 4 , T 7 6 , 1 4 , 1 2 )
’ 0 0 4 0  K P *2 ......................................................................................................... .......  .............
0041 WRIT El PUNCH,IT>C LA T 0 ,R 0 ,A ZO ,PO ,ZO ,N U M BER ,KP  APR 6
0 0 4 2  17 F 0 R M A T | 5 F 8 . 4 , I 7 5 , I 4 , ! 2 )
C ZERU OUT SUMS OF COMPONENTS. * -----------------------------------------------------
0 0 4 3  HPT=C.
0044  HOT*C.
0 04 5  HZ T *0 . ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 0 4 6  H T *0 .
0 047  ZT -O .
0 04 3  6 1 * 0 .  . . .  . .
C COMPUTE P R IN T  ANO PUNCH NORTH F I E L D  L IN E  I7JTEGRALS.
0 0 4 9  1=1 APR 6
0 0 5 0  P H t  I  3 A L I I I 1 * 0 6 G
0051  P H t2 = A L 2 1 1 ) 4DEG
0 0 5 2  CALL F O L IN E ( THE T N I , T HETN2, T H ET A O ,H P ,H O ,H Z ,H ,Z ,E J
C PR I NT AND ADO TO SUMS- -----------  ----------- ------------ - -
0 04 3  M W T E t  3 t l H I A L l l l ! , A l 2 U I  • H P ,H O , iU ,H , Z , E
0 0 5 4  I S  FORMAT I • NORTH F I E L D  L IN E  • , 2 F 7 . 2 , 3 X , 1 P 6 E 1 2 . 4 )
- 0 0 5 5 ------------------- 19  FORMAT { I P 6 E 1 2 . 4  , T 7 5 , 1 4 , 1 2 )  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 0 5 6  H PT *HPT*HP
0 0 5 7  HOT =HQ T *H0
0 0 5 0 -------------------------HZT»HZT4HZ ..........         —
0 0 5 9  HT«HT*H
0 0 6 0  2T = Z U Z
0061   ...... * "  40  ET *ET  + E  * ........................
C COMPUTE* PR IN T  ANO ADO F I E L D  FROM SOUTH F I E L D  L I N E  CURRENT.
0 0 6 2  PH I I = A l 1 1 1 ) * D E G
0 0 6  3 -------------------  ' P H I 2 * A L 2 1 I I * 0 E C     ~     “---
0 06 4  CALL F O L IN E I 7 H E T S 1 , T H ET S2 , T H ET A O #H P ,H O ,H Z ,H #Z ,E )
0065  U R I T E I 3 , 2 0 ) A l t  I I ) , A L 2 I I I , H P , H O , H Z , H , Z , E
'  0 0 6 6  ”  20 FORMAT i • SOUTH F I E L D  L IN E  • . 2 F 7 . 2 , 3 X , I P 6 E 1 2 . 4 )   '
0 067  HPT*hPT4HP
0068 HQT = H0T+Ht1
0 06 9  H2T*HZT*HZ  "  “
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P  0 0 7 0  HT»HT*H
0 0 7 1  2 W T « - 2  __
” " 0 0 7 2  '  > 2 f  T*E !♦€ - ---- -
C COMPUTE» PR IN T  AND ADD F I E L D  FROM EQUATORIAL CURRENT.
0 0 7 3  P H l L * A L L m * O E G
o r m  P H t 2 * A L 2 i n * o e G  '  *        _ ‘
0 0 7 3  CALL E C U A T R U lP 'H O 'H Z t H t Z 'E )
0 0 7 6  W U  Te I 3 , 2 2 )  AL t ( I  ) » AL2 ( I ) »HP,HO#HZ, I I ,  2 • £
' 0 0 7 7  22 FORMAT{• EQUATORIAL L IN E  • , 2 F 7 . 2 f 3 X , I P 6 E 1 2 . A I  ........................
0 0 7 8  H P I *H P T *H P
00 7 9  HOT = H M » H O __________________________________________________________________________________ __
0 0 8 0  H £ t = H l T * H l ................................................................................... ............................
OOP I  HT*HT«H
0 0 8 2  ZT -ZT+Z
~ 0 0 0 3     44  ET=E T*E  - - - - ...
C COMPUTE, PR IN T  AND ADD F I E L D  FROM NORTH AURORA CURRENT.
0 0 8 4  PH 1 1 SA L I C I  I *O E G  __________________ _________
  0 0 8 5 .... ........  PH I 2 *A L2  ( I I *DEG.............................................................    ~.............
0 0 8 6  CALL A UR QtUJ (HP ,HQ ,H2 i H , £ « E )
0 0 8 7  8K1TE!  3 ,241  A L i m , A L 2 l l  I . H P , H O ,H Z ,H , 2 , 6
—  " 008 0  ----- ~ 24 FO R M A T!1 NURTH AURORAL L I N E • t 2 F 7 . 2 » 3 X , I P 6 E 1 2 . 4 ) ‘   '  “  * ~
C0H9 H P I * h P f * H P
0090 Hor=Hur-»nu
—  '  0 0 9 1  t i2T*t i7T*HZ    *.............................
\ 0 0 9 2  H T -H t *H
1 0C 9 3  ZT -ZT+Z
* “ 0094  -  ~ * 6 ETaET + E  - - ......  - -  - ........    -
C COMPUTE, PR IN T  AND ADD F I E L D  FROM SOUTH AURORA CURRENT.
0 09 5  P H l l * A L l ( l l * O E G
 0 0 9 6 ----------------------  PH I  2 * A L ?  11 I *PEG
0 0 9 7  CALL  AURORS! H P ,H 0 ,H 2 » H , 2 , E )
0 0 9 8  W R 1 T E ! 3 , 2 6 > A L l ( I I  , A 1 2 I I I , H P . H O , H 2 , H , 2 ,E
  009 9    26 FORMAT!*  SOUTH AURORAL L I NE*  , 2 F 7  . 2 13X , t P 6 E 1 2 .  4 * - — .........
0 1 0 0  HPT=HPrt lfP
0 1 C I  H0T»HnT+HO
  0 1 0 2 ---------------------  '  H2T«H2TFH2 '       '
0 1 0 3  H T s H U H
0104  2 T * 2 T f Z
 0X 05  ------------   40  ET sET  + E ................ ... ......
C PR IN T  TOTAL F I E L D .
0 1 0 6  W.ll T E I 3 # 2 8 )H P T *H 0 T ,H 2 T ,H T , 2 T , 6 T
 0 1 0 7 -------------------- 26  FO R M A T! '  T O TA L '  , ' 3 0 X , I P 6 E 1 2 . 4 )  * ..................... '  -  ■
01 0 P  KP = 3
0 1 0 9  K R I T 6 ( PU N C H # l9 | H PT ,H Q T tH ZT ,H T ,ZT » ET , NUMBER#KP APR 6
‘    C GO READ NEXT CARD. ------------------------------------------------------------- -
0 1 1 0  GO TP 10
O U l  4 9  CALL E X I T  APR 9
 0 1 1 2 ----------------------  END ......................................... ....................  ....... ......
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COS FOR THA\ IV 3fcON-FO-«7<3 3-1 FnLIhiE OA fF 03/11//O 11*1 13.0*.16
0 0 0 1 SUURCcriNt FOL1N£ITHCTA1»THFT A2. 1HET AO,hP,H(J*HZ .H . .  EL 1.
C COMI'tlC FIELD Oth: TC CU RR C M ALCAo FIELT LINES.
0002 RfAL KAY*K SO * I 0
C003 .... _ ____CQivMCN KAY,lC»PNIl,PHX2,P0,20lf'H10,A,t*,FL,KSC; ____ ______
t iNTtGKAri- UY TRAPrZOIOAL KOLt HlTH V A R 1 /. P L E S1FP SIZE.
OGO'r THE IA -?HF T AI
0Cu5 . . .  .  .  . . . . . . . ---------------
C»“Oh H2 = 0.
too 7 H 3 = 0 -
OOC0 STE PA =C•
CCC9 •y THF TA* fMl TA«ST£PA
0010 t-CUSlTMlCAl
Cull . .... . V « U ~ l * U ........................._.....  ... . ... - - ........
0012 C sKSC<V*VMl • - 3•*0*U/V)
0013 H-KSC^SCRTlVI *A412.-3.*V1
C M *  F »3»*KSC*V<-A*U
C CCXPLU P U T H M A ) ,  02 ( THE T A I , R 3 (VHF T A )
CC16 CALL HD l t M  llhtlA,Hl ,P2tH3|
L J1 6 KMN*SC« I (KSC* V**3* Po*PG*frSC:*l/*liA Y*Y-?.*Z0 * K A Y * U * V  * 1 0 * 1 0
*-2 .*PL*FAY*Si.'rtUvl*^J)
001 7 ST tP H=SI(»'llAR|M ( . P 0 l 3 aJ «5 . 2 4 * R P N * R P N t  .02 0* . 1 V> *PMN, . 1 31 ,
tAftSI IHl:TA2-1l'E 1 A M  • THE f A2-THE 1 AI 1
02 IP STPS*.r»MSIEPA*STLFlM0019 »dsHl-C*lU«>SlFS
0 02 0 H2«H2«lC*b2»r:*B3)*STpS0021 H3*h3-L*(M*STPS
0\:?2 IF ( AttSI STCPU l-.OOOl 7*5) 10.10,7
C023 7 STcPA = STt:Pr
0C2A GU TC
0025 1 0 h»» = H l M  • t>6 /9c-b
00 26 h<J*H2*l.‘36 79f-5
0027 H/aH*>*l.S6r9l:-‘»
0026 H=t A*HZ-H*m»>/Et
0029 1 =  <A*HP«C*H2)/EL
00 iO fcE«HC
00 31 HFILAN
0032_____ _________ ENO _ .... ... .................
PA»,F C O M
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DOS FORTRAN IV 3C.0N-FQ-479 3-1 FLOI NT DA I f  0 j / M / 7 O T IMS
000 !
OOC? 
002 5
OC-A
OOCS
OCCty
0007
OOCH
00090010 0011 
0 0 1 2  OCt »00 140015
0016001 7 00 1H 
0 0 1 > occc 0(?l
002 2 002 3 C024 
CC? 5 
0026 
0C27 OCVH 
0C29
oc vr. 
o r u
0032
SUBRCliT 1 %fc F L D IN T IT H F .T A , 0 E l *U r2 *C F 3 1  
C INTEGRATE FOR EFFECT  UF CURRENT AL l NC F l E L U  L I N E S *
REAL K A Y .K S O . IO
COMMCN F A Y * I O « P h I l * P H l 2 * P O » 2 O » P H l O * A # 0 * F L * K S ^
C R I S  01 S I .  FROM THE F I E L D  P C IN T .  COMPOTE PART ( F  R WHICH lb  A
C FUNCTION C f  ThETA CNLV.
L -C U S IT H E T A I
LSQ « L *U
5SQ= I •-LS%
K l j s K $ C * S S U * * 3 F P 0 * * 2 m c « :U S C * $ $ q * * ? - 2 .  V . 0 * K A Y * U » S S C * / 0 « * 2  
C COMPLTt* FAC TlK FTH PART CF ft WHICH IS FUNC. Cr PS1 AND TELIA,
R F s - 2 .  * I > 0 * K 4 Y * ( S ; K T  t S$U) 1 * * 3  
C. . . INTEGRA TE BY T RAPE ZUl.CAL ROLE WITH V A R IA B L E  STLP  S U L .
P H l * P H I l
P t = 0 .
fc*?=0.
B 3 * 0 .
S fLPA *v ) .
5 PH I = P H I ♦ ST F PA 
P $ 1* P h 1- P h i  0 
C P S I = C C S I P $ I  I 
R s S Q R T lR L  + R F A C P S n
S H i ’i '» A M IN l  I . 001  UM 6 .  2« ♦ « * « , .  020  ♦ . 139 *R , . 2 6 ?  , PH I 2 - P H I  ) 
FUNCaFtnCLklPlU, inj/|R*K*K)
S T P S s . * > M S T E P A * S U P M  
ftl=ft U F t N C * S I N I  PS  1 > *STM S  
0 2 s B 2 * F l J N C *C P S I * S T P S
P 3 = 0 3 ♦ F 0 NC ♦ S T P S  _
i r i S T F P I T - . 0 0 C l 7 6 5 » l C , I Q , 7  
7 STEPA=S lf :PB  
GO TC 5 
10 CONTINUE 
P F I s P i
 ... p.52*32 _  . . .  -  - __________ ________________________________________________________________________ .   ...........................................
nt 3»p.3 
RETURN
NO Cl
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COS FORTRAN IV 360N-F0-479 3-1 EUUATR L'AIF 03/11/70
0001.............. . SUBROUTINE EUUATR I IIP *HC*HZ *H» Z »E1 ...................
C INTEGRATE FOR EFFECT CF EQUATOR IAL CURRFAT.
0002 RJ= At. KAV.KSOflli
0001 _____________  CCFKCN KAttIC.PHlUPhl2,P0*20,PhI0,A.B,EL,«SC .........
C R IS f) IS T • FP.CH THE H E t O  PCINT. CCKPtlT H PAR T OF R WHICH IS A
C FUNCTCCN Of THfc TA ONLY. THEfAsPI/2. U»C0‘. I THE T A )
0004 RL = KS'«*Pa*P0*Z0*/O
C COMPETE FACTOR FC* PART CF R WHICH IS FUr.C. Of PS1 AfiC lEEIA.
0CC.5 HF«-2.*KAY*PC
C ... INTEGRATE BY TKAPtlZlH DAL KULfc WljH VARIABLE STEF S U E .
0006 PH IaPH11
000? B1=C.
COOS 82-0.
0009 0 1 =0 .
0010 STEPA-0.
00 LI 5 PH I*PHI♦STEPA
0012 PS I=PHI-PH IC
0013 CPS! -CXSlPSl )
00 IA . . ...... R*SJRT(RU»KF*CPSII
011 14 STEPO-AKIM C .00139*4.24*tt*Rt.023♦.13*>»R, .262 * Ph 12-PHI I
0016 FUNC = tCTCUK(PH I»I 01/(R*R#RI
001? . . _ STPS = .5MSTEPA*-STEPB) . . _     . .
OCIH Bl«ni»FUNC«SIMPSI ) *STPS
0019 P2-B2*FUNC*CPSI*ST3S
0023 Bl-BTiFLNOSTf'S  _...
0C2I IFISTEPB-.C0C17ASI10,10,7
Of 22 7 STlPA*STbi‘B
0023 GO TC •>
0024 10 CONTINUE
0025 HP=KAY*Z0*n2*l.567?E-b
0026 . ....____ HG-KAY*ZU*Bl*1.56f9E-5 ... ............. ...............
002 7 HZ=K AY*IKA Y*U3-P0*B2) * I •6679E—5
0028 H--I A*HZ-3*HP)/EL
0029 Z s*l 4*hP*P*HZI /EL    . .
0030 E *H0
OC 31 RETURN
0C32 . _____________ E M C _________  ______________ _______ ____________________ ________
PAGE OOOI
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DOS FORTRAN Itf 3&0M-FQ-4/9 3-1 AURQRN DATE 0.4/31/7U T IMF 13*‘»’i.l'i PAGE O001
00C1 ............... . SUBROUTINE A L R O R N (H P ,H O *H Z ,h , Z * E I
C INTEGRA 1E FUR L F F t C l  UP NORTH AURORAL CURRENT •
0 0 0 2  REAL  K 4 Y , K S Q , I 0
0 0 0 3  . .. . . .  COPPCN K A Y * I C  * PH 1 1 »P H I2  * PO»20 * PH 10»A , 3 *  E L* K SC . . ... . . .   .........
C P I S  P I S f .  FROM THE F I E L D  PO IN T ,  CUPPUTt PART OF R WHICH I S  A
00C 4  .4C 4 7 7 C 9 )
G02S  J L S * * L « L
0 0 0 6  S S O - l . - U S C
0 0 0  7 RU= . 1599134*P C *P O *  I . 9 3 3 6 3 - 2 0 1 * * 2
C CUMPLTfc FACrrp. FCR PART CF R WHICH I S  Ft/N'C. CF PS f AND TPF f A •
OOCi* R F * - 2 . * . 3 5 9 9 t ' * P C
C IN T EO KA IE  R Y TRAPl* ZOI OA l  RULE w i TH V A R IA B L E  STEP S U E .
Q0u9 _ ................  P H I= P H I  1 ............... .....
0 0 1 0  B l = 0 .
0011  B2 = G.
O C I 2 B 3 * U .  . .........
001 1 S T L P A sC .
0 0 1 4  b P H ! = P H l * S T E P A
OU!**__________________ P S I * P M | - I * H I 0  . . . __________________________________ ___________
0 0 1 6  C P S I = C C S ( P S l 1
0 0 1 ?  R = S i R T ! R U * R F « C P S l 1
0 0 1 H STE I 'R «AM1n 1 I . 0 0 t 3 9 * 5 . 2 4 * R * R ,  . 0 2 0 * .  1 3 9 *R *  . 2 6 2  , PH 12 - P H I  1
0 0 1 9  FUNCsA*<NCUR(PHl * I O I / C R * R * R )
o o / o  s i p s » . s * c s r u p A ^ s i f p n i
CO/ I  ... R l = H I  * FUNC* S I N I  PS I1 * S  TPS . ...  _  ...........  ....................
0 0 2 2  B 2 * G 2 * F U N L * C P $ I * S T P S
0 0 2  ?  b 3« P3 «FU N C *ST PS
0 0 2 4  _ IF  I S T L P D - *C O C l  '/4511 0 * 1 0 1 /...................... .....  ..... ................
0 0 2 1  7 S1EPA = STLPIJ
0 0 2 6  GO TC 6
0 0 / /    10  CONTINUE         .. ...
0 0 2 B  H P * .  3999 ft*( 7.0-• 9 3 3 63  j * 0 2 *  I  • 567  91'-5
002*7 H 0 - -  3 9 5 9 F * ! / C - •93 36 3 J * B l *1  . 5 6 7 9 E -*»
0 0 3 0 ............. .....  H Z * .  J S ‘i9 s< ‘ ( . 3 ,J 9 9 a * B 3 - P O ^ ? 2 J * l . P 6 7 9 E - i „ _____________ ____ _____________
0031  H - ( A t | i 2 - l l * H P ) / t L
0 01 7  Z » - ( A * h P * B * H / | / E l
OC 33... ....... ........ C*HO . - - ________________________ _____________
0 0 3 4  RETURN
0 0 3 5  END
M0\
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O JS  FORTRAN  I V  3 6 Q N - F Q - 4 7 9  3 - 1 AURRRS U A fe 0 3 / 3 1 / 7 0 I 7.C9.0G PfiGL O O O I
0001
ooc?
0 003
0004
0 0 0 5  
OCCfc 
0 0 0 /
0 0 0 8
0 0 0 9
0010 
0011 
001?
0013
0014
0 0 1 5
0 0 1 6  
001  7 
O O i f loo n 
00? 0 
0021 
0022
0 0 2 3
0 0 2 4
0 0 2 5
0 0 2 6  
0 0 2 7  0C28
0 0 2 9
0 0 3 0
00 3 1
0 0 3 2
0 0 3 3
0 0 3 4
0 0 3 5
. SU8RCU  f IN I;  A U P C j R S < H P * l i a # H 2 , h * Z * ' - I
C IN T EG R A TE  FUR E F F t C T  CF SOUTH AURORAL C U R R E N T •
REA L  K A Y *K  S 3  * 10  
. COKNGN K A Y * I C i P H ! i # P H l 2 t P O i Z O | P l l l C * 4 * Q * E L i K S C
t  R I S  U l S  T. FRUN THE F I 6 L C  P C IN T .  C CPPUTF  PART i'.F R WH ICH  I S  A
C FU N C T IO N  r f  THEfA  C N I Y .  T H E T A s t S G . S O S l U F l  = 2 . 7 3 6 ° 2 2 U A r .
U = C Q 5 I 2 * 7 36 8 2 2 1
uSv;a L * u
S S G *  l . - U S C
R0 = . 1 5 9 9 2 4 ♦ P C * P O *  ( - . 9 3 3 6  3 - 2 0  1*  * 2  
C  COMPUTE FACT CR FCR PART UF R WHICH I S  FUWC. CF P S !  AN| TFE I A •
R F = - 2 . * .  39S9c»*PC 
- C —  .... IN  TfcCRATL UY T R A P t Z O lU A L  RU LE  W ITH  VA f t lA lL fe  S TE P  S I Z E .
PH PI11 1 
8 1 = 0 .
B 2 = C .83 = 0.
S r i P A = 0 .
 5  P H I  * l su !  ♦ S T L P A  __________
P S I = P H I - P H 1 C  
C P S I = C C S I P S I  )
  R * SQ H  TC R O *U F < C P S  I )
S T E P H s A M l M C  . 0 0 1  3 9 * 5 . 2 4 * R * A , . 0 2 0 * .  1 3 9 * R , . 2 6 2  * P h 12 - P h 1 I 
F IJNC *AHSCURt  P h i ,  | 0 ) / ( R * R * R >
S I P S * . 9 * 1 S T C P A f S T c P B )  
li 1 = B I  ♦FUNGUS M ( P S I ) * S T M S .
82  = R ? * F L N C * C P S I * S n ,S 
. —  8 3 = R 3 * F U N C * S T P S
fF| S T C P H - . C O M  7 4 5 1 1 0 * 1 0 # 7  
7 S T E P A s S T H P H
________ GO TC 5 ___________  ____ _____ ___________ ______
10 C ONT INUE
H P *  • 20*598* t 2 C 4 . 9 3 3 6 3 ) * B 2 * 1  . 5 6 7 9 E - 5  
K )  = . 3 9 9 9 b * t 2 ( > . 9 3 * b 3 } * t > l * 1 . 5 6 7 9 C - 5  
H Z * . 3 9 9 9 H * t . 3 9 9 9 8 * H 3 - P O * H 2 1 ♦ L . 5 6 79fc-5 
H-MA*h Z-U*HPI/cL
________Z = - ( A * H P ♦ & *H Z  I / EL
E = HU 
RF TURN
________ END     - -
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bo's'fuRTB'fcS"ivT2 i > a N - F a - 4 n  3 - 1  ~ * curr   ......  'date 0 4 / 2 0 / 7 0  r i»f 1 7 .2 0 . 0 1  page 0 0 0 1n
0 0 0 1  FUNCT IO N  C U A R lP i l l  , 1 0 )
C E V A L L A I E  C L K k E M  V A L L E S  FKUH A SCUP.CES
C FOR A K A SC K L  KAGNE T IC  F I E L D  R C T IE IS  PL 'CEL « B
C
•  C S . G t L L E R  FOR K . K A V A S A K I  11 EAACH T 9 7 0
c
C C02 PtAl l C , R I / l . l A l V . V , T ) . C P I / 6 . 2 83105/
0 0 C 3  IN f f G E K  T Y R E ,C L A D
C
C GENERAL  E M : < Y ,  EV A LL A T E  CUACRAN T 5 , A C JU ST  ANG LE ,  S E L E C T  T YPE      _
OOCA 10 l>* A E U l ; < W l * T h C P I  , T R C P I I
OOCb •'.'L”.t = 12
  C 0 Q 6  ---  IF1P «GT« M l  CLAU-3A
0 G07 01) tC T Y P E , 1 1 , 2 , I,A)
C
cc e n t r y  im : i m s , y m i i .h  i u h i . i i i -v  i »p l  c f  c u r r e n t  d e s i r e o  c i n l t i  i u a i  l l r h  i s  n e  v i r  c a l l e c  i t s e l f )
cc n o r t h  a l r l r a i  j e t
C 00 8  F 'im  A A O C L R IP M I  , l u )
  0 0 0 9  ----------- ---  A S S IG N  1 TC TYPF ' — ------------------------------------- -----------  --------------------------  ------------------
o o i o  c c  i c  i :
C SOUTH A lK l .R A L  JE I
  c o i l  .........................  F U R Y  A R S C U R IP H I  , 1 0 ) ............................................................................................. ..........................  ....................... .....................
0 0 1 2  A S S IG N  2 ID  1YPE
0 0 1 3  (,! TC 10
   C F I E L D - A L  1CNFD SHEET  C U R R E N T ----------------------------------------------------------    - - ------------------------------— -----
0 0 1 A  ENTRY K IM . L E U  PH I  , 1 9 )
0 0 1A A S S IG N  1 IU  1YPF.
 0016 ----- or TC 1C .  - ......................... ........ ..
• c E c i iA r r . A iA L  r i m ; c u r r e n t
001 r ENTRY ECTT.URIPHl,! 1)
--------- 0 0 1 R---------------------------- A S S IG N  A TO  TYPE ------------------------------------ ------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0019 CO TG 1C
   C _ _ _  _______
C P R O C E S S IN G  RCLT lN fcS  
C
 ........ C' N O R T H ' A U R O R A L  JFT C U R R E N T  -------   ’ “  ~
C 0 2 0  1 IF 1 . .LA 0  . E C .  12 )  CURR = 0 .
0 0 2 1  IF  1 CL AO . E C .  3A I  CURR= -  10 *  S I M P I * * 2
'  '  0 0 2 2  ...... RETURN "  ............................................
C
C SOUTH ALRCRAL  j e t  c u r r c m
------- 0023------------2 -  G O  TC 1 • • • " ----- ---- - ---------- --------------------------------------------------------c
C SHEET  CURRENT ( F I E L C  A L IG N E D )
  C 02A  ........  3 I F I C L A O  . E C .  12 )  C L A P -  0 . 0  ....................... ...... .......  .....
0 0 2 5  I F I C L A I )  . E C .  1A) CORN~ !C  t  S ! M 2 . » P )
0 0 2 6  ■ RETURN _________ 2.____
C EQ U A T O R IA L  K IN G  LL 'RRE N T
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l o s  ru;<rRA.\ iv 3 f . u N - r c - 4 7 * 3  3 - 1  c u r w  u a j f  0 4 / 2 e / 7 o
0 0 ? ?  >, I F I O I A C  - F t .  121 ClJK h = - 2 . ♦ 10 « i o
C C ? 8  l F I C L M !  -Ft,'. 3 M  C L F R -  -  ? .  *  10 *  C C S ( P | * * 2  M O
C C 2S  RF TURN
CO if. FNL
T I F F  1 7 . 2 0 . 0 1  PAGE 0CO2
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This Appendix is a listing of the computer program used to calculate 
the fields of the ring and magnetotail currents and the earth’s dipole- 
image dipole (simulating boundary currents) for the midnight magnetic 
meridian plane as described in Section 6.3. These programs plot field 
direction grids and field lines in the midnight magnetic meridian plane.
The original sub-routines of Akasofu (1965) are used to calculate 
the ring current field. These are labeled 'CURSE' and 'RING'. 'FCENT', 
'Gl', 'G2', 'ALPHA' correspond to rgo, gj, g^, and p of Section 6.3 
respectively. A grid of ring current values for r < 10 Rg calculated 
by Akasofu is extended by interpolation to in-between points. 'RTAB' 
calculates values for points > 10 Rg; 'FJ' corresponds to nQe of Section
6.3.
A grid of field line directions may be obtained from the program 
labeled 'KKGRID' and tracings of field lines by the program 'KKFIELD'.
The Z-cornponent (positive in the antisolar direction in the equatorial 
plane) and the X-component (positive northward from the equatorial 
plane) of the earth's dipole image dipole and the tail current are 
calculated by the sub-programs 'ZCOMP' and 'PCOMP', respectively.
'J /c\ 'RHO PR', 'D' and 'N' correspond to B^, p', d and n of Section
6.3, respectively.
A sub-routine to determine the proper step-size in the field 
line tracing program is labeled 'KSTEP'. The sub-routine 'EDGE' deter­
mines the ring current field in the equatorial plane and the edges of 
the tail current, where the tail current field is non-analytic.
APPENDIX 111
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m s  FOR TP AM IV  3 * 0 N - F 0 - 4 7 M  1 -1 RTArt DATE 0 1 / 1 4 / 7 1 TIME 1 3 . 3 0 . 1 1 PAGE 0 0 0 1
09»>1 
000* 
»)0'5 *
t)0i .*4
a n  a s  nan*.
,'iO';7
OO'J-3 
00 
0 0  10 
0 0 1 1  001? 
001 3 
0014 
CKU5 00 I *  
0 0 | 7 
0014
om<>
on  ? o0 n 7 l 
(;•)?> 
n o ? )  
o o ? 4  
0 0 X 7
oo?.s
00? 7 0.')?R
o o x o
GO GO 
n r>  i t
G O l ?  
00 13 
0 0 V: 00 IS 
00 1-7 
00*7 00 31 
0 0 1 0  
OCRf) 
00*1
004? 
0 0 4  3 
0*34 4 
0 0 4  5 
Q04f» 
0 0 4  7 
0 0  4 8 
0 0 4 0  
0 0 5 0
: r i n g  c u r r e n t  c a l c u l a t i o n s
O IM l f t S iO f t  CUR < 2 5 , 1 0 0 1 ,  F J I 4 1 ,  C 1 W I4 I  
CrjMrtnN CUR,  A, H f  X
DA r 4 c o g  / 4 * 0 . 0  /
W i  G . g O 0 c - 6
1 0 0  flr A O U  , I m O , D O D  = W 9 0 ) F C C M , G l  , G 2 ,  A L PH A ,  ( F J ( ! 1 , ! = 1 , 4 )
n o o  f o r m a t  ( a * * I o . o  i
I F ( H  E Of • gf • CUN ( 1 )1  r,t) TO 110  
i r  i '. il  . N E . C O M ? )  > GU TO 110
ir {G ? . :> ,c  . C U M  3 ) ) GO TO n o  
11* I ALPHA *ft F . CON (4 1 1  GlJ TO 110 
GU TO 1 2 0  
H O  C M l  CORSE  I F C C N r , G l  , G 2 , A L P H A I
en g  m  = f  c f n  r
C O N I P I  *  C.1 
C O N I3 >  = G ?
CO ft l4 ) *  ALPHA
1 2 0  N FJ  - 0
121 NFJ =• ftFJ *■ 1
r e s t  * o .
I F C N I - J . G T . 4 I  GO TO 100  
IF I F J l N F J )  .G T .  0 .  I GO TO 125 
t F J ( N F J >  . E Q .  0 .  > GO TO 10011- -.. TF SI = 1.
i= J C Nr  J > *  ABS  I r J ( NF J ) 1
1 2 5  . i K l l f  [ 3 , 3 3 0 1 1  FC EN T ,  G l ,  GI t  A L PH A ,  F jC f t F j )
3 3 0 1  FORMAT C M « »  ! O X , #FC(:NT *  # , F 6 . 2 ,  5 X , * G l  = * ,  F & . 3 » 5 X , f G ?  =
1 f-6. 3 , S X  , • ALPHA = '  ,F o .2  , 5 X , • F J = 1
I F  ( TEST • FQ .  f). I Go TO 130  
t ? 7  R L A O C I , 1 5 0 0 1  X f ,  YT ,  1 7 8 ,  I P «
1 5 0 0  FOR HAT ( 2 F 1 0 . 0 ,  215  1
I F  ( XT , F 0 .  0 .  I GO TO 121 
PM1R = A I  AN I Y I / XT I 
P H I  = P H I P * 5 7 . 2 * 5 7 7 9 5  
CUSP ■* C C S (  P H I #  1
—  c o S 2P *  r.nsp *  c o s p
M = SUhf C X T*XT ♦ YT*VT ) f - K/r;;s?p
CALL  R IN G  I F t  P H I ,  GP,  GZ, CM )
KP = OP *  t - J IN F J )
KZ » 07. *  F J C N F J )
  W R ITE  1 3 , 4 0 0 0 )  K P ,  I P 3 ,  KZ ,
4000 FORMAT C » 1, •
1 16,//2 *
Oil IU 127 
130 WRfTF(3,330?)
3 3 0 2  FORMAT C • ' , •  P
on 1 H0 J P  = 1 2 , 2 0 , 4 
X = JP
— DO 170 JZ = 1, 9, 4 
Y = JZ
P H IP  = A T A N | Y / X )
P H I  = P f t l «  * 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 7 5 5
I 79
KP C A LC U L A T ED  AS • 
<7 C A L C U L A T E  AS
16,
r I 6,
I5GHP
SHCULO HAVE VALUE  fJP# » 
SHOULD HAVE VALUE OF • ,
8 GHZ //I
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DOS FORTRAN (V  3 6 0 N - F 0 - 5  79 3 - 1  RTAB
0 0 5 1  C n S P  = C O S ( P H I B )
0 0 5 7  Cf iSZP  = CC)SP*COSP
“ 0 0 5 3      ' R = S Q R T I  X*X ♦ Y » Y I
0 0 5 5  F * R / C 0 S 2 P
0055 CALL RING ( Ft P H I .  H P l ,  HZ. H )
~~~ 0 0 5 6 -------------------------- I P  = " H P r »  F J I N F J ) ........... *
0 0 5 7  I Z  -  HZ ♦ F J I N F J I
0 0 5 8  WHJTF 1 3 , 3 3 0 3 1  J ? . J / , I P , 1 Z
0 0 5 0   3 3 0 3  FOR MAT I • 5 1 1 0  , / )
0 0 6 0  • 1 7 0  C O N I IN U E
0 0 6 1  1 8 0  f.ONT i N u t
  0 0 6 2  ---------------------- 0 0  TO 121
0 0 6 3  <389 A R I T E I 3 , 3 3 0 9 1
0065 3305 FORMAT(• END OF JUH> I
  0065 -------- ------- CALL FAIT ......... -
0 0 6 6  END
DATE 0 1 / 1 5 / 7 1  T IM E  1 3 . 3 0 . 1 3  PAGE 0 0 0 2
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DOS FORTRAN IV 36ON-F0-479 3-1 .. CURSE OATE 01/07/71 TIME 07.04.13  PAGE 0001
0001 SUBROUTINE CURSECFCENT,G1,G2,ALPHAI0002 DIMENSION CURl 23,10010033 COMMON CUR,A,W,X
0 0 0 4  B A L P H A = I  A L P H A * 2 . I / ( 4 . * I A L P H A * 3 . ) I
0 0 0 5  X = 1 . * F C E N T * F C E N T * ( 1 . - 6 . * B A L P H A I
0 0 0 6  A=—X *W
0 0 0 7  DO 3 3  1 = 1 , 2 5
0 0 0 8  P R = I 2 . * 1 - 1 . 1 / 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 8
0 0 0 9  S I N P  = S I N  t P R )
0 0 1 0  S I N 2 P = S I N P * S I M P
0 0 11  C O S P = C O S 1P R )
0 0 1 2  0 D = 3 . M 1 . - 6 . * B A I P H A ) * < 1 . * S I N 2 P 1 * C U S P * * I 5 . * 3 . * A L P H A 1 /
I  I I . + 3 . * S I N 2 P 1 * * 1 2 .  + A L P H A / 4 . I
0 0 1 3  0 0 P K = 6 .  * A L P H A * B A L P H A * S 1 N 2 P * I 3 . * 5 .  * S I N 2 P 1 * C O S P * * 1 3 . * A L P H A * 3 . > /  
1 ( l . * 3 . * S I N 2 P 1 * * 1 4 . ♦ A L P H A / 2 . )
0 0  I A  F = 2 . * P . A L P H A « C 0 S ? * « (  3 . * A L P H A * 3 .  1 / ( I  . + 3 . * S  1N2P ) ’ *  ( A L P H A / 4 .  I
0 0 1 5  DO 44  J = l , 1 0 0
0016 "  /=!.♦.1*J-FCENT
0 0 1 7  7 2 = / * /
0 0 1 8  F 2 = Z + F C E N T
0 0 1 9  “  A 2 = F 2 * F 2
0 0 2 0  A 3 = A 2 « F 2
0 0 21  I F  1 Z 1 5 5 , 6 6 , 6 6
0 0 2 2  " 55  G=G1
0 0 2 3  GO TO 77
0 0 2 4  6 6  G=G2
0025 77 B=EXP(-G*G*Z2)
0 0 2 6  E = 2 . * G * G * 2 * A 3 * B
0 0 2 7  C = A 2 * B
0 0 2 8  4 4  C U R l I » J I = l C * ( D * D P K ) * c * F ) / X
• 0 0 2 9  33 C ONT INUE
0 0 3 0  R 1 1 URN
0 0 3 1  t NO
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-BOS- FORTRAN IV..J60N-FO-479 3-1 R IN G DATE 0 1 / 0 7 / 7 1 TIME _ 0 7 . 0 4 . 5 0 _ PAGE 0 0 0 1
0001
0002
0 0 0 3
0 0 0 4
0 0 0 5
0 0 0 6
0 0 0 7
0 0 0 8
0 0 0 9
0010 0011
0012
0 0 1 3
0 0 1 4
0 0 1 50016
0 0 1 7
0 0 1 8
0 0 1 9
0020 
0021 0022
0 0 2 3
0 0 2 4
0 0 2 5
0 0 2 6
0 0 2 7
0 0 2 8
0 0 2 9
0 0 3 0
0 0 3 1
0 0 3 2
0 0 3 3
0 0 3 4
0 0 3 5
0 0 3 6
0 0 3 7
0 0 3 8
0 0 3 9
0 0 4 0
0 0 4 1
0 0 4 2
0 0 4 3
0 0 4 4
0 0 4 5
0 0 4 6
0 0 4 7
S U BR O U T IN E  R I N G I F , P H I , M P 1 , H Z , H 1
COMMON C U R ( 2 5 , 1 0 0 ) , A , W , X
P H I R = P H l / 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 0
C O S P * C O S ( P H I R 1
C 0 S 2 P = C Q S P * C 0 S P
C O S 3 P = C U S P *C O S 2 P
F T M = F « C n s 2 P * S I N I P H I R )
F L = F * C 0 S 3 P
F L 2 = *F L *F L
H P l - O .
H2=0.
S ET  I N I T I A L  VALUE OF P .
P — l .
LOOP THRU V A L U E S  OF P .  COMPUTE F U N C T IO N S  OF P O NLY .
DO 22  1 = 1 , 2 5
P=P+2.
P R = P / 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 8  
CS  P = C O S ( PR 1 
C S 2 P = C S P 4 C S P  
C S 3 P = C S P * C S 2 P  
C 2 S 1 P = C S 2 P * S I N ( P R >
LOOP ON F2  V A L U E S  FROM 1 . 2  THRU 1 1 . I .
F 2 = l . l
DO 20  J * l , 1 0 0  
F 2 = F 2 + . l
COMPUTE EVEN  F U N C T IO N S  OF F2  AND P .
F N = F 2 * C S 3 P
F N 2 = F N *F N
G = F N *C S P  _
C U R A G = C U R (1» J T *A *G  
C A LC U LAT E  FOR P O S I T I V E  P .
I F ( A H S ( F - F 2 I - . 0 5 1 2 , 3 , 3
2 I F l A B S I P H I - P I - l . 1 8 , 3 , 3
3 F M = F T M - F 2 * C 2 S 1 P  
F H 2= F M *F M  
F M F L 2 = F L 2 » F M 2  
D l = ( F N * r L ) * * 2 F F M 2
0 2 = I F N - F L ) * * 2 + F M 2  _ _ _ _ _
FA SSO R T  I t . * F N * F L / 0 1 1 
I F i F A ) 1 6 , 4 , 4
4 1 F I F A - 1 . 1 6 , 5 , 5  ..... ....... ..................... ......... ........
5 F K = 6 .5 0  
F E = 1 .0 0  
GO TO 7
16  F K = 1 . 5 7 0 7 9 6  
F E = I . 5 7 0 7 9 6  
GO TO 7
6  ET A = 1 . - F A 4 F A  
C E = - A L O G l E T A I  
6 T A 2 = E T A * E T A
0 F K = 1 . 3 5 6 2 9 4 f . 1 1 1 9 7 2 3 * E T A 4 . 0 7 2 5 2 9 6 * E T A 2  
1 + 1 . 5 * . 1 2 1 3 4 7 8 * E T A * . 0 2 8 8 7 2 9 * E T A 2 t * 8 E  
0 F E = 1 . ♦ . 4 6 3 0 L 5 1 * E T A * . 1 0 7 7 B 1 2 * E T A 2 * ( . 2 4 5 2 7 2 7 * E T A  
' '  1 * . 0 4 1 2 4 9 6 * E T A 2 1 » B E
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OOS FORTRAN fV 360N-FQ-579 3-t RING O A T £  01/ 07/71 T I H E 0 7 . 0 9 . 5 0 PAGE 0002
0 0 9 8
0 0 9 00050
0 0 5 1
0 0 5 2  
0 0 5  3 
0 0 5 9
0 0 5 5
0 0 5 6
0 0 5 7
0 0 5 8
0 0 5 9  
0 0 6 3  
0 0 6 1  
0 0 6 2
0 0 5 3  
0 0 6 5
0 0 6 5
0 0 6 6  
0 0 6 7  
0 0 6 R
0 0 6 9
0 0 7 0
0 0 7 1
00  72
0 0 7  3 
0 0 7 5
0 0 7 5
0 0 7 6
0 0 7 7
0 0 7 8
0 0 7 9
0 0 8 0  
0 0 8 1
7 C U R D G « C U R A G / S O R T 1 01)
B=F£/D2
H P I » H P I , C U R 0 G / F L * F M * I - F K F ( F N 2 + F M F L 2 ) * B )  
li7 = I U + C U R U G * ( F K * t F N 2 - F M F L 2 ) * B l  
C A L C U L A T E  FOR -P. SIN(P) IS O N L Y  0 0 0  FUNCTION. 
6  I F 1 A B S I F - F 2 1 - . 0 5 ) 9 , 1 0 , 1 0  
9 I F ( A B S < P H I + P I - 1 . >20.1 0 , 1 0
10 F M = F T M * F 2 * C 2 S 1 P  
F M 2 = F M * F M  
F M F L 2 = F L 2 * F M 2
01 = (FN + F L > * * 2 * F M 2  
D 2 M F N - F L ) * * 2 « F N 2  
F A = S G R T ( 6 . * F N * F L / Q 1 >
IF(FA)15,11,11
11 I F ( F A - 1 . 113,12,12
12 F K = 6 .50 
FE = 1 .00 
CO TO 16
15 F K = 1 . 570796 
FE = l .570796 
GO TO 16
13 E T A = 1 . - F A * F A  
B E * - A L O G I E T A )  
e t a 2 = e t a * e t a
O F K = I . 3 3 6 2 9 6 * . 1 1 1 9 7 2 3 * E T A t . 0 7 2 5 2 9 6 * E T A 2  
1 * 1 . 5 9 . 1 2 l367fl*ETA*,028B72 9 P E T A 2 ) 986 
0 F E = l . + . 6 6 3 0 1 5 l * E T A t . l 0 7 7 8 l 2 » E T A 2 * ( . 2 6 5 2 7 2 7 » E T A  
1 f . 0 6 I 2 6 9 6 * E T A 2 I * 6 E
19  C U RO G=C U RA G/SO RT ( 0 1 )
B ’ FE/D2
HPl = H P l + C U R O G / F L * F M * | - F K M F N 2 + F H F L 2 ) * B >  
H Z = H Z + C U R D G * (F K * 1F N 2 - F M F L 2  >68)
20 CONT I N U E  
22 C O N T I N U E
H = S 0 R T ( H P I * » 2 » H 2 * * 2 )
R E T U R N
END
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n o s |y T - l . JO OA7F f>?/00/71 t j m f Of). 47. * 6 PAOF 0001
OOOJ
0)0?
•ru'i00 04
oons
0004 
n o r  7
00r*« 
0*» 10 
o n  j o
001 I 001?00 I 0
001 4 
O ^ l  S
0 0 1 7iinn 
0 0  1 0 
oo?o
n n ? i
0 0 7 ?
^OUIINR TO MAP MAONPTIC PJFLl) AS A r,R|i) RATHER T IAN 1NDI VI 0!) Al. 
FIFIO l i n t s
n j H r n t ;  |n*J P A R M |  71
n i ' F N S I  Vi p o ( 7 0 , | M )
n?"PM<; « 7 1 ? o ,  i o  j  , i pc ? o ,  1 0 )
F j : i  I V A t  F MO E |«»A«V( 1 1 , P J O )  , ( P A ^ i ? )  *RP ' I  , I OAK’M H  *01 ,
 7 {PA‘>” { <, » ,7 t ) , CPAPM<«»|,7?| , <PAKM(7),EN)
CH MMns j  / F I F I O /  P A * M
OTR * J. 141S03 f 1 RO.O 
10 = 0
ZFPfl n«ITncf|*jO CIJRRF'«'T ARRAYS A NO FfH.fl ARRAYS
on 4 i = I* ?o 
  no i j a l • in
R/U*j> = 0.0 
P P 1 I t  J 1 = 0 . 0  
4 7 ( I , J 1 = 0 . 0
" "n»( f,.i) * o.o
3 c o n t i n u *
4 CONTpJUF
INlTtAt 17F PLllTTfK ROUTINES 
TAIL PI 'IT ST 
PF AO Sp FC I Al. INPUT o A»> A'-*F TF« S
OSP 'IF NNP1 ANO NOP?
Mf|P”l CONfFfiNS WH A T T 1 0 1 vi I TH R IN G f U ^ F  N T ......  ’IJMP1 = 0 NO RINO CUTEST CONSIOl'RfONOP 1 a M r,P|«) OF ft I NO riM*F\r AinrO TO FIFIO Hn'PONFNTS
 ........ N O P  1 - -I r.RII) OF P I N O  riJppfNT AI 'IN?
NOP? CONCERNS HOJ T 1 r.FT FlF | 0  f MOPPO*' NTS
NP»»? * -1 M f A f> FJFI O C'^NPONf NJS Z \° 0\
NOP? * 0 J N T r» R A T f  TO OF T f  1 r-1_ •) f.» V  ?'V'»F M S  - NO 0| f  K PUNCHED
OOP? -- 4-1 IN  T FOR A r F TO OF T F l i - l h  r W U C M S  - PUNCH I)F r.K
1 RTAOI I , 1000, tM0 = 900| JO, RPR, 0, 71, 7?, F M , F'l, FJ, N0P1, N^P?
1 0 O 0  C,IP MA T I IS, 7 r 1 0 . 0  , ? 1 ?  1
•ijo = io ♦ l.or-s
IF ( m o o j  ,rfj, o i r,n t o o
a C A-0 ARRAYS OF PINT. f.i)Ml-\T C f; M  r I f NT S 
o n  S | = I ,  70
0 f. AO I \t 1 0 1 0  ) \ r t ( P ? n r , J l ,  |a|,l n)
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DOS FORTRAN  1 V . . 3 6 0 N - F 0 - 6 7 9  3r t ............  K K G R I 0 OATF O ? / 0 6 / 7 1  T IH F  .. 0 0 . 6 2 , 3 6  . . P A G F . 0 0 0 2
0 0 2 3  1 0 1 0  FORMAT | 12 ,  I X ,  1 0 F 7 . 0  1
o o  ? 6   *s r n * . 'T r ! ' ) c  _ _ _  . „   . „  . . . ___________________       _ ..
0 0 2 5 ............ ........ . 0 0  6 1 = 1 , 20
0 0 2 6  RE AO ( 1 , 1 0 1 0 )  T C t ( R P U r . 9J ) « J * l « 1 9 )
0 0 ? 7  6 r .O N T ! 'H IF _  __________________   _ . . __________ ________________________________________
'  o o ? R  on  h I = i ,  ?n
o n ? o  on  7 j  = i ,  i o
0 0 3  0 ____ _________ «/ 1 1 , J )  = p / i  i ,  J )  ♦ l . o e - o s  *  ( f j  / 6 * o o .  i _____ _______ ____________________ ______ _________
0 0 3 1  ‘ ‘ " P P I I . J I  = P P ( t , J I  ♦ U 0 f c - 0 5  • ( F J  / 6 5 0 0 .  |
0 0 3 2  7 r . , m i ‘!UE
0 0 3  3   _ R CUNT f-.’OF _    ._____________
0 0 3 6  o W*M t r n , 3 0 0 0 )
003*5 3 0 0 0  t-nft -t AT ( * 1 1 , TAP ,  ’ F I FLO L1N*F T^ACE PROGRAM -  K O J I  KAW ASAK I  MOOCL * *
1 / //  * 1MPIJT PA»I.\MFTFRS JO/C  RHO P_R 0 * , __________________________________
 .......   ~ ? .............. « I  I I ?   m' n   F J * ’ V *
0 0 3 6  U P I T F ( 3 , 3 0 0 ? >  I P A R * M I ) , 1 = 1 , 7 ) ,  TJ
0 0 3  7  V±0>  FORMAT I * », 20  X, 7F)  0 . 5 ,  • » , M O . 5 ) ____  ________  _____ _______________________________________________
c ........ .
C R EA D  ARRAY OF F I  FLO C.nr F F 11 I r>j T 5
0 0 3 3  I F  1 V > ? * ?  .O F .  0 ) GO TO 109  ”
0 0 3 0  00 1 06  I = 1 , 7 0
0 0 6 0  RF AO ( ! , 7 0101  f C , ( 3 / ( I  C , J I , J=  I , I 0 1 _ _________________ ________  ________________________________
0 0 6 1 2 0 1 0  ro - 'MAT  ( 1 ? ,  I X ,  I 0 F 7 . S  )
0 0 6 ?  1 0 6  C a n i t H J F
0 0 6 3 _______________ 00  1 0 6  I *  1 , 2 0  _ . . . . __________ __________________ ___________________________________
0 0 6 6  ‘ ~ Rr-AOC I , 2 0 10 1  I F ,  ( MP ( 1C , J I , J=  I , 10 )
0 0 6 5  1 0 6  C ONT IN U E
r. _________
C~DR AW_ AWi) l A 3FL SFM I -  FART H F I  CURE AT ( EFT S IO E  Of P L O T ..................... “
C
0 0 6 6   |_09 ANO = 3 . 1 6 1 5 9 1 /  3 0 , 0 _____ ________ ____  ______ ____  ________________________________________________________________
*0 0 6 7  ANG? = Arjf.  * ..........    ~
0 0 6 R  CAt.I. SYV»int 1 0 . 0 ,  6 . 2 6 ,  . 1 6 ,  * S * ,  0 . 0 ,  1 )
0 0 6 9  ___________________C M  L P L flL  < _______  ____  ____________________________________________________________
0 0 5 0  C A U  P IH T  ( 6 . 0 ,  6 . 5 ,  21
0 0 61  C At. L S Y * M H  ( J . O ,  6 . 6 0 ,  , 1 6 ,  *N » ,  0 . 0 ,  I i
0 0 5 ? _________________CA| l  P| Of ( n .O ,  5 . 5 ,  3 )  ______  _________________ ________ ____________________________
0 0 5 3  “ on  1 0  ! ^  I , 30  - - .. - .................................. -
0 0 5 6  / = . 5  *  S I M  ANO J
0 0 5 5  Y = 5 • , S * r f j 6 ( A N 0 )  _  ________________________________ _____________
* 0 0  56 * C A U .  P t O 'U  X ,  Y ,  2 )
0 0 5 7  10  ANO = ANO ♦ AMO?
C _  __________
c* DRAW A N D ’ I  A ’l f L  F O l lA T O K IA l  A X I S  TO R IOHT OF EARTH ?* IG UR F  -  SCALE
C U S E D  I S  7 FARTH » A O I !  PER INCH
 C_ _ ... ......  ......__________
0 0 5 9  C A L I  PLOT I 0 , 0 ,  5 . 0 ,  3 1
0 0 5 9  0 0  15 1 = 1 , 7 ?
_ 0 0 6 0 ________________ X = I # . 6  _    _  _ __ _  _______________________ _________________________________
0 06 1  " ‘ C A L I  SY*’’HOL j ' x ,  5 . 6 ,  . 0 7 ,  1 3 ,  0 . 0 ,  - I  I
0 0 6 2  16  C ONT IN U E
0 0 6 3  C A LL  PI OT I 0 . 0 ,  5 . 0 ,  2 > . _ __________ __________ _____________ _ _______________________________
0 0 6 6  " ’  0 0 ' 1 6  f " V ' 5 , 2 0 , 5  ...........
o
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90S F HR T '•< AN IV 3*0N-F9r679 3.-J  ___ KK Ck 1 n ... CATE 1 Vfl*/7| T|«F .
OO^C X * I - .25
nn*<, _ yrp s I
0067  "  CALL PI.'IT I X* 6,fl0, 3)
0063 C M  L NOMCF* I X. 6.*9, .16, XFP, 0*0, 1)
006Q  Ui ^ONTJ_Nll£__
O07n ~ C M t  p| MT ( 10. 3 , A.30» ~ 0 >
0071 C M l  f.YW»L C 10.3, 6.00, ,16, 'F43TH RAO!!', 0.0, XX 1
007? CALL PLOT I P.O, 6,0, 3 )
007 3   C A M  SY^MOt I rt.O* 6.0, 0.21, ' F I K O  I.Inf T-'ACE* « 0.0,16 I
00/6 CAM. PIOT I fl.5, 3.6, 3 1
0076   _ CALL CYonnt ( 6.6, 3.6, 0.16, *<. KAWASAKI 'OOFL', 0.0, 17 )
0076 ...... .. X = IQ.',
00/7 90 30 1 = 1,7
0O7W _ __  Y = l.o - 0.2*1
00/0 * ' CALL PIOT I X , Y , 3 I
0060 CO in (21, 22, 73, 26, 26, 26, 27 ), |
0 9 ;,l  21 C A M  SYV*«n' ,  I X ,  Y, .16, 'JO/C = •, 0.0, 7)
90 ”?........... .....C'LL \IM°FR l-o. 9,-0.0,-0.0, PARM U > ,  0.0, *. 1
0033 CO TO 30
? 0 ‘>6 ___ ?? CALL SY^3.?l ( Y_, Y, 0.16, PR = 0.0, 9 1
OOHS ’ ’ r,0 TO ? h
0 0 fi 6 2 3 r/||| SY'MOL I X, Y, 0.16, 'O = •, 0.0, 6 1
0/H 7 _________  II" TO ?6
9063 ' ?6 CALL SV?ROL i X, Y, 0.16# *21 * S  0.0, 5 )
0030 OCJ TO 7*
m o o   3 5  cam. s Y w o r t . i. x, y, o.i6 , •/? » •• o.o, s >.. ..............
0O ‘U  ' ' r,o TO ?>
OOO? ?b CALI SVV»"L < X, V, 9 .|6 , »tf * », 0.0, 6 )
0003_____ _______CO TO 2* _ _ _______
0096 ' " ?7 ~ Y = 0 . ? ... .......
0VI5 CALL SYAPOL i *X, Y, 9.16, *U = *, 0 .0 , 6 1
09*36 ___ 7P CALL Mtl*MCR(-0.0,-0.0,-0.0, P . W ' M M ,  9.0, 2 1
0007 ' ’ ' 30 COO 11NUC
Cc________________ _ _________ _
r. ~ '  ....... ~ ....
OOOM IF I Nf“M  . to. 0 ) 00 TO 36
OOOO _______ V a 0 . 0
0 1 0 0 ..............CALL SY*'00l I X, Y, 0.16, * * J = •, 0.0, S I
.0101 CALL Ntjv:>.p< ( -O.o, -0.0, -0.0, 6J, 0.0, ? J
0 In? 3b WRTTF I 3, 3923)
0103 3023 FOrf'MT ( *t•, / x»' I * »t6 X ,•?• ,13X,•*7 •,13X ,»*P*,16 X ,•O' , f/ ) '
0106 N = n
,9116 * 0 0 = 1
0 106 | F r.ji*? .ft). -1 ) [Of) s ?
9107 3 * 1 . 0
0 1 OA 90 60 I * 1 * 2 0
Ol«W 0O 60 J = 1,10
0 M  9 X * I
0 M  1 Y = 1
111? ' .... CO TO 137,331, 190
01 13 37 CALL 7C?VP | X, Y, 6 / ( 1 , J 1 , 10, «U I
Air, C A M  PC »-*P ( V, y, )“ ([,.II, U), fj I
0116 )R m .MI.J) * «3?M,J1 ♦ R i d  i I)
PA^»E . 0 0 0 3
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• l
o n s  . F O f t l g A H . ! V - 3 6 Q_Nr6 97.4X?._.3rJ____________ K K $ f l| n .............  CATE 0 V 0 6 / 7 1 .   TIME.. 0 0 , 4 2 , 1 6 _____ _PAGf:..0004u
0 1 1 6  I P M f J t  = ♦ RP 11 , J )
 o n ?  ___________  ft *  s o a r i  ft/< r ,  j i  ♦ a r m  , j i * f t p n , j »  > ...............  .......  ....... ............ .........
0 1 1 0  * ~  ”  W . i lT F ( 1 ,  1 0 0 4 ) X t Y ,  R2 ( I • J I  * ft
0 1 1 9  1 0 0 4  AT I 1 • • ft 4 I X *  F 1 2 , f t ,  ? X  I I
 0 1 2 0 ______________  n t  * _ . i  *  p / U t J i  / ft * _ ____________________________ __________ ________________________ _
o i ? i  .................... n y '  «' *  ’ ftp{ i , j i  / f t
0 1 2 ?  XP  *  J A * O X » * . f t
0 1 2 1  ________ YP - 1 Y » O Y 1 *  • ft ♦ ft. ..   ......  .__________ ___________________
0 !  24  " "  ~ C H I  P IO T  f X»> ,YP ,3 )
0 1 2 5  X *  =■ < X - 0 X ) * . f t
0 1 2 4  _  ________ YP  *  I V -  r »V l* . f t  ♦ s .  ....... .................  ......... .________ ________
0 1 2 7  ” ”  f  AL L p| OT t X P , Y P , 2 )
0 i ?H  p 7 < r , j r * f t 7 M , j ) - f t 2 U . J )
01 2 0 ________________ ftp ( I » J I -  ftp( 1 • J )  -  WP< I_, J I _____________ _____ ________________________ _____________________________________________
01 10 ”  ~ N = N ♦ I
0 11 1  I F  I N . L T . S f t  ) 0 0  TO 35
f i l l ?  _^________________ H * 0 _ ______ ___________________ ___________________________________________________________________________
“ o m  * v i p i i F < i ; v ? i i
0 1 3 4  35  C fHT  1*i.lF *
 0 1 3 5 ______________ 40. CPNTffllJP_______ ______  _ _ ______ _______________________________________________ ____________________________________
C
C PUNCH DECK I F  O PT IO N  R E Q U IR E S
c
0116 IF ( I'QP? ,NF* 1 ) r.O TP 50
0117 WR |T M? ,2 00 C) Tt 1H7. (1 , K ) , K« 1 , 1 0 1
0 I 1 R _________ 2000 FOvm.u ( IP, • • , I OF 7. 5 , • /' )
O l i o  w» 1 r e  t ? , ? o o n  i, t f t p i i * k i , k = i , i o >
0140 2001 FORMAT ( t?# • •• 10F7.5, » P* )
jO  14 1 ____________50 J*nNT1VUE...............
014? Ofto“cAll. PI OT (0.0, 0.0, 100 I
0141 WRlTftl,30041
01 4  4 ___________1006 FOR •« AT ( • 0__fNO_OF JOft • J ___________
0145 C M l  EXIT
0146 ENO
NJ —I
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DOS FOBTRAN
OOOI
OOO?0001
000<»
OOOF
0 0 0 6
0 0 0 7
0008'
0 9 0 9  '0010" 
0011 
0 0 1 ?
n o n  
oo  i V  0016
00 1 6 
ooi r
001R
V 360V-F0-<.7Q 3-! KKFIFI.0 OATt O?/07/71 TIME 17.57.29 PAGE OOOI
C _ . . . ..........
C FIFI.O l.lNf THAl> PROGRAM - KOJI KAWASAKI MODEL 
C
niMFNSfON XPI 300) , Y»MVJO|, 13/1300),
1 OP C 300i"f  PAR K  7)
I) I HE ‘151 UN P O M  ?0t 10» f ROPI 20* 101 * (10 7 1 /0 ,1 0 ) • 0 >P( ?0. 101
fcOUf/Al CNCt |PAR»U I I » rf JO I * I P A V M P I f R P  1# (PARU (3),0), . ....... .........
' ? (PARvlAl */!)'• t PAPMI 5) fZ2) * I PAR” ! 6 I » FM > , <PA*M(7),EN)
COMMON /FI FLO/ PA«M
COM 1 )\ / INTtMP /• HO/, pop, P'VM ftOP............................................. _ ......... .......
C " *
r.
0 TP = 3. 141V»:3 / H O . O
c “ . ....
C i'MTIAl I / C PLHTTFR R fiUT I N C S
C_ _ ________
CAIL PI ‘ITS f
C
C HEAD SPEC I M  _ INPUT PAR AMfi f ►. RS___ _ _     ___ ________________________________________________________________________________
c ...... * .......... ....... . ... ... .
r4
C USFS OF TJ, l\*T, fiOPl, ANO NOP? _________ ____ _______________
C ~ FJ ‘If 0 > I V « S  >U HR FN r IS INCUIOIO ANO P.FAO A UFCK OF RING
r. r u p p f M  c o m  H r  it NTS
r. |Nf NF 0 vf'ANS M A O  A PEC* OF M H O  f.OF FF IC1ENT i AND INTERPOLATE
C IN T EO "0 FA\S I M E G K 4 T F  >0 GET FIELD COWft.MFNT > *"  *
C
c N,,pl s_ n —  STAOT n  r A •» T M - RFAO A CAPO SPCClFYlNG I A T I T U O F   _ ___  ________ ______
C   IV O f ' W H F S -ttfcAO A ? A CARO
C NrlP t = I -- S I A M  AT PliINT 1/0,PO) - M A D  A 'ARo
C NOP 7 = k-1 J«ACF U H V  > EARTH _______  _______ ____
~C'~NOp? s' ~\ TRACE AWAY FROM LAR1H
C
f. PROGRAM . vM I I NOT I I- I YU) START ON FA k TH ANO 1 R A1 F TOWARDS IT— __________  ___________________
C~*!VfFYlJLK WI LI Sl)»PlIf) ANu'Volj ‘Wi ll’ TRACE AW AY FP OM EAR 1M TP
C A PISfANCF OF ’n r fii> r I R\ 1»It
c. .
1 a'FA.Hli 10"'), 1^0=909) JO, RPR, I), /l* Z?, tM, IN, FJt NOPl* NDP?t 
1 TNT
J 2 2 2  C |5» 71-1 ).1, ?!?, 11 I............................................... ;.....      __
I  j 'l s J O * T . o f - 5 
«« I T M  3, 3000 I
JOOO T 1M A T ( M  ' • 160, « f I f 11' lt\! T R A M  PROGRAM - k -*j | KAWASAKI M O O G I S  _______
t • /// •• In P.IT PARVrlff-S JO/C. RHJ PH I) • *........
? » n  i ?  i* n f j • )
V.P T T r ( 3 » 300 ? ) I 1 , 1 M  ,71 , FJ
'300? ‘FnP’M i  i » • , ?0X, 7 M 0 . S ,  1 *, M O . 6 )
tf l fj .ro. o. ) no to 6
r   . .... .. . .... .
C'"REAO TlNG"Cir»HFNT C JEFF ( F Ct- N T S
c
on ’ I = 1 » ? 0
KFAO ( f » 110 ■»» IC.f (PO/l ir* J| f J«l*|0)
1 1 0 0  F'"|WM,M( \ ? t )(, 1 0 F M O  I
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DOS FORTRAN IV V.0N-F0-479 3-1 K K f  I t:L n DATE. 0?/07/7l T!HF 1 7 . 5 7 . ? 9 PAGE 0 0 0 ?
onn 
bo ?o 
00?1 
00??
00 ? 3
bo?V*
0 > ? 50V6
D0?700?
0 0 ?  9
0 0 1 3  
0 03 1  
001 ? 003 3
onv«
00 15
00 3 A
0037 
00 39 
00 39 
00  AO
0041
0042 004*
0 0 4 4
004A
0 0 4 7
0045
2 coNri^ oE_ _'__
do i i » 1V?0
«E A O l l , U O O »  !Ct (Ri)° T IC , J 1 • J = l « 101
i r.riNTpfir
c
r. a o j t i s r - m r r F r r i E N T S  f r o m  g a ^ a s  t o  g a u s s  a n d  f o *  f j  m e  a s o o
 on 'j ] = i,?n
' oi V j = i.i°
-10/CliJ) * ♦ l.OF-5 * (FJ/4500.)
= oi)I»ll,J) * l.OF-S ♦ (FJ/4500.1
a cnn i' a* 
s c o \ ti .or
b IF i I NT .10. 0 1 GO TO 9
t ..........
f  HEAD OECK OF F I E L D  C U EFF T C I F N T S
r,
w r  7 r * i,?o
RFAOC 1*11101 ir.i ( P07 (IC»J)»J=l»101,
 llio r u * ’M T M ? f  IX, 10F7.5 )
'7 C O ?u  i M i r .................................................. ...
tin H r = jf?o
R F Ar‘T 1 , 1 11 0! 1C, ( ^ 0° t ! C , J 1, J = 1 , I 0)fl cnorfNuf
C
C_URAW AND I. A *3 hi. SEMI-CART** F IGt/*E A T Lf F T S 10£ OF PLOT
r   ......
*) ANG = 3.131333 / 30.0 
ANO? = '.':0
r.ALL S Y M P L  (0.(1, , U ,  ‘S ’. 1 1
r s i i  im n r  { n . n ,  a . 5 , 3 )
r . M t  f i ' i r  ( o . n ,  3 . 3 , pi
T.AIL SYV30L <0.0, S.30, .13, *N > ,  0.0, 1 )'
CALL Pt OT ■< 0.0, 3 .3, 31
on  t o  i  = l ,  3n
X "= ~.r. V  S I M A S 0 )  ' ......
Y o 3 .  ,  . 3F r.ns< a n g i  
T U L  PI 0T< X, Y, ? )
""10 A'<G - .VTG »
0 0 3 0
onto
0 031  
o o s >
0 0 3 3  "
0 0 3 4  
0 0 3 3  
0 0  33 
0 0 3 ?  
0)33 
'1050 
0 0 3 0
r. ORAu A*1) L ’.PtL lOI'ATfi'IAL AXIS TU PIGHT Of EARTH FIGURE - 
"C "USI.0 IS ? FASTH RA.UII PER INCH 
C
f i l l .  PIOY ( 0.0, 3.0, 3 )
OH i a* I = ! ,?R 
X = [«.3
C Of E SY'’3fU I X, 3.0, .0?, 13, 0.0, -1 )
r.oi.-ri'iuE'
call pi jr < c.n, 5.o, P t
Oil 13 I = 3, ? o, 5
< - I «.S - . 34 ‘ " ...............................................
XFP = I
CA| I Pl'IT I X, 3.30, 31
CAt.l. NlHrirR | X, 3.30, .13. XEP, 0.0, 1)
13 C0NT10U"
SCALE
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•ns f »•'t.» a'i rv ioon-fo-s t'y. l K ^ F t F L H 0 ? / 0 7 / 7 t T I MF 1 7 . r> 7 . 29 PAGE 0 0 0 3
1 ) ri ? 1 131
00<H (> jos 
Of">S 
00«>7on.**'
G 1 M c m  t PI *)T < 10.3, S. 1 0 , 3 1
CALL SY-'VlL < 10 . H  S . 1 0 , •! A * •f AW TO WAOI r • , 0 . '),
O O M CA1 L PLGT C H.o, O. of 3 1
0 >04 CALL SY’-VH ( n.n, «j.o, 0 . ?| * •F i n  f) 1 1 Nc T •* A C F 1 *
1 »'S C M  1 PI or 1 rt.S, 3 |
0 1 *> ** CAl 1. SV'iOt I ^.*5, ).»a * •K. K A W A S 1 KJ *-*'!(>i:l» • «
0 * f X = 10.s
-i co n  I V  if7 •
/>•)/, 0 Y = l" h - o.
T>7.) ca l i pi n  ( X » Y * 3 1
(v* r i p i , ??* ?i, /»■'*, ;>% u , ;»7 ), i
.» ' 7 ? ?\ CAl I SY-inr.t 1 x, Y, . U ,  'JO/C = », 0 %l), 71
tV»7 3 C M  I m j m h 1 - r r . n , - M . p a > 7 ^ ( U ,  'i.G, i i
0 »7 * go to V)
'» » 7*> ? ? c m  i sY-^ra { X, Y, O.l-v, *>»»,} p»« - *, D.O, 4 )
0 17*. O'* T 1 ?>
j » 7 7 c m T s y ‘>!’l 1 v., Y, 0.1/, t * •! ^ •• O.o, 1
•> 1 /■< r, J n  7-* •
"» 7<) ? /, f M I  '-'nl '1[ X * v • 0 • 1 *♦, U M  = 1 , 0 ,-.f 4 1
7 > * a 1 r,' V f ) 7 i
I ?s CALL SV'OIII ( X, Y, 0.14, V ?  - ' * P.o, S 1
»Vl''7 n n  ? i
> VJ 3
...
f M. 1. 'sv-mPI. 1 X , v , 0.14, * < r *, 0.0, 4 »
o ; •* 4 f.n io :>
OV-f, 77 Y = 7.?
•! ' CALI. SVU'IL ( X, Y, 0.14, * '‘I - •• 0 .0 , 4 )
) 1 if ( M U  ‘J i N R I -0.0,-(>,0*~J.i), PAOMlfl, 0.0, ? )
')•"> i < 30 C r’OT ti>:
0 -1“ -r Y * '0.0
IV: ) CALI SYA'»II ( X, v t 0.14, 1 F J = »,o.o, si
) V H c a n I " 0 , “O.o* “O.o, F J * 0*1, ?\c
c COMM INC *UNS AN!) F ! FLO NTS '
r_____
„  _  c - I N r  . • r O . 0  H J . t - 0 , - 1 .  ) r,o T ■) 4 1
r»M \ * i,?o 
no  i r ,  .1 s l * i n
3 1 P ( | , J 1  * 'HIP I I , J  I ♦ P DP 1 I » J  1In r I'lM'P/C 
" * 3 C c.r*1 r pj*jr
AO J r  f M P M  , ‘H . 0 1 G.J t r i  4S
r.
C r i M  t O 'M L S  0 S I ^ T l v S  L K A I I O N  r.F H F L O  L I N '  I I  " i l  TWACtO
C IS P[A1 IN AS LATITiMF IN 0*0*1 FS P'UO Av .> CHANGIO TO W A M A N S  - I'HF 
C I N I T I A L  70  V.’O PO A y r  THCA* C A I . f l l l  ATCO
0 i •><>
o m0 1 I »
W £ A t) ( 1 , 1 0 1 1 1  PHI-loo? f| >, nx,
' IF I \
U N O ,  S U P *  I1* FT, I >1AI F , 10.31 '10.'', ri'>,0, 30<* HI ). t •»/
r. F f 10 ru"^'lT P| (JT prr.|f>u SlNfC i*L V jy CA30 SIGNALS FH> HF FIFL.1 LINF S TH
t M  pL'HTI t vN THIS !» V< TK.:i| A** ''L'T r
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sins  Ft
• 1 M 5 :>104 
0|
01 '17 ill^
01 Vi 
oi n on i 
on*
11 t oi 14 
•)!!*) •) 1 1 f» 0)17 01  M
o m
01 70 01710 J ">?
0 1 2 4
0 1  ? S  
0 ) 7^*
•M?7
0.1 ? « 0 ) ?w
o m
onio 1 17 
o i n
oi v, oi ms 
0 1 16 
01 17
•|»T'-.AN IV 5F-0N-F0-47G M-l K S F 1 H . 0  OATE 07/-I7/7I TIME 17.S7.70 PAGE 0004
41 C M L  PI. 01 I 1 4 . 0 ,  0 . 0 ,  - M )
'V I  rn |
4? u p I rr I T, H O T )  PH!')
30.*n fry.* 1A M  *0 * t 10X, • T-Mf F .jp fieio LINE •*F4.0*# UFGHECS i)‘:th jf«,
 ....  ! « AX I V • >
p h i * = p h i o * m p  
I F  I n  -n * l ‘i. 0 . 0  ) 7 E M )  = 7 0 . 0  
IF I \ ,J7 ,f •). U  I N‘)P7 = -1 
70 =
?o - srHs’Hjui 
T0  4 H
c
r. wOFN \ '.o\ ( V|M c, 1 STAKT1NG l.ufAM’Vi OF F I Ft 0 I : N** TO «t f«ACt J
C IS PI AH' !*: AS 1h»- 1 M T 1 M .  f 0 AMO PO
c
4* PfAJ I),}!))!) 7»r p0, /TOO* 4 TI ° * 1PTT, |i|*iFt |f)4l 
u n i  f j p m a t 'i /.rri.o, t u x , h i  i
fF ( /') 0.0 I 0 ; K? 41
IF ( '!'»? ,i-J. ♦ I .ANO. 7F‘M  . F- 0 * 0.0 l./tNO s 1.0
.......JF f > , TO, -l .AMU. 7>.V) .f.). 0.0 I /f.Y» = 70,0
w> | r^ M , n i M  70, PO* 'F.jn 
M O M  F n * M  ( *o«, 10<, * TP AM- OF I IF t O tl'ln ST..7fr\'S A1 PO I NT 70 =»
1 , F M . 4 ,  • PO = * ,  i n ,  4 ,  * F 'JM N O  * ,
7 » r- AM TH lt.\ t(| !•K I! ** i'^p'.lo • )
c
c J~r> p n r  < i n t o  a ^p a v  o f p o i n t s  t o »*.e p l u t t f o
r s t f p  is s e t p 'i t m l i y  ro .i?r> m  i/* f a p t h  k a o i i  if ijkspec ifi e q
C ANO THEN AtjfllSTFD r'Y 1M AlF AN) [0>H r
4*1 I F  (• S U P  , r o .  0 , 0  ) S U P  = 0 . 1  7 r*
JF ( fHAtf .OF. O I STFP = STfP / ? . * * M A | F
tF { IMOI. .sr. O 1 STF*» = SfFP * ?.**|UNL 
J = I 
_  K P U I  = 70  
YP ( J 1 = '*0 
01" r NIP?
r
C POSITION PIHTlFft AT START HE THE FfCLO I. 1 NE ’ «E I'<G TRACED 
C
_  4 *  X = *«>( W  * 0.5
...... Y s V P (1)* 0.S * 4,0
if ( r»ri .ro. ? i y = f . - y i M t n o . s
G M  L PI. OT I X , V , M )
WN I X* i T , W M
TO?T F‘,f «aT ( ' 0* , , • / • , I 4X ,‘P* , 1NX, , M Y , ' FP »  , 14X, M *  , // 1
ir.NK = 0
c'
c r.cn,r>uTF rr*i>(riFNrs «*r magnetic fifio a t x p u i *y *m j i  ijsn’O routines 
C. PCf'*N» AA».)
t.....
so caii. prn«n < xp(ii, y^iji, int, f j  >
r . A I L  / f  :iM»* 1 X f M J ) ,  Y P I  J ) * :’ 7 ( . ) | ,  | * T f r j  »
IF ( j .LT. M ) Gii 1(1 S5
T F | ICHK .ME. 0 I GO TO SS
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QOS FURTPAN IV 3feP*l-F0-479 3-1 KKFItfLD OA T F 02/07/71 T ! MF 17.57.29 PACE 0005
013*1 ___ ___ J3 = J - ? . .______  ______ _t
C PLOT THF T‘« n n  pill*! RACK SIMC? IT WILL RF KEPT AS A VALID POINT
JC. ___ ' ___ _ _________  _ _  ...  . . . ..................................... ............ .. ................................... ........
'0130    T ' s  xpfjii * oVs
O H O  Y - Y;-{ IS) * 0*5 ♦ 5.0
0 1 If t Y • OT • 10. > v * 10.
O H ?  ....... . ir < I»>*J . F 0. ? ) Y a 5. - YP|J31*0.5
0143 C A| L PI 07 ( Y , Y » 2 )
0144 _______ ____P = S;> T 1 n 7 (J ?) * P7IJ3) ♦ RPIJ3) • RPIJ3) »
"'0145 - • w‘f<jTir C4,1*1041 X P ( J 3 ) , V P(J3T, «/ ( J 1 ) , RPIJ'-J, fa
01 4* 3004 I'l-’-A’ <» *t 5 ( IX, ri?.5, ?X 1 )
0 1 4 7  55 II I j ,k ?. ion ) r.n rr* oo __ _ ____________________________
o1 4h Tf i frn- .ro. j > 0 0 to 04
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GO TO 150, 70i, I rn 
TVALMATE Th.; srcuno IOTFGk AI SA«F LIMITS C1C AS F U S T  I NT FOR AI
0061 
006 7 
OOS3 
0065
50 P i t  = ?
T'> - 0.3 _______
’ Y.i '= b.b
Tl 1M 3 3. 1 4 1 5 9 3
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0069 . TN * TO ♦ W
00 70 Dil 5/ I s 1,4
  0071 ____  5.7-SUJL * Sl/M T.ll I I ..........................     _ ................ ..................... .........
007? on *5 I = l #4
0073 Hi = P0i'. * ( PPM PO*S( ! ) )
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C | A*! fc* FIRST~""f  \**JIJ THE A P O IN T S  AROUNf) THE G IV E N  PT W O v PO) '
0)07 100 M  - 7 0
0 1 0 9  ~  J l  = ‘ P0
0110 .1 ? = J I ♦ I
”    C r.HFCK i r  V . I I hT n ^ I  e J u T  OF A X I S  -  IT SC.GO  CALL  COG-; TO IN T E R P O L A T E
C R f \ 0  CM* If-OT VM .O LS  THc’i IN T EG PA TK  FOR TMF « I S T  OF THE H E L J  AN")
  C CO*-“ M N F  _  ............._   — ________________C
o u t  ir ( i i .f o .o . o r .  Ji.ro.o > g o  t o  i
r ...... ________ ......................     .________ ______ ______
  C I’NTcRPi l l *ATE H M D  NOT ON LPGlr -  FORCE J.7 I )  HT LT 19 F . R .
C hL = BOTTOM I. F l»T » Tl = TOP L E F T ,  FTC -  F I E L D  VA L U ES  AT CURNOKS
0 1 \ ? I F  I J 2 . 0 T . 1 0  I J? - 1 0
( U P ,  M  = fUV ( l i . J l l
91 ? a _________________ TL. I ] ,  J ? i __________ _____________________ __________
o i  i s  fl< = no/ < f ? « J i >
T» = l l f )M  1 7 . J M
0 1 1 7 ____________________________X T _ = .  m . ~  J U . * . . . C J *  TL 1. t . T l  . . . . . j .   .............
(J l l i -  RT *  ( 7 0  -  I I I  « f «,> -  ill.) <• RL
0 1 1 9  BZD* *  I JO  -  J l  I *  ( I T ~ ) ♦ 9Rni2 0 _________go _to ?r)__________________ ________ _
0171  , I S O  C'.Ll FOGF I I I *  1 2 *  J t .  J ?  • F J * E 7 * ? *  p0 * 7 0 )
0 1 7 7  R /9  = 0 7 0  ♦ FZ
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! j  ‘ O O ' s ' F O R t R M ' l V  3 fc O N - F C P 4 7 9  3 - 1  ..................K S T E P   D A T E  0 2 / 1 1 / 7 1  T I  HE 1 8 . 3 5 . 5 f c  PAG E  O O O l
T  _____  0 0 0 1  _ _ SU B R O U T IN E  K S T E P  ( S T E P , D I R , I 0 8 L , 1 H A L F , L A S T , X P , Y P , B Z , B P , Z E N D , J  »
  C
C R O U T IN E  E X A M IN E S  L A T E S T  TWO OR THREE P O IN T S  AND A D J U S T S  THE S T E P S IZ F  
C ACCOftO ING  TO THE R A TE  OF CHANGE OF E IT H E R  THE IN T E N S IT Y  OR D IR E C T IO N  
_ c  O F THE M A G N ET IC  F IE L D  -  IN P U T  PAR AM ETER S  ARE
c ST E P - CURRENT VALU E OF ST E P  TAKEN ALONG F IE L D L IN Ec D IR — D IR E C T IO N  OF TRACE - I  AWAY FROM EARTH * ♦ I  TOWARDS EARTH
c '  1DRL -  ' NUMBER OF T IM E S  S T E P  HAS BEEN  DOU BLED  - MAX I S  3c IH A L F - NUMBER OF T IM E S  ST E P  HAS B EEN  H ALVEO  - MAX I S  3c L A S T - I F  NUT 0  ON IN PU T  JU ST  TAKE A S T E P  ANO DO NOT CHECK. . _ r  .... THE ST E P  S IZ .E S
c X P .Y P - THE ARRAY U f  IN P U T  C O O R D IN A T E S
c f lZ .B P - COMPONENTS OF THE F IE L D  AT X P ,Y P
‘ . .................C " ZENO - F IN A L  VALUE IJP THE Z-COMPONENT
c J - C U RR EN T LY  C A LC U L A T E D  PO IN T
C
   c   - OUTPUT P A R AM ETER S  ARE ~
C L A S T  -  SET  H IG H  IF THE POINT TU HE C A LC U LA T ED  I S  THE L A S T  ONE
C OF THE TRACE OR THE 300IH PO IN T
C J  -  NEXT P O IN T  TO BE C A LC U LA T ED    '
C
0 0 0 2  D IM E N S IO N  X P I 3 0 0 I ,  Y P I 3 0 0 I ,  B Z I3 0 0 1 ,
~ ... . 1' BP I 3 0 0 )
C
0 0 0 3  ______________ NEW = 0  _
O O O V  1 J I  = J
GCG5 J 2  »  J  -  I
0 0 0 6  IN E G  -  0
0 0 0 7  "  “  ID  = 0 ' . ............................... .
0 0 0 8  B1 = SORT ( B Z C J 1 ) * B Z I J 1 )  ♦ BP  I J 1 ) » B P I J 1 1 I
C
C I F  T H I S  I S  THE VERY F IR S T  P O IN f  JU ST  IN C R EM EN T  ANO RETU RN  -  OR I F  
C T H IS  I S  A RECO M PUTED  P O IN T  
C
0 0 0 9  '  i F ' i  L A S T .N E .O  I GO TO 7 0
0 0 1 0  IF  I. J 2 .  EQ . 0  I GO TO 7 0
O C U  1 F I X  =  0  _
0 0 1 2  82  = SORT I  B Z I J 2 I * B Z I J 2 1 ♦  B P C J 2 l * B P I J 2 I  I
0 0 1 3  • OB *  A B S  I B l  -  6 2  I 
C
c  D8 I S  CHANGE IN  F IE L D  IN T E N S IT Y  IN  G A U SS  -  I F  OB I S  . 1  OR G R EA T ER  WE 
C WANT THE ST E P  S IZ E  TO BE NO LARG ER  THAN . 5  THE B A S IC  S T E P  S I Z E  IN  
C EARTH  R A D I I  SO ST E P  I S  H A LV EO  T IL L  IH A L F  I S  I .  I F  OB I S  BETW EEN .0 1  
" "  C AND .099 KE WAN! T H E ST E P  S IZ E  TU BE NO LA RG ER  THAN THE B A S IC  ST E P
C S IZ E  SO S T E P  I S  H ALV EO  T I L L  1D BL  I S  0 .  IN  BOTH C A S E S  1 F IX  I S  SET  
C EOUAL TO I  SO WHEN C H EC K  I S  HADE CN CHANGE OF D IR E C T IO N  THE S T E P  W ILL  
c a E  , N C R E A SE 0 >  IF  1)B l s  L E S S  THftH Ao i  t h e  ST E P  S IZ E  ID  A D JU ST ED
C BY  CHANGE IN  D IR E C T IO N  O NLY  
C
0 0 1 A  "  i f  I  [IB . L T .  0 . 0 1  I GO TO AO
0 0 1 5  I F  t I O B I .E Q .  0 I GO TO 12
0 0 1 6  A S S IG N  10 TO IR E T
0 0 1 7  GO Til 10 0
0 0 1 8  10 I F  I . ID S L  .N E .  0  > GO TO 100
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0 0 1 9 ____ _____ _  12 I F  ( DB . L T .  0 . 1  ) GO TO 2 0    -     —
0 0 2 0  I F  I IH A L F  . G E .  2 > GO TO 20
0 0 2 1  A S S I G N  20  TO I RET
0 0 2 2  ____________  GO TO 100  . _ _  __________
0 0 2 3  ' 2 0  I F I X  = 1
0 0 2 4  GO TO 50
0 0 2 5  ________5 0  I F  ( IO B L  . G E .  1 I GO TO 5 0  _ _  _
0026  ' " i n  *  l '  •  . "
0 0 2 7  GO TCI 150
C __
C A D J U S T  S T E P  C O N S ID E R IN G  CHANGE OF D I R E C T IO N  I F  THREE  P O IN T S  ARE 
C A V A I L A B L E
c _  _________ __ ___________
0 0 2 8  '  5 0  10 -  0
0 0 2 9  J 3  =  J -  2
1)030 _  I F  I J 3  . E Q .  0  1 GO TO 70  _ _ _ _ _ ________ ___________________________________
00 3 1  ~ S 1 2  = 1 Y P I J 2 I  -  V P C J 1 I  I / I  X P I J 2 I  -  X P I J 1 1  I
0 0 3 2  S 2 3 = I Y P C J 3 I  -  Y P I J 2 )  I / I  X P I J 3 1  -  X P I J 2 I  I
0 0 3 3   _______ ______ DS = A B S  ( S23 - 512 ) _ ______________ ____________
c ............ .
c D S  I S  CHANGE IN  D I R E C T IO N  OF F I E L D  -  I F  THE A D J U S T E D  DS I S  L E S S  THAN
C . 2 5  DOUBLE S T E P  S I N C E  0 1 R E C T I 0 N  I S  ALMOST A S T R A IG H T  L I N E .  I F  DS I S  _ _  __ ___  ____
" ' ' C B E T W E E N  . 2 5  AND . 7 5  L E A V E  S T E P  S I Z E  A S  I S  S IN C E  CHANGE I S  MODERATE .
C I F  OS I S  8FTWEF.N . 7 5  AND 1 . 5 0 H A L V E  S T E P  ONCE.  I F  BETWEEN 1 . 5 0  AND 3 . 0
C H ALVE  IT  T W IC E ,  I F  G R EA T ER  THAN 3 . 0 0  THREE T IM E S  S I N C E  VERY ABRUPT
   '  '  C CHANGE HAS OCCURRED I N  D I R E C T IO N
C
_  0 0 3 6 _________  ADJ = ID B L  ♦ 1________________________________________________________________________________ __________________________
0 0 3 5 '  A DJ  = , 2 S » A D J * A 0 J  -  , 5 0 * A D J  ♦ 1 . 2 5
0 0 3 6  OS = O S *A D J
0 0 3 7  I F  I DS  . I E .  0 . 2 5  I GO TO 1 50 __________________________________________________ _____________ _______________________
0 0 3 8  ' 5 5  I F  I OS  . L T .  0 . 7 5  1 GO TO 70
0 0 3 9  A S S I G N  60  TO TRET
0 0 6 0  GO TO 100
0 0 6 1  6 0  I F  ( DS  . L T .  1 . 5 0  1 GO TO 70
0 0 6 2  A S S I G N  6 5  TO IR E T
0 0 6 3  GO TO 100
0 0 6 6 ..................6 5  I F  1 OS . L T .  3 . 0 0  I GO TO 70
0 0 6 5  A S S I G N  .70 TO IR E T
0 0 6 6 __________ _____  GO TO 100  _ _______________________________c ' ............. '  "
C NEW S T E P S  I Z £  HAS BEEN  COMPUTED -  CONVERT T H I S  TO X £ V S T E P S ,
C IN C R EM EN T  J ,  COMPUTE. NEW X P ,  YP ,  AND SET  L A S T    _ __________________ ___________
.............  c ■ ' " ~ ...... .
0 0 6 7  7 0  I F  ( I D  . E D .  I  I GO TO 6 0
0 0 6 B  L A S T  = NEW
0 0 6 9  I F  INEW . L E .  0  I GO TO 75
0 0 5 0  J = J2
0 0 5 1  NEW = - 1
'  0 0 5 2  " G O  10 I
0 0 5 3  75  X S T E P  *  D I R  *  I B Z I J I I 6 S T E P / 8 I  I
0 0 5 6  Y S T E P  *  D I R  *  I BP I J  U  * S T E  P / B 1 I „_____________ _________ _________ __________________ ___
0 0 5 5  .........  ..... " J  ■ J ♦ 1 "  ' .. .....................
0 0 5 6  6 0  X P I J l  *  X P I J l l  ♦ X S T E P
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0 0 5 7
0 0 5 6
0059
0 0 6 0  
0 0 6 1  
0 0 6 2  
0 0 6 3  
0 0 6 5
0065
0 0 6 6
0 0 6 7
0 0 6 8
0 0 6 9
0 0 7 0
0 0 7 1
.0072
0 0 7 3
0 0 7 6
0 0 7 5
0 0 7 6
0 0 7 7
0 0 7 8
0 0 7 90080 
0 0 3 1  
.0082 
0 0 3 3  
0 0 6 6
0 0 8 5
0 0 8 6
0 0 6 7  
0 0 8 8  
0 0 8 9  
0 0 9 0
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Y P I J 1  -  Y P I J 1 I  ♦ Y S T 6 P
C
C CHECK  I F  NEW P O IN T  I S  I N  RANGE -  I F  T R AC IN G  AHAY FROM EARTH  ZENO  I S  
C HAX ALLOW ABLE  EARTH R A D I I  OUT. -  I F  T R AC IN G  TOWARD THE EARTH ZEN D  I S  
C M IN  ALLOWABLE EARTH R A O I I  OUT -  D EFA ULT  I S  I  FOR TOWARD AND 2 0  AWAY 
C
I F  I O I R  . E O .  41 I  CO TO 90
I F  ( X P ( J )  . L T .  ZEND 1 GO TO 2 00
FAC = I ZEN D  -  X P I J 1 )  l / I X P I J l -  X P I J 1 M
X P ( J )  *  ZENO
Y P I J l  = F A C * Y S T B P  4 Y P I J 1 )
L A S T  *  J
GO TO 2 00
9 0  P.AD = SORT ( X P I J T * X P I J l  4 Y P ( J I * r P ( J ) !
JF  I RA D  .G T .  ZEND I GO TO 2 0 0
D I S  » SORT 1 X P I J l ) * X P I J l 1 4 Y P I J l ! * Y P I J l >  )
   FAC  = ( D I S  -  Z E N U t / i n i S  -  R A O I  •
XPIJ) = XPIJ11 4 FAC*XSTEP 
YPIJl = YPIJl) 4 FAC*YSTFP
...........L A S T  *  J
C
C CHECK I F  THE NEW YP I S  P O S I T I V E  -  I F  I T  GOES BELOW 0  H ALV E  X S T E P  ANO
C Y S T E P  ANO RECGMPU1E XP AMO YP T I L  P O S I T I V E  THEN SET  L A S T  P O IN T
C IN D IC A T O R  BEFO RE  L E A V IN G  S U BR O U T IN E  
C
‘ 2 0 0  I F  I  Y P I J l  .G T .  0 . 0  1 GO TO 300
IN E G  =  I
Y S T E P  = Y S T E P  / 2 .
X S T E P  = X S T E P  / 2 .
GO TO 80
C
C S T E P  S I Z E  TOO LARG E TO BE AC CU R A TE  -  H ALVE  THE S T E P  S I Z E  THEN S E T  J
C BACK TWO P O IN T S  AND R E C A LC U L A T E  THEM U S IN G  NEW S T E P  S I Z E .  H A L V IN G  I S
C ALLOWED TO OCCURE THREE T IM E S  W ITH  M IN IM U M  S T E P  B E IN G  . 0 1 6  EARTH  R A D I I
C*
100  IH A L F  = IH A L F  4 I
I F  ( IH A L F  .G T .  3 I  GO TO 1 15  
S T E P  = S T E P  / 2 . 0  
I F  ( I DHL . E O .  0  1 GO TO 1 2 0  
I D SL  *  ID O L  -  1 
IH A L F  =  IH A L F  -  1 
GO TO 120  
1 15  IH A L F  = 3 
1 2 0  NEW *  1
GO TO I R E T , I  1 0 ,  2 0 ,  6 0 ,  6 5 ,  7 0  I
C
C S T E P  S I Z E  SM A LL ER  THAN R E Q U IR E D  -  DOUBLE IT  FOR NEXT C A L C U L A T IO N S  
C K E E P IN G  CURRENT  P O I N T S .  D O U B L IN G  I S  ALLOWED TO OCCURE 3 T IM E S  WITH 
C A MAX IMUM STE P  S I Z E  OF 1 EARTH  R A D I I  
C
1 5 0  I F  I I F  I X  .N E .  0  I GO TO 7 0  
ID B 1  *  ID B L  4 I  
I F  I ID S L  .G T .  3 I  GO TO 155  
S T E P  « STE P  *  2 . 0
290
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0 0 9 1
0 0 9 ?
0 0 9 3
0094 00^ 5
0 0 9 6
0 0 9 7  
0 0 9 6  
0 0 9 9
I F  I IM A L F  . E Q .  0  ) GO TO 70
~ .....  I HALF  = IM A L F  -  I
I O B I  *  1001  -  1
GO TO 70    .
'155 IDBL * 3 ....
GO TO 7 0  
3 0 0  f F  I IN FG  . 6 0 .  1 1 L A S T  a  j  
RETURN 
END
*0
CD
C/) (f)
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p
0001  SU BR l lU I  IN F  FDGF I l i t  12 ,  J l ,  J ? ,  F J ,  R ,  If .D , PO, 70 I
C  —  - "
C R O U T IN E  IN T E R  POLA T FS THF R IN G  CURRENT IN  AN AREA  1 EARTH  R A D I  I FROM 
C E I T H E R  THE I  CIS P A X I S .  I F  IC O  = 1 -  F I N D  P COMPONENT l i r  R IN G
C CURRENT , IF  If.II = 2 -  F IM f i  2 CUMPONENT ------- --------------  ---------
Q002
c
O l . v e N M U ‘1 X?  ( ? D > ,  Y P ( 1 0 ) , X Z 1? G ) * Y Z ( 1 G » • P ( 9 ) ,  2 ( 9 )
0 0 0 3 0 M  E ^ if* ION H0 2 ( 2 0 * 1 0 )  * P . O P ( ? 0 , I O ) , R 0 2 ( 2 0 , 101 , f tO fMZO . 10)
000*9 COM-1I»N / I M l t N P  / 3 0 7 ,  HOP *
r
Atilt « 0 P
000 5  " OAT A XI / 20 *  0 . 0  /
000 6 OAT A Xv» / - . 0 0 3 2 3 ,  - .  J O i l 7, - . 0 0 6 0 ? , - . 0 0 9  16, + . 0 0 1 2 7 ,
I + . 0 0 1 6 3 ,  4 • 0 0 0 9 5  » + • <10050 , + . 00 . )  *5 , + . 0 0 0 2 9 ,
-• 2 ♦ . 0 0 ) 1 5 *  + . J 0 . U 9 , ♦ .0 0 f t  I  I , ♦ . o o o t r i . + . 0 0 0 0 7 ,
3 + . 0 0 0 0 6 *  0 0 0 0 5 * ♦ . 0 0 0 0 9 , + . 0 0 0  13, + . 0 0 0 0 2  /
0 0 0 7 OAT A VP / - . 0 0 3 2 9 *  - . U 0 2 M , - • 0 0 ? ? 9 , - . 0 0 1  .0 , - . 0 0 1 2 5 ,
1 — . tIO.) 36 , . 0*0060 * - . 0 0 0 9 , 5 , - . 00 ; j  * 5 , - . 0 0 0 3 0  /
0005 OAT A Y2 /  - . 0 0 0 3 0 ,  - . 0 0 0 0 9 * - . 0 0 0 1 3 , - . 0 0 0  I ft, - . 0 0 0 1 9 ,
« . • - .O l ) i ) 1 7 ,  - . 0 0 0 1 ? , - .1 )001  1 » - . 0 0 0 3 9 , - . 0 0 0 3 8  /
1 0 0 0 9 DATA I /  - .O O O J i i ,  - . 0 0 0 0 0 , - . 0 0 0 0 1 , - . 0 0 0  »? />
001 0 DATA ? / - . 0 0  3? 3,  - . 0 0 3 2 9 , - . 0 0 3 2 5 , - . 0 0 3 2 6 /
001 I DATA TFJ / 0 . 0  /
... - .... c -
C ADJUST FOR F.l OTHER THAN 4500.
C
001 2 ........... IF I FJ .FO. TFJ I GO IU 70
0013 FJO = 4500.
0014 IF ( TFJ ,NF• 0. I FJO = TFJ
 0015   —  FAC = FJ / FJO - -------
001<> T F J  = F J
0017 00 10 K = 1,10
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